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Tubes 
Cnrr. .V Iii», 14/8 

HIGHEST QUALITY— COMPARE ODR PRICES 
GUARANTEED 

6 Monlht 12 Months 

VALUE IN VALVES 

MOST MOLLARD, 
MAZDA. COSSOR, 
EMITHON, EMI- 
SCOPE. BEIMAR, 
FERRA BTITYPES 
PROCESSED IH 

OUR OWS 
PACTORV 

12in. £2. 0.0 
14m. £2.10.0 
15-17in. £3. 5.0 
19in. 
21 in. 
23in. £3.15.0 £5.15.0 

£3. 0.0 
£3.10.0 
£4. 5.0 

£3. 5.0 £4. 5.0 
£3.15.0 £5.15.0 

NEW 
TYPES 

MW 31/74 
£3.15.0 
WM 36 24 
£4.15.0 

CRM 172 MW 43 84 
£6.0.0 

GUARANTEED 3 MONTHS 
BY RETURN OF POST 

Rnti-laction or Miiucy Biurk (iusirnntcc *mi ij'rxK. if rrtunirij tMiuso'l within 14 ALL VALVES ARK SEW r.NLESf* OTHERWISE INKORMEIJ- FREE TRAHSIT IKSURANCE. POSTAGE I -. vtN. 94., 2-11 l>. Free over 1. 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

flutotnaiiyen, etc. 
LATEST RAKHAKU 

Ail Vni'lory Fresh. All with cnrtridpr. SKP10 Mono (Sincle) I'lnyer, £4.19.0, SPSS Seini-Traiuwriptloii (Sinftle). tll.19.0. ADTOSL1M Standard Auto. £5,19.0. ATS Auto (Limited Number). £8,19.0. ATS Slimline—Biniilar to ATS. £7.15.0. Model 1,000—Coinpncl Inw-prlccd rcvnrd chanirer. atiinniadcally playlnc up to 10 record*. £9.19.0. Model 2,000—AnLmmtlc record chnnitcr with large turntable, playing up tn 8 record*. £7.10.0. Model 8.000—Deeigneil lor nee with hiRh-cainpllance cartriilge*: law-nine* arm gives excepttonally low revnrii wear, £10.10.0. AT80 -Aulotnatic or manual opcraLknt, ha* precinlon arm, Mae coinpcnentor and heavy turiitnhlr, £11,18.0. A70—For the critical user— ofter* Hiitonintlc playing, with pueher- plHiforni, ami many other loatiire*,'£19.19.0. LABS0 An ouUlandliiK automatic ttan- ■criptinn turntable lor prolemionnl repro- duelitm. £25. 301—TrKuecrlptlon Heavy Table, £22. 401—Tranecriptlon turntable with heavy 12in. turntnbte. machine-cut etrolic, neon lamp and speerl control £29.19.0, Model 60—Aotomfttle record changer with large turntable, weight- counterbalanced arm and plug-In pick-up head. £9.10.0. U.S.R. 
GU7—Single Deck Complete, £4.5.0. CA14 or 1185 Auto Changer. £5.1S.O, 

PRICES SLASHED 
LZ27 TAPE RECORDERS. Kamoiwinakc. latent silver/lirey tininh, 4 input*. 4-.'pecd 3} x 7}ln. Complete with mlcrophoue. loolagc counter, vnhiiue level Indicator, tone control, "pare epool. Thi* machine take* Tin. apool* and i» a full olzc Recorder, not a toyl Trice jiorilially r>a -• a a a £30.9.0. »/• p p. £ I • -1 0-0 
WAUOE TALKIES TYPE RT33. The very lnle»l .Silver/Black lililsh. They give a lantaetic pcrlorinaiicc with relia- bility. long telescopic aerial, crystal con- trolleil. Note a licence is required to trunsndt. They compure with much dearer madels. 2.'6 p.p. 

MULTI-METERS. TK.20.A. 8 Range* AC/DC/Cuirent/ReslstanccO-IOOK, moving coll, EP.10.K. 10,(10 '♦a fa OPV, High duality, 15 Range* ACrDC/ Current; Rrsistanee. Accuracy ^ ^ g 
BP.aO.K. 20.000 OPV. more eentltlve veraion ol KP.IO-K. J24 13 6 
EP.30.K. 30.000 OTV. 18 Range*, including Reeistance io JO aa a a a Meg. 4i0.19,0 KP-90.K- Prole&slonal Quality, 22 Range* AC/DC Volt*.Current/lies- on u a A i.a.i a.b tance. TEST EQUIPMENT. ITl-1 Tran*Isttirl»ed S/ignal Inlectnr, complete with Transtetor Oscillator with Indicator Lamp. -c , Detachable Test Probe and in- wd/* Mruclfann. 

IDEAL FOR ANY RECORDER. PRICES 
SLASHED. GUARANTEED APPROX. J 
PRICE. WORLD FAMOUS MAKE BY 
ENORMOUS PURCHASE, 

★ TAPE 
We offer you fully 'tenslllecd polyester/ 
mylar and I'.V.C. tape* ol identical quality hi-fi, wide range recording charac- teristic* n» top grade tape*. Quality control manufacture. Not eubfltamlard In any way. Try one for youreelf. They are truly worth a lew more copper* than acetate, eub-etandnrd. Jointed or cheap Import*. Try one and prove it lor yourselfl 

St»nd»rd Pliy Double PUy 3* 150fl. 2 3 3- 3001t. 4.'- 4" aonft. 48 4' fiOOfl. 8'- 8* 600ft. 7,6 8' 1200ft. 15- si" noon. 108 sr 180011. 19 6 7" 120011. 13/6 r 2400ft. 27/- Long Play Tript* PUy S" 22511. 2 9 4" OOOfl. 13/- 4" 43011. 5.6 8* TSOOft. 25'- a' flflOlt. 10:6 5}- 240011. 34/- 
BV 1200ft. 13;- 7- 360011. 44/- 1860ft. 18.6 Quadruple Play 3' OOOit. 8> Postage I/- or Post Free lew S", on three reel*, Quantity and Trade enquiries Invited. 

£8.19.0 
MEMO CALL. Pocket sized battery operated tni>c recorder, complete with tape, earphone, bnilt-ln speaker. Nor- mally £12,10.0. A iiinst lor those who want to record telephone conversations, idea*, letters, etc. whliat f.» inn trav iig , hmv s;( ... AO.IU.U 
TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER. "Deak Com- paniuii". A larger model complete with pen and holder, etc. Fully portable and tranaialoriKeil. A iniiat lor the dcak Iravlng both hands free to a A n 
deal with iniiwra, el dUO.lU.U 2/8 p.p. 
25 WATT GUITAR SPEAKERS. Very heavy coned 12ln. east chaa«l«. There 1* jiothijig in touch It for power handling end 'juttllly at to Aa A Flu* 5/- p.p. £4.19.0 
BINATOHE lO-TRAHSISTOR. All wave »ei, complete with teletcopio aerial, ear- phone. leather case, medium «!ze, eupcrb perforinnnce. Not to be a.* a -f Q n confused with cheap *ct*, A,1 U.l S.U anmzing value. 

AM/FM RADIOS 
Lateat woniterfully »lyle«. guaranteed top make. J0-tran»letor with full long and incdium wares. 8i« 8| x ti-fr x 12||Mii. Mngiilllccnt reproduction. A plcaaure to look at. "An arlitocrat in It* cla**". 14 moiiiha' guarantee, agalnet faulty maiLufiielnre. Ocnulnc a_. retiill price £28.7.8. f'nrepeal- I f UllS. able. 

QUALITY PORTABLE 
TAPE RECORDER 

Fabulous quality and reproduction of muric. 0 trnneistor. liin. and 8lin. upeed*. Output SOOiuW into high quality speaker. Ingenious single control knob. Kaat forward and rewind, itatlcry level ami record level meter. Ka*t loud. Pre- ei*lon capstan drive with dynamic earpiece monlwr recording. Radio recording leads. Outside speaker lacliitle*. The most outstanding portable in the country, filze 3 til x 31 x 6 liii. Ccuuine normal ■ price of 33 gne. Unrepeatable. 12 months' • guaranlec. All spores available. ^ a a__ With tape, tape reel,mike, etc. 1*5 tinS, 

OZ4 4' 8K8GT 6/- Z0L1 16/- DLB2 S'- ezso 5 9 022 6:9 1A70T 8 3 6K7 6;9 20P1 96 DL94 8 6 EZ81 6 U24 12.6 1C50T 7.— eK78 2- 20P3 12 6 DL66 7/3 FC4 8, D25 10:6 IDS 7- 8K7GT 4; 9 20P4 17,- EA50 1/3 FW4-500 7'- B28 8-6 1D8 9 9 6K80 6; • 20PS 15'- EABC80 8/9 GT1C 126 031 i:- 1H5GT 8.'- 0K8OT ii/- 25A60 8,'- EAC91 4/- QZ32 78 D3S 141- 1L4 3/- eK25 8/8 2SL80T 7 9 EAF42 8.3 GZ34 119 035 12-9 1LDS 4 3 6L1 9'8 25X50 8'- EB34 1-3 HK80 9 8 037 28,- 1LN8 4 8 6L60 7/8 2SZ40 71- ED41 5/- HL41DD 8/6 050 4/9 IN5QT 8 9 9L18 7.'9 25 Z5 8, EB9I 31- HN309 10'- DS2 4 9 1R6 5 6 6L19 11/8 25Z60 8'- EBGS3 4/9 HVR2 9- U78 5,8 IDS 6 3 6LD20 7/9 27S0 17 8 EBC41 7/9 KT32 6 9 078 4 8 1S4 7'6 6N7 7'9 30C1 9.-8 EBC81 7-9 KT33C 41- U107 12 6 iS5 4'6 6P1 9.8 30015 n.-e EBF80 7/6 KT39 14/- 0191 11/6 IT4 3- 6P25 8 0 30FS 7/6 EBF83 9 6 KT44 9;- U28I 9.'6 2D21 6 8 6P23 99 30FL1 9 8 EBF89 7 9 KTS5 17,0 D282 12/ 3A4 4.'- 6Q8Q 89 30L1 8 fl EBL21 10,9 Kiel 11.'- 0301 12/- 3A5 8.9 6Q70T 8 9 30L1S 9 9 EC52 4 0 XT63 4 8 D309 9 9 3D8 4'9 6R70 9/- 30P4 9 6 EC91 4 6 KT66 136 U329 9,9 3Q4 7/- 6SA7 59 30P12 79 EC92 8 6 KT76 8 6 D339 11/0 SS4 5-:- 6SC7 4/9 2api9 13 6 ECC3I 7 0 KT88 19: U403 10.9 3V4 6 8 SSG7 4 9 30PL1 9 3 ECC32 4 - KTW91 58 U404 81- SR40Y 9.8 8SH7 3 - 30PL13 9 8 ECC33 49 KTW82 6/8 0801 17/8 5T4 8/- 6SJ7 5 9 3505 8 9 ECC34 0 KTW83 6.8 UABC80 71- SU40 58 6SK7 5' 35LSGT 8/- ECC3S 59 KTZ9 11/- UAF42 7/9 5V40 7.8 6SL70T 5 9 35W4 6'- ECC40 9 6 L67 3/- UB41 71- syao 4 9 6SN7ai 4 9 86Z4GT 5 6 ECCB1 5:0 LJU52 6'0 UBC41 7/6 SYSOT 5 8 SSQ7 5'9 35ZSGT 7- ECC82 0/- MU14 71- UBCS1 7/9 6Y40 9 8 6SS7 3,-0 41 8 6 ECC83 6.9 K37 10 8 UBF80 7/9 SZ4 9 - 8U40T 9'6 42 0/8 ECC84 7 6 N7e 171- UBF89 7/6 SZ4G 7/8 6V60 4 0 SOBS 7,9 ECC85 7 8 HI 08 17/- , UBL21 12/- SZ40T OU 6VBOT 8'9 60C5 8:6 ECC88 98 N162 8/7 UC92 7/9 8 30L2 9.'- 6X4 4'9 50L9QT 7/6 ECF80 8 9 F41 7 8 0CC84 9;9 6A0 3/6 BX5G 5.'- 53KD 9 9 ECP82 8 3 P61 2 9 UCC85 7/3 6A7 9/- 0X5GT 6,'- 61BT 17-8 ECH21 10:9 PABC80 8.'- OCF80 10:6 8A80 7/9 7B8 10-0 61SPT llf- ECH35 11-8 PC88 11:8 DCH21 9/6 6A8GT 12,9 7B7 7/9 62BX 138 ECH42 8 8 PC97 SB UCH42 7/3 6AC7 3/- 705 7/9 76 5;6 ECH81 7/- PCC84 6 6 ECH81 7/9 6A05 2.9 706 7 9 78 5'- ECH83 8 6 PCC85 7/9 UCL82 9/- 6 A 07 6.-9 7H7 7-3 80 5 6 ECL80 98 pccse 11/9 D0L83 12/- 6AKS 5;- 7Y4 8f- S3 9/6 ECL82 8/- PCC89 9/8 UF41 81- 6AL5 3/3 7Z4 9:- 195BT 18:6 ECL83 10,6 PCC189 12/- UF42 5/8 6AM6 3;- 8D3 3!- 195BTA19'B ECL84 12,'- PCF80 89 UF80 si- 6AQ5 8;- 10C1 11'6 807 7:8 BCL88 10.3 pom 7/- UFS5 ns 6AT6 5- 10C2 14 9 813 49 - Er22 li- pom 12/- UF89 31- 6AU8 7/- 10F1 4/9 832 14 EF39 as P7CS6 11/- DL41 81- 6AV6 5.9 10F9 10 6 S69A 12/6 EF37A 81- PCL82 7/3 UL44 141- 6B7 8 8 10F18 10'- 954 39 EFSS 7,6 PCL83 9/- DL46 9/9 6B80 8/- 1 OLD 11 14 6 955 2/3 EF40 11/- PCL84 7/3 UL84 6'6 6BA8 5-8 10P13 8 6 958 2/- EF41 8/- PCL85 10/6 UM80 3/9 6BE8 5 8 10P14 9 6 1625 5/8 EF42 6:9 PCL89 I0.:6 URIC 7/6 eBoea 15- lOPIS 7/- 6060 7/8 EF50-BRlf6 PEN2S 3,9 UD8 11/6 6BH6 8/8 12A8 2;3 6057 9 8 EFSOfAl 2-6 FEK45 8/0 U07 9/9 0BJ6 5.9 12AHS llf- 6067 98 EF54 3/- PEN46 4/8 UU8 13/8 0BQ7A 6/6 12AT9 6 6 5793 7 6 EF80 4.6 PLS3 9; 9 UY1N 11/" 6BR7 8 8 I2AT7 50 9001 3 6 EF85 8 - PL38 9/8 UY21 9/9 8BRS 9/8 12AU0 8«- 9002 4 9 EF89 7,-9 PL38 16'- 0X41 9/- 0BW6 7/9 12AU7 9- 9003 6-9 EP89 6-9 PL81 8/3 0X85 81- eBW7 5'- 12AV6 6:9 ATP4 2 6 EP91 3/- PLSS 6/6 VP4B 01- 0C4 2/3 12AX7 eu AZ31 76 Em 8/- pxea 8/6 VP23 2/9 805 S'« 12BA6 7/- AZ41 li- EF183 9/9 PL64 71- VP41 5/6 805 3 6 12BE6 8/8 B36 es EF184 9 6 PL820 8/3 VR105 5,8 609 11 12BH7 8-9 010 8/ • eb:32 7:8 PMS4 Sl- VR1S0 81- ecneo 19 6 1208 5 9 CBL31 13 6 EL32 3:9 PX4 IZS W78 4/9 eCH6 63 12E1 17/6 CCH35 13 6 EL33 11/- PX25 01- W81 7/3 602 3 6 12H6 1,-9 0X31 7.6 EL34 11,8 PY31 81- X61M 1U- «D3 9 6 12JSGT 3.-3 D77 3 3 EL35 9/ PV32 10/- 1 X83 8/6 6D3 3 - 12J70T 8 - DA30 XL 9 EL38 128 PY33 lO.'S X8S IX/- 6F1 4'0 12K7QT 4'9 DAC32 8/- EL41 8-- PY80 6/8 xoeo 7/9 eF6 78 I2K8 9.9 DAF91 4 8 EL42 9 8 PY81 8/3 X78M U/- 6F6G 4 8 12K8GT11/8 DAF98 7/3 EL81 8:9 py82 5/9 X78 21/- SFIS 4;9 12Q70T 4-9 DF33 8 9 EL84 8 9 PY83 6/9 X79 21/ 8F14 9 8 12SA7 7/- DF91 3/- EL85 99 PY88 8 9 XS1M 9/- 6F15 98 12807 4 8 DF96 7.3 EL9I 3:9 PY800 7,9 Y63 81- 8F19 6;- 125H7 3 8 DF97 7 8 EL95 6:- PY801 7/9 Z63 61- 8F32 4 9 12SJ7 
12SK7 

5 6 
4 6 

DH63 6,6 EM34 8 8 PZ30 9/6 Z63 4/9 6F33 4f- DH76 4 8 EM80 7/6 RIB 9,8 Z86 8/6 6H6 1,8 DK32 9 8 EK81 0'9 RL18 SP41 11/- 2;8 615 4 3 12SN7GI6 9 DK91 6 6 EM85 9/6 6J50 3/- 12SQ7 86 DK92 7:- EN31 10.'- SP81 8/- lOO'l 
6JSQI 4 3 13D3 6.6 DKOfl 7:9 EXSX 7/9 SD25 16/- TYPES 
aj« 
617 

3:6 8,3 19AQS 
19BG6 

7/8 
14/- 

DL33 DL35 DL83 
76 7'9 9,'- 

EY86 
EY88 

7 3 
9/6 

SU2150 4/8 T41 8,9 TFIDX 8:6 
NOT LISTED S.A.E. M70 4 9 20D1 8,9 DL75 «!■ EZ40 7/- U14 7/6 ENQS. 6J70T 7,6 2on 9/6 DL82 9,- BZ41 71- Ul8 7/6 

CONNECTING WIRE 
P.V.C. Bright 25tt. coils only. Colour*. Five 4/- 

MAINS 
TRANSFORMERS 

Excellent Quality finarauteed Upright mounting 25(»-0-230v., 60mA, 6.3 v. 3A <«0m.v 12.'6) Ditto scinl- shroudcti 

•A- SULK BARGAINS ^ IS POTS. Popular values. 5K, to 2 Meg. Unusctl, mixed prc-«l. m/c long ttp,. awl Ich, etc. ** / O CONDENSERS. 25 mixed Electrolytic*. Many popular size*. Eiat Value £3. Our price 10/. 

6/6 
9/6 

SPECIAL C.R-T. OFFER Due to huge Bulk Special Purchase we are olfcrlng CR>U41 and MW 86/24 Tubes at Ihe unrepeatable price of 39.'-. P.P. 12,'ii. The aljove arc guaranteed for 6 month*. 

100 RESISTORS 
Excellent. Size* 1-3 watt. 
100 CONDENSERS 9/6 
.Miniature Ceramic and Sliver Mica Con- denser*. 3pF to 5,000 pF. LIST VALUE OVER £S. 
25 TAG STRIPS 
2, 4, 6, 8-way, etc. Unused. 

4/- 

Posl: 2 lb*.2/-, 4108., 2/8, Tibs. 3.6, ISIbs., 4 -, etc. (C.O.D. extra). ALL VALVES LESS 5"/, AND POST FREE IN DOZENS. 

TECHNICAL TRADING GO. 
Retail Only, Hi-FI Demooitrslion*. 72 East Sired. Southampton. 350/352 Fratlon Road, Portsmouth. Tel. 22034 ALL MAIL ORDER AND RETAIL SHOP 
11/12 NORTH ROAD, BRIGHTON Tel. 57999 

ii 
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ONE TO BUILD YOURSELF FROM THE E RANGE 
Build a loudspeaker system in a concrete pipe and obtain good results. Impossible ? If it were.Wharfedale 
would not recommend it. The fact is that experimental results of this type of enclosure were so successful 
that Wnarfedale have produced an inexpensive kit especially for the Do-it-Yourself enthusiast. The kits 
come in two sizes—for 8" or KT speakers and cost £5.0.0 and £6.5.0. In addition you will need a 
spun concrete pipe which costs about 12/6 from good builders merchants. The concrete column can be 

decorated with a variety of finishes—paint; wallpaper, fabric etc. 
The top is fitted with a loose weave acoustic material. 

RECOMMENDED UNITS fOR THE WHARFEDAtE CONCRETE COLUMN ARE 

ill Principle of construction of T* system in concrete column 
# Acoustic Cloth Coyer 
# Diffuser 
# Baffle 
# Foam Plastic Gasket 
9 8' or !0' Speaker (extra to kit) 
# BAF Wadding 

9 Spun Concrete Pipe 

9 Acoustic Filter 

9 BAF Wadding 
9 Positioning Blocks (3) 
9 Foam Gasket 
9 Base with Tuning Vents 

SUPER 8/RS/DD 
A highly ellident full range speaker with the latest type of ceramic 
ring magnet. Roll surround gives smooth low frequency response 
down to 40 c/s. Power handling capacity 6 watts. 
Impedance 15 ohms. a. 0.0. (Tax raid) 
SUPER 10/RS/DD 

•A 10* speaker with double diaphragm) toll surround and powerful 
magnet. This unit gives frequency response down to 30 c/s. Power 
handling capacity 10 watts. Impedance 13 ohms. <11.13.3, (Tax Paid) 
WNARFEDALE WIRELESS WORKS LTD. IDLE BRADFORD Y0RKS, 

POST THIS COUPON TODAY-# 
for fully illustrated simple to follow construction folder 
NAME          Dfpc.E 
ADDRESS. 

WHARFEDALETOWN— COUNTY.,. 

A 
897 
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TELESCOPIC 
AERIAL 

TUNES FROM 
88-108 Mc/s 

ONE OUTPUT 
FOR HI-FI 
AND TAPE 

ONE OUTPUT 
FOR PERSONAL 
LISTENING 

SPUN ALUMINIUM 
DIAL 

POLISHED AND 
BRUSHED 
ALUMINIUM 
ESCUTCHEON 

BLACK CASE 

SELF-CONTAINED 
BATTERY 

30 

0& 

30 

0O 

sS 

r 
^in 

micRD 

A,F,C. FOR 
EASY TUNING 

* MEASURES ONIY 

UNIQUE 
CIRCUITRY 

IJS" fll 
i 16 X 116 

,// 3» 

X 116 X 4 
PLUS DETACHABLE AERiAL 

ANYONE 
CAN 
BUILD IT 

All you want is a small 
' soldering Iron (preferably with i' bit), tweezers and 

something to cut wire, such os noil dippers. 
The instructions take you step by step through 
every stage, and ore very easy to follow. 

The world's ve 

pocket-size 

F.M. TUNEI 

100% BRITISH 

DESIGN 
SINCU 

7 TRANSISTORS . 2 

Sinclair's latest design, the SINCLAIR MICRO FM is a high 
quality FM tuner designed to be used with hi-fi amplifier or 
tape recorder. It can also be used independently as a self- 
contained pocket F.M. receiver for personal listening 
anywhere. This exciting Sinclair triumph, barely half the 
size of a packet of 20 cigarettes, is a fully fledged 7 transistor, 
2 diode superhet circuit incorporating many unique and 
original design features to achieve fantastically good 
standards of performance. Pulse counting detection ensures 
better linearity than conventional detection methods, and 
therefore better audio quality. Powerful A.F.C. which locks 
on to the station tuned in, together with unusually good 
sensitivity make tuning easy and the set's own telescopic 
aerial sufflces almost everywhere. Separate output stages are 
provided for feeding to an amplifier or tape-recorder and to 
the earpiece included with the Micro FM. It is this arrange- 
ment which allows the unit to be used both as a tuner and as 
a self-contained receiver. In styling, this Is the most elegant, 
most profess/ona/ looking design in minfaturised equipment ever 
made avoUableto constructors, and is one you will be very proud 
to possess. YET WITH ALU THESE WONDERFUL 
FEATURES, THE SINCLAIR MICRO F.M. COSTS 
POUNDS LESS AND MEANS THAT ANYONE CAN 
AFFORD AND ENJOY THE ADVANTAGES OF F.M. 
RADIO TO-DAY. 

FULL SERVICE FACILITIES ALWAYS 
AVAILABLE TO ALL SINCLAIR CUSTOMERS 

Order form on pages following 

= IM SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD., C0MB^C
TO« 
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S . NO ALIGNMENT PROBLEMS • A.F.C. 

TEniSTICAt PESCRIPXIOjV 
THE SINCLAIR MICRO FH is a seven tran- 
sistor, two diode F.M. superhet designed to be used 
both as a tuner for feeding to an amplifier or tape 
recorder and as a self-contained pocket portable 
receiver. The telescopic aerial, which screws into the 
top of the case. Is coupled to an R.F, amplifier 
followed by a self oscillating mixer. Use of a low 
I.F, dispenses with the need for bulky l,F. trans- 
formers and removes the need for alignment. A three stage I.F. amplifier amplifies and limits the 
signal to produce a square wave of constant voltage 
which is fed into the pulse counting discriminator. This converts the square wave formation into 
uniform pulses, the average output from which 
is directly proportional to the signaf frequency, so 
that the original modulation is reproduced exactly. 
After equalisation for pre-emphasis, the signal is fed 
to the audio output socket for use with an amplifier 
or recorder and also to the receiver's own audio 
amplifying stage which enables the Micro FM to be 
used as an independent self-contained receiver. The 
inclusion of A.F.C, makes tuning simple as each 
station tuned in is automatically "locked" as the dial is turned. THE SINCLAIR MICRO FM is completely 

seif-contained within a neat black plastic case faced 
by an elegantly designed front panel of brushed and polished solid aluminium with spun aluminium 
tuning dial to match. The tuning scale is marked 
in Mc/s. 

SUPPLY VOLTAGE—9V from self-contained 
standard battery. 

• CONSUMPTION—5mA 
# SENSITIVITY—Typically 3 mlerovolts 
• AUDIO OUTPUT—300mVapprox. from 2SK 

ohms 
HIGH LEVEL AUDIO OUTPUT—9Vpeak 
to peak 

• TUNING RANGE—87.S to 108 Mc/s 
• SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO—30dB at 30 

microvolts 
• AUDIO FREQUENCY RESPONSE—10 to 

20,000 c/s ± IdB 

THE COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS for building the SINCLAIR 
MICRO FM including extending aerial, 7 transistors, case, tuning 
dial,' aluminium front panel, lightweight earpiece, plugs and 

sockets and instructions costs only £5.19.6 

BUILDING AND USING THE SINCLAIR MICRO FM 
This remarkable FM design, the most ambitious yet In the Sinclair programme,' is simple to 
build with the precisely detailed instructions supplied, even if you have had no previous ....... previous 
experience In building miniaturised transistor equipment. By eliminating the need for 
aligning the set when built, Sinclair have overcome the main obstacle to building your own 
FM set. When finished, you will find that the Sinclair Micro FM performs as well as any 
other good FM tuner and except in occasional poor reception areas, in which no set will 
function efficiently, this newest Sinclair design can be depended on to give satisfaction anywhere. 

r 

ft&e it as-— 

AN KM.TUNER. 
FOIL YOUR.TAPE 
EJECORDETL 

h<nceyt 

o 

-&■ H 

ASATUNEfc. 
"FOR-VOUB HI-FI • 

T 
AS A SELF- 
CONTAINED 
POCKET F;M MUDK-t 1 r; I*) {' ' 
RECEIVE13.. ji \ffy A 

(The. aicfy, 14 /\ 
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ORDER FORM AND MORE EXCITING SINCLAIR 

DESIGNS ON PAGES FOLLOWING Sinclair- 
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SIZE 
8V'x3V'xl 

WEIGHT 
44 ozs. 

•rtrrS- 

'-■ '-W ' 

AMAZING 
NEW F.M. 
TUNER-SEE 
PRECEDING 
PAGES 

E DESIGNS FROM 

SINCLAIR X-20 

20 WATT P.W.M. AMPLIFIER 

WITH INTEGRATED PRE-AMPLIFIER 

The most amazing advance in 

audio amplifiers in years 

Gives you 

20 watts R.M.S. OUTPUT 
By the use of Pulse Width Modula- 
tion in circuitry developed ex- 
clusively by Sinclair Radionics, the 
unique X-20 achieves standards 
never before reached by any audio 
amplifier in the world. From the 
Input of the integrated pre-amp 
through to the power output stage, 
this amazing amplifier gives quality 
and power far ahead of anything 
in its class to make it the most 
original and interesting design in 
years. You use your X-20 like any 
conventional quality amplifier, for 
mono or paired for stereo, but it 
occupies far less space, costs less, 
behaves perfectly and brings a re- 
freshingly new approach to audio 
that is setting the standard for 
the whole industry, 
ONLY THE SINCLAIR X-20 HAS 
THESE UNIQUE FEATURES 
•)c No. of transistors—12 ■Jf Silicon epitaxial planar output tran- 

sistors providing 9S% energy conversion 
Response—20 to 20,000 c/s ± IdB 

•A Total harmonic distortion at 10 watts 
R.M.S,—0.1 % 
Input sensitivity—1 mV into S-K ohms 

yt' Signal-to-noise ratio—better than 70d8 i 20 WATTS R.M.S. MUSIC POWER 
OR IS WATTS R.M.S. CONTINUOUS 
INTO 7.5 OHMS 
IS WATTS R.M.S. MUSIC POWER OR 
12 WATTS R.M.S. CONTINUOUS 
INTO IS OHMS ■jc Ideal for guitar or other forms of P.A. 

it Widely tolerant of the load at the output 
•jlf Power required —36 V dc at 700 mA 
OUAUTV AND POWER FOR SUCH VERY 
VERY SMALL OUTLAY 

Completekltof parts including m £■ 
transistors and X-20 Manual JJ, f ^ J dr 
in sealed carton 

Built and tested with > a » X-20 Power Pack > a in j 
X-20 Manual in fcV-| V-O sufficient to drive £4-I ""O 
scaled carton two X-20's 

THE X.20 MANUAL gives full details of tone and volume control 
systems for adding to your X-20. Includes circuits for STEREO, INPUT 
SWITCHING. STEREO BALANCE, etc, FREE WITH EVERY X-20. 
Available separately—21- pose free. • 

mi SERVICE fflCILITlES AVAILABLE TO All SINCLAIR CUSTOMERS 

SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD. 
COMBERTON, CAMBRIDGE Telephone: COMBERTON 662 

900 
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SINCLAIR 

ICRO-6 

Everybody's building it! 

SIZE—IfxI-'V'x!" 

WEIGHT—Under 1 oz. 

FANTASTIC RANGE 
AND POWER 

PLAYS ANYWHERE 

BANDSPREAD FOR 
EASY LUXEMBOURG 
RECEPTION 

■ 
6 ! - 

7t (y 
$ 

THE SMALLEST SET IN THE WORLD! 

No transistor set has ever yet compared with the Micro-6 for size, 
power, performance and design. Thousands upon thousands have 
been built by enthusiasts from electronic engineers to beginners 
In transistor construction and are now In use throughout the 
world. Everything except the lightweight earpiece is contained 
within the smart minute white gold and black case. With 
batteries and self-contained aerial, the Micro-6 weighs under one 
ounce! Unique features which make such wonderful performance 
possible include bandspread over the higher frequency end of 
the medium waveband for easy reception of Luxembourg, power- 
ful A.G.C. to counteract fading of distant stations, and vernier 
type tuning. Quality of reproduction .is outstandingly good, so 
that you derive real pleasure from using this fantastic set. Order 
your Micro-6 now and prove for yourself why it cannot be too 
highly recommended as an intriguing design to build and a most 
practical radio to use. You can build it in an evening and when 
you have built your first, be certain others are going to want one 
too. when they see and hear your Micro-6. 

• OPERATES IN BAD AREA 
" 1 am highly satisfied with this kit which receives most stations on the 
medium wave with remarkable volume apart from the fact that this is a 
bad signal area." ^ ^ She/?ie,d G, 

• AGREEABLY SURPRISED 
" My pleasure at the way it works is only exceeded by the pleasure it gave me in building ic and my own surprise at being able to complete 
such miniature work satisfactorily. I am no longer the youngster that 
assembled radios before the 8.B.C. was born." yy j % Warwick. 

' • AMAZING VOLUME 
" Performance easily surpassed expectations. Luxembourg and AFN were 
loud and clear and many continental stations could be heard at adequate 
strength including Moscow." R s Northumber/ond. 

• TRANSISTOR FIEND DELIGHTED 
" Having been a transistor fiend for the last eight years, I must say it is 
the finest little set 1 have over constructed. Please send one more of these 

A.G.C. 

1st R.F. 
Amp. 

2nd R.F. 
Amp. Detector 

c 

] 

1st A.F. 
Amp.- 

2nd A.F. 
Amp. 

3rd A.F. 
Amp. 

Amazing 6-stage circuit 
In the Micro-6, a six stage circuit using 3 special Micro- 
alloy transistors (Sinclair M.A.T.s) provides two stages of 
R.F. amplification, double diode detector and high gain 
3-stage A.F. amplifier plus A.G.C, and bandspread over 
the higher frequency end of the tuning to bring In 
Luxembourg like a local station. Inserting the plug of the 
earpiece switches the Micro-6 ON; withdrawing switches 
it OFF. Tuning is by vernier-type dial over the medium 
wave band. Two self-contained pill-size batteries give 
about 70 hours working life. 

A// parts 
maud/nr 
M.A.T.s, case. 
dial, ffght' US> weight 
eorpiece and beoutifufiy de- 
foi/ed instruc- tions come to 

marvellous little instruments." 

HALLORY MERCURY CELU 
2M.312 (2 required) each )/ll. Pack of 6 10/6 

Type 

R. K., Preston, Lanes. 

GUARANTEE ORDER FORM 

FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE TO ALL SINCLAIR CUSTOMERS 

| NAME  Mease send me I 
Cr Should you not be completely 

■ ADDRESS       satisfied with your purchase when you ■    receive it from us, your money will bo | | 
refunded In fu!l and at once without 

I"-                   question. It is important to quote Pr.EII ■ hot which 1 enclose Cash, Cheque Money Order value -.hould you prefer to write your order 
    f jj instead of cutting out this coupon. 

901 



Solid state semi-conductor mod- 
ules—fully transistorised and 
completely wired and-tested cir- 
cuits that only require a 9-volt 
battery and connection to input 
and output to provide a compact 
ready-made unit. Encapsulated 
types arc shockproof and almost 
indestructible. Supplied with 
instructions. 
METRONOME —New design 
giving both audible and visual 
indication over the range 30 to 
240 beats per minute. Requires 
only 3-ohm speaker, 250 k/ohm 
pot. and torch bulb to complete. 
22j6. P. & P. I/-, 

CODE PRACTICE OSCIL- 
LATOR—-Advanced design giving 
powerful, authentic tone and 
visual Indication if required. Uses standard 3-ohm speaker. 20/-, 
P. & p. I/-, 

PUBLIC ADDRESS AMPLI- 
FIER— Ideal as a basis for loud 
hailers. Uses 3-ohm speaker and 
suitable for use with carbon cry- stal or dynamic microphones. 
35/-. P. & P. [/-. 

FIRE ALARM —module con- 
tains temperature sensor and 
operates in conjunction with 8- 
ohm loudspeaker and 2-megohm 
potentiometer.' Increase of room 
temperature above pre-set level 
immediately triggers screaming 
siren alarm. 50/-. P. &P, I/-. 

PHOTO MULTIPLIER 
POWER TRANSISTOR—com- 
plete photo-electric system In one 
unit of power transistor amplifier. 
Photo-electric cell and electronic 
relay. " Make your own photo- 
control system — door opener, 
burglar alarm, automatic door 
chimes, counters, etc. Complete 
with instruction literature ol un- 
usual applications. 25/-. P. & P-1/-. 
WIRELESS TELEPHONE 
AMPLIFIER MODUUE-eom- 
plete. electronic, solid state 
circuitry ready to amplify and 
transmit both sides of a telephone conversation into any A.M. broad- 
cast band radio without inter- 
connecting cables, Operates from 
9 volts " transistor *' batten' end 
requires oniy telephone pick-up 
coil to operate. 30/-. P, & P. I/-. 
MICROPHONE TRANS- 
MITTER MODULE —contains 
complete solid state circuitry 
ready for use as a means of trans- 
mitting speech from any high 
impedance microphone into an 
ordinary A.M. radio without con- 
necting wires. Requires only 9 
volts battery and crystal micro- 
phone. 30/-. P. & P. I/-. 
GRAMOPHONE AMPLIFIER 
— Can be used with magnetic, 
crystal or ceramic pickups—full 
matching information supplied. 
High quality output fills average 
living room. JO,'-. P. St P. I/-. 
SIREN MODULE — Needs 
only 3-ohm speaker and switch 
or warning push-button to com- 
plete, Provides powerful upward 
screaming note to form ideal 
basis for alarms, etc. 22,'6. 
P. & P. I/-. 

PROOFS 
MULTI - TESTER 
Specially designed -m fr ro": anQ 

forProops! This 37/6 p»ck'n|, 
truly low-priced. 2'" 
all-purpose tester combines the 
most useful voltage, current, and 
resistance measuring ranges for.home and motor car wiring and'servicing, 
amateur radio and T.V. fixing, and electronics hobby construction check- 
ing, Extremely robust construction employs rugged, large scale meter 
movement, hard-wearing switch contacts, and impact resisting tough 
plastic case. Ranges; 0-10 -SO-2SO-SOO-IOOO volts AC or DC. 0-1-500 
mA. D_C 0-100,000 ohms and—20 to+36 decibels. Size overall: 5 X 
3i X I Jin. deep. Supplied complete with red and black insulated con- 
nector leads, battery and full instructions. 

Post and 

Construct Electronics with NEW 

VEROBOARD Quickly, Cheaply, 
Professionally VEROBO ARDS supplied by Proops 

Brothers Limited have been specially designed to meet the needs of the 
amateur constructor: hole matrices have been pitched to provide the 
greatest utility in a "wide variety of circuit layouts; purchase price has 
been kept low by the deliberate selection of one standard board width 
(22 way) which may be used with almost any circuit but permits large 
quantity purchase with attendant saving; specially prepared design 
sheets are provided with each purchaseto simplify circuit layout; acces- 
sories have been kept to an essential minimum to further reduce cost. 
VEROBOARD SHEETS. 12 6 each. , Post Free, 
Board size overall; 17 in. long x 3| in. wide 0.0312 in. thick. Each is 
ciad with 22 X 0,0015 in. thick copper conductors which are fully 
pierced in line at 0.IS6 in, intervals across width and 0.2 in. along length. Boards are treated with flux preservative to give protection and ensure 
satisfactory soldering. A design sheet is supplied with each board. 
SPOT FACE CUTTER. 8,6. Post Free. Specially designed hand cutting tool with hole locating spigot. Light 
turning and pressure removes copper conducting scrip locally to make a 
neat break. 
TERMINAL PINS. 50 for 3/6. Post Free. 
Made specially for Veroboards of pre-tinned brass with a flat head to give maximum contact, and self-cutting serrations near the head to 
ensure a tight fit when pushed into the hole, ' 
INTRODUCTORY VEROBOARD KIT. 24/-. Post Free, Includes one sheet of Veroboard, Design Sheet, Spot Face Cotter, 50 
Terminal Pins, and instruction on design method and layout procedure. 

;] T0TT£HH»M COURT R0«0. lONDON Wl. ■ ' J § I t 1 nwWCUNgham0'4I. wio'i- Hm-if" mi ■[ (i — -1pm. o>fii >u cm oh unnun 
L l M i I t D 
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ROTARY SWITCHES 

FOR THE 

HOME CONSTRUCTOR 

Writers of constructional articles for Practical 
Electronics are reminded that readers often 
have difficulty in obtaining rotary switches of 
special type and contact arrangement. Consult 
us before deciding upon the switches you 
incorporate in your designs and be assured 
that a switch to any desired specification will 
then be immediately available to your readers. 

Design charts and details (for 
writers ond readers) from, 

SPECIALIST SWITCHES LTD, 

23 RADNOR MEWS • LONDON W2 

PADdington 8866-7 

MUSIGAI 

IHSffllMS 

RHD 

MIDID 
.1.A.BRIGGS 

A HEW BOOK 

By 

G. A. BRIGGS 
(Publishing date 
October 22nd 1965) 

240 pages 212 illustrations 
Fine art paper cloth bound 
32/6 (34/- post free) 

In this book, the sixteenth to be produced by the Briggs- 
Wharfedale set-up, attention has been turned to musical 
instruments as the basis of audio. 
The performance and frequency range of more than 60 
instruments is examined, with a large number of photo- 
graphs and diagrams. In fact, the book is intended to 
appeal to both the concert-goer and the audiophile. 
The usual touches of humour enliven some of the pages, 
with 16 cartoons to relieve the monotony of reading. 
Chapters include; 
GENERAL PRINCIPLES • VARIOUS SOUNDS — CAUSE 
AND EFFECT - CHARACTERISTICS OF INSTRUMENTS • 
FORMANTS ■ DISTORTION IN SOUNDS - DISTORTION IN 

REPRODUCTION • ORGANS - ELEC- 
TRONIC ORGANS . PIANOS - TUNING 
. MUSIC IN SCHOOLS 

kVi WHARFEDALE WIRELESS WORKS LTD. 
WHARFEDALE IDLE BRADFORD YORKSHIRE 

Tel. 6I2SS2/3 Grams:'WharMef.Bradford 
902 



The foremost name 

in microphones and sound 

accessories 

LUSTRAPHONE 

The many Public Authority and Service users of 
Luslraphone equipment appreciate the quality and 
reliability resulting from our extensive experience 
as specialists in the design and manufacture of 
microphones and associated equipment. 

Microphones for all purposes incorporating the 
newest techniques • portable P/A systems for 
indoor and outdoor use * noise cancelling inter- 
com systems • audio equipment accessories and 
components. 

LUSTRAPHONE li MIXED 
St. George's Works 

Regents Park Road • London, N.W.I 
PRImrose 8844 

t 

HI-FI SPEAKER 

IPECIAUSTS 
ORDERS DESPATCHED BY RETURN 
CaftJsje. md InsufiiieefBEE 

CELESTION C s. d. Studio 12" CXIS12 li 10 0 Studio 12* CX20I2   16 10 O Ditton 10 System  18 18 0 DECCA 301 Speaker System ...... 15-15 O FANE 12" Model 112/10   5 6 0 GOODMANS ARU172 or )B0   3 11 3 Axiecte 8   5 10 I Audiom 61, 12"  15 0 0 Axiom 80  ...21 8 I Axiom 201  II 8 9 Axiom 301   .. 15 18 9 Axiom 10   6 12 3 Trebax 5K/20XL   7 13 9 Triaxiom I220C   19 9 I Magoum-K System  36 15 0 Maxim Mini System 17 10 6 JORDAN-WATTS * Module 10 10 0 Mini 12   16 12 6 K.E.F. Celeste Speaker System .. 26 10 0 K1 Baffle Speaker System., 28 0 0 Tl5 Tweeter  6 0 0 BI39      || 10 0 BI8H  19 B 0 KELLY Ribbon HFMkl I.. II 10 0 LEAK "Sandwich" Speaker 39 18 0 LOWTHER PM6  .--IS IB 0 Acoosta Enclosure  .21 0 0 PYE Brahms Speaker System .. 17 17 0 QUAD Electrostatic Speaker .... 52 0 0 

ROGERS £ Cadet MklllSpeaker System 22 Wafer Speaker System... . 16 T.S.L, Tweeter LPH65 .... I TANNOY Lancaster Enclosure 12* .. 50 Monitor 12- Dual Concent. 30 Monitor 15' Dual Concent. 37 III L2C 12" Dual Concentric 22 (II UZ Speaker System .... 32 W.B. Stentorian 9" HF812 .... 3 Stentorian 6* HFfl16 .... 6 Stentorian 10" HFI012,... 4 Stentorian 10" HFIOIb.... 7 Stentorian Clumber 9I2C 14 Tweeter T(0    4 Tweeter T3S9 .......... I WHARFEDALE PST/4    3 8" Bronze RS/DD.......... 4 8' Bronze     3 10' Bronze RS (RSDD) .. 5 Super 3 6 Super 8RS/DD  7 Super I0RS/DD II Golden I0RS1DD  8 W(2RS/PST    II RSI2DD    12 W(S/RS   18 Super 12 RS/DD  17 Dalesman System   IS WiDovedale  31 W3 Speaker System   39 W4 Speaker System...... 49 QS/60O Crossover unit.... 2 HS/400/3 Crossover unit., 6 

s. d. 10 0 19 6 13 I 
0 0 15 0 [0 0 <0 10 

(6 6 12 7 

12 3 
14 5 2 I 7 7 5 10 2 II 0 5 

c. C. GOODWIN (Sales) LTD. (Dept. LS.M) 
7 The Broadway, Wood Green, London, N.22. 

Tel.: BOWe» Park 0077/8 
HOURS OF BUSINESS: Mon. to Sat. 9-6 p.m. Thura. 9-1 p.m. 

/z/ ^ 

%ING IM ? 

Brenell 

If you're thinking in terms of tape recording, then 
the Brenell deck and complete recorders should be 
uppermost in your mind. The reliability,, the 
versatility and^ the quality of manufacture are 
seldom equalled in other tape recorders (even in 
those costing much more). 

How many can equal or better 
this specification? 

4 record/playback speeds l|, 3|, 7^-and IS ips • 3 motors 
{capstan motor-hysteresis synchronous) • low* wow and 
flutter' content (0.05% at IS ips, 0.1% at 7^ ips, 0.15% at 
3f ips and 0.25% at IJ ips) • double-gapped ferrite erase 
head to minimise erase noise • narrow-gapped record/play- 
back head to give extended frequency response • pause 
control • superimpose control • 8^-" dia. reels {to take 
I0j" dia. N.A.B. reels at extra cost) • fast rewind • digital 
rev, counter. - 

Mork 5 
Series 3 
Deck 

for full details 
of the specially 
designed ampli- 
fier for use with 
the above deck 
and the range of mono and stereo recorders, write or telephone 
the sole monufocturers; 

Brenell 

BRENELL ENGINEERING CO. LTD. 
231-5 LIVERPOOL ROAD, LONDON, N.I 
Telephone: NORth 8271 (5 lines) GDB40 

903 



HIGH QUALITY 

LOWER COST 

Combine an Armstrong Tuner and Amplifier and you have 
a compact item with ail the advantages of the separate 
units, plus easier installation, and equivalent performance 
at a lower price. 
Stereo mode! 127, above. Is derived from the more 
expensive 227, and has an identical AM-FM tuner 
section, but with an amplifier section designed for those 
whose power requirements are more modest. 
It has a more modest price too, as does the mono version 
model I27M. 
Each Armstrong Tuner-Amplifier is ideal as the basis of a 
high fidelity system for radio and record reproduction 
tape recording and playback, and each unit may be built 
into your own cabinet or used in our optional case, 
of teak and vinyl hide, as shown. 
For full details and technical specifications plus list of over 
300 stockists, post coupon or write mentioning MPE 65 
model 127 STEREO TUNER AMPLIFIER 
model I27M MONO TUNER AMPLIFIER 
optional case for each model £3,10.0 

£37.10.0 
£26.10.0 

Cbtms&iotvg 

ARMSTRONG AUDIO" LTD 
Telephone: NORth 3213 

WARLTERS ROAD - N.7 

Name 

Address .„— 

IIPE-65 

R TV 
£ IMpwUf 

FIRST QUALITY PVC TAPE 
52" Sid. 850 ft. 91- 
7'Std. 1200 ft. 11/6 
3* L,P. 240 ft. 4/- 
5rx.p. 1200 ft. 11/6 
TL.V. 1800 ft. 18/6 

S" L.P. 850 ft. 10/6 
3' T.P. 600 ft. 8/- 
5'T.P. 180011. 20/6 
Si" T.P. 2400 ft. 27/6 
7'T.P. 3600 ft, 37/6 

P. & P. on each 1 /6,4 or more post free. 

Complete with 
McLaren Vari- ableThcrmostat 
90° to ISO'F. 20 
amp. A.C. and 
GEC double pole 
20 amp. mains 
switch. 18", 
30' and 36'. 
State length re- 
quired. £2.0.0 
plus SI- P. & P. 

3 kW IMMERSION HEATER 

"PREMIER" KETTLE ELEMENT 
] 000 w., 8/6 + 3/- P. & P. Retaining nut and 

flange 2/6, switch plug to suit 2/6. 

A.C. MAINS MOTOR 
Can be used 
for a variety 
of purposes, 

| silent run- 
ning, satis- | factory in 

(•every way. 
230/250 v. 
A.C. 916. 

P. & P. 3/-. 

3 to 4 WATT 
AMPLIFIER KIT 

comprising 
chassis 8J* 
x2rxr. 
Double 
wound 
mains 

transformer, output transformer, 
volume and tone controls, re- 
sistors, condensers, etc. 6V6, 
ECC8I and metal rectifier. 
Circuit 1/6 free with kit. 29/6 
plus 4/6 P. & P. 

40w. FLUORESCENT LIGHT 
KIT incorporating GEC Choke size 8i* 
X13' X 12", 2 bi-pin holders, starter and starter holder, 11/6. P. & P. 4/6. 
Similar to above; 80w. Fluorescent Light 
Kit incorporating GEC choke size 1 IJ'X 

12'X li", 2 bi-pin holders, starter and starter holder, 17/6. P.&P.5/6. 

6-9 

8-wattS-valve PUSH-PULL 
AMPLIFIER & METAL RECTIFIER 
Size; 9 x6 XIJ' A.C.Mains200-250v. 5 valves. 
For use with Std. or L.P. records, musical 
instruments, all makes of pick-ups and mikes. 
Output 8 watts at 5 per cent total distortion. 
Separate bass and treble lift controls.' Two 
inputs, with controls, for gram, and mike. Output Transformer 
tapped for 3 and 15 ohms speech coils. Built and tested. £3.19.6, 
P. & P. 8/-. 

SPECIAL OFFER! 

ELEGANT SEVEN Mk.ll 
Combined Portable and Car Radio 
The Radio with the " Slat" Fuluces 
★ 7-transistor superhat Output 350 mW. 
it Grey wooden cabinet, filled 

handle with silver-coloured 
fittings, size 121 in. x 85 in. x 31 in. 

★ Horizontal tuning scale, size Hi in. • x 2{ in. in silver with bfack lettering. 
7b All stations clearly marked. 
Tkr Ferrile-rod Internal aerial. ★ Operated trom PP9 battery, 
ir '.P. neutralisation on each stage 460 kc/s. ★ D.C, coupled output stage with separate A.C. negative teed back. 
7^ All eomponents,tcrrite rod and tuning 

assembly mounted on printed board. 
★ Fully comprehensive Instructions and point-to-point wiring diagram. -k Printed circuit board, back-printed 

with all component values. 

^5 

m 

wm 
ONLY 

£4.4.0 
Plus 6/6 Post 4 Packing 
SPECIAL OFFER- POWER SUPPLY KIT 

to purchasers of Elegant 
Seven parts, incorporat- ing mains transformer, 
etc. A.C. mains 200- 
2S0v. Output 9v. 100mA, 

7/6. ★ Fully (unable over medium and long waveband. ★ Car aerial socket, * Full after-sales service. 
4 in, SPEAKER. Pares list and circuit diagram 2/6. FREE with parts. 

Shop Hours 9 a.m. — 6 p.m. Early Closing .Wednesday 
RADIO & T.V. COMPONENTS (ACTON) LTD. 
2ID, HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON, W.3 

904 
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LAPAYFTTE HA.43 
COMMUNICATION RECEIVER ' valves Plna Rectifier. 4 Bands. 550 Icc/s- dl Mc/s. -a" Meter—BRO—NI.—Rand* sprea.l Titnms. 2wr»50v. A.V. Brand Sew 84 Gos. Cur. Taiil. 

STAR SR.40 
COMMUNICATION RECEIVER 4 Bandr. 850 ko/s—SO "3" Jlolir— BFO—AX L—•lkiiid«j>rrod TiinloK—Built-in epenker 200/2SOv. A.C. Brand Mew. 18i Gns. Corr. 

OS/8B/U OSCILLOSCOPES 
HIsh quality I'ortablc American Oscino- scope. 3* c.r.t. T/B s c/s-Sd kc/s X Amp: 0-500 kc/s Y Amp; 0-2 Mcis. Power re Aiilremenla 105-125V. A.C. Sopplied ir liratulncv condition, fnlfy tested. £25, Cam 10/-. Hull able 230/USr. Trans- lonncr 15,8. 
ERSKINE TYPE 13 DOUBLE 

m , BEAM OSCILLOSCOPE Time Baic_2 c/s-759 ko/s. Calihrators at XBO kc/s anil 1 Mo/.". Separate YX and V2 fttnpliflcrs op to S.B Me/a. Operation 110/230 
volt AX'. Stippilied in perfect working order. £27/10;-. Carriage 20/-. 

S"- 
& 

60/tA  sa/e 100/iA   29,8 2rtOMA   27,6 SOO/iA   sts:- 60-0-50M . 29 B IOO-0-10P/M 27,6 SOO-O-SOOuA 22,6 1-0-1 mA. .... 22,6 1mA  28; 8 2mA........ 22,0 

CLEAR PLASTIC PANEL METERS Tint grade quality. Moving Coil panel meters, available cx-atock. 2.A-K. for illustrated leaflet. Iilscounta for quantity. Avallnble as follows: Type MR. ?Sr. 1 21/32in. square fronts, 
SmA  22,8 3 A 1>.C!  22/8 SOOVD.O.22/6 lO'OA  22, 8 2 A 1>.C  22/8 BOOVB.C.,. 82/8 20mA  22/8 BA B.C. .... 22/6 756V B.O,.. 28/6 SOniA  82/6 SVB.C. .... 22-8 ISVA.O. ... 28/8 30ftmA  22/6 10VU.C. .. 22/6 BOVA.C. ... 22;6 3rniniA  22;e 20V B.C. .. 23/8 350V A.C, .. 22■6 200mA  22/8 COV11.C  22/8 300VA.C... 22-,6 SlIOmA  22;,6 100V B.C... 22'8 500V A-O. ,. 22 6 500mA  22/8 JSOTD.C.,. 22,8 "3"JUtertmA89/6 730mA.  22,'6 

3'09T EXTRA I^tger aizes available—send for lists. ILLUMINATED "S" METER. 1 §4 in. square front, Ca3. In 2 
tinlfs. fiV, lamp. 89,6. 1'. & 3?. j/-. Bitlo 2 6/J6in, snuara 80.0. r.&r. 1/-. 

TRANSISTORISED 
TWO-WAY 
TELEPHONE 
INTERCOM. 
Operative over amngtogly long distances. Separate call and pfces to talk Jiutlons. 2-wire connection. lOOtl's t(f nppllivitions. Beautifully llnlehed in. ebony. Supplied complete with bait cries and wall brackets. 1 gns. jifttf. T. A- R. 3/-. 

MAGNAVOX 363 TAPE DECKS New S-speed tape deck, supcvse.dcs old 
Collaro studio deck. 2-traclc £10,10,0. 4-trdck £13.10.0. Cam I'ald. 

AV0 METERS 
Supplied recon- 
ditioned, guiran- 

toed pertect. 
Model D £8.19.8 
Post and Ids. S!- 

MINE DETECTOR No. 4A 
Will detect all types of roclsla. Fully portable. Cotnpleto with InstnicLions. 39,6. Cam lo,'-. Battery 8/8 extra. 

BEST BUY! 
Send I/- P.O. lor Joll Catalogua and Lists- Open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. every day Monday to Saturday. Trade jopplietl. 

MODEL ZQM TRANSISTOR 
CHECKER It baa the full- cat capacity foe cheeking on. A, B and Ico. Equally adapt- able for cheek- iug diodea, etc. » p e c .: A ; 0-7-O-9967. B: 6-200. Ico: 0-50 microamps; (1-5 mA. Reeiatancc for diode 2000—1 MEG. Supplied complete .with InstruoltonB, battery and leads. £8/19/8. 1'. k 1*. 2/8. 

SILICON RECTIFIERS 
200 v. P.I.V. 200inA  2'6 400 V. P-X-V. 8 amp    7 5 1,000 v. P.I.V. GoO mA  7/6 Suo v. P.I.V, SOOiuA  5/e 400,V. P.I.V. SOOmA  r(,'6 70 v. P.I.V. lamp  3'8 150 r. PXV. I65niA       3';- X'iscounts for quantUirs. Post extra. 

AMERICAN TAPE 
Plrsfc grade fjii-ilily American fftltca. Brand new and guarnuttn-J. Jiiacounts for quantities 
Sin.. 225ft. L.P. acetate.    4'- ajin., tiOOH. T.P. mylar  ,10'. Sin., eoufr. etii. plastic    8 8 
Sin.. 900ft. B.P. acetate   10 -' 5in.. 1,200ft, D.P. mylar   15'1- 
Sin., IBOOft. T.P. mylar  85/- ejlra. ].200ft. L.P. acetate 12/8 
S|in..l,«0Oft. D.P. mylar  22 6 6}ia. 2,400ft. T.P. mylar 45.'. 7io., 3 ,auuf t. sid. mylar   12/6 Tin., l.SOOrt. L.P. acetate  15.'- 7in., 1,800ft. BP. mylar   20'- 7in., 2;40liit. D.P. mylar 26"- 7in-3,600ft. T.P. mylar  5g/g Postage 2/-. Over £3 post paid. 

NEW MODEL! LAFAYETTE HA.230 AMATEUR COMMUNICA- 
TIONS RECEIVER 
Supersedes model H£-30. g valves + rectifier. Conhnuous coverage on 4 bands. 550 Kc/b— 80 Me/a. Incorporates 1 KF 4 2 IF stages, O Multiplier, B.F.O.. ANL, "S" meter. Electrical bandepread, Aerial trimmer etc. Supplied brand now and guaranteed. 33 gns. S.A.E. for full dotails. Also available in semi Kit Form. 25 gns. 

0 
0 

TE22 SINE SQUARE WAVE AUDIO 
GENERATORS c,. Sine: 20 cpa to 200 kc/s. on 4 bande. Square: 20 cps to 50 kc/s. Output Imped- ance 5,000 ohms. 200/ 240r. A-C. operation. Supplied Brand New and Guaranteed with instruction manual and leads, £15 Carr, 7/6. 

NEW MODEL! 
LAFAYETTE HA-SS AIR 
CRAFT RECEIVER 
108-186 3Ic/s. Iflgh selectivity sod sensitivity. Incorporates 2 BP stages including OCT'l Nuvia tor, 8 tubes tor II tube performance, solid state power supply, adjustable squelch control, slide rate dial, built in 4in, speaker and front .panel phone Jack. 220/240V. A.C. Sopplied brand new nnd guaranteed, 18 gns. Cnrr. 10/-. 

% 
LEADER LSG-IO R.F. 
SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 
12IT kc/a — 200 Mc/s on 6 ranges. Variable E.P. and' A.l*. outputs. Large clear scale, aizc 7l'xlorvar. 220/250v, A.C. Operation. Brand New £12. carr. 7/6. 

LAFAYETTE NUVISTOR 
GRID DIP METER 
Compact true one' hand operation. 
Freqneney range X.7-180 JTo/s, 230v. 
AO operation. Suppiied Complete 
wilh an coils and Instructions, £12.10 0. 
Carr. 5/-. 

iu> .3 

2-WAY RADIOS 
Snrperb qimlily. Com- plete with all accessories and fully guaranteed.' 
3 Translafor £9.17.5 pr. 4 Transistor 11 gns. pr. 9 Transistor £25 pr, 10 Transistor 28 gos. pr. 
jPoal extra. (PA.E. for fult del alls). 

VOLTAGE 
STABILIZER 
TRANSFORMERS 
Input 8 0-120 V. and IQO—240v. Constant output HOy. or 240V., 250 watt*. Brand New Guaranteed. £10.10.0. Carr. 7/6. 
VARIABLE VOLTAGE 
TRANSFORMERS Brand New Guatanieed —FullyShrouded. Input' 230v. 50/60 c/s. Output 0-200 Volts, 1 Amp  £4.10.0 2.6 Amp .... £5.17.6 6 Amp   £9.0.0 3 Amp  £13.10.0 30 Amp  £17.0.0 32 Amp £19.10.0 20 Amp ■.. £32.10.0 2.5 Amp Portable— Metal Case with Meter-  Fums, etc. £9.'l?;e. 
MODEL PV-SB VALVE 
VOLTMETER 
11 meg. Inpnt. 7 D C, volt ranges. 1.5- 1.800 V. 7 A-C. volt ranges- 1,5-1,500 y. 4,000 Peak to Peak, llealstanco .2 ohm to 1.1100 megohm. Deci- bels —10,1b to fiodb. iiupplled brand new with iiiatructlons, lenila and probe. £12/10/-, P. & P. 3/6. 

TS-76 20,000 O.P.V. PUSH 
BUTTON MULTI-TESTER 

Simple operation, 
D.C. volts np to 
1.000 v. A.C, volts 
up to 3.000 • v. 
Kesistance up to 
30 megohm. Current 
up to 200 inA, 
Decibels — 20 to 
+ 86 db, £5.5.0. 
P. Si P. 2/-. 
MODBL TE-12 
20,000 O.P.V. 0/0.6/ 6/30/120/600/1,200/ 3,000/8.000 v. D.C, 0/8/30/120/000/ I^OOv. A.C. 0/60/1A 6 / 60 / 600 MA. O/6K/6OOK/0 Meg. 60 Meg. fi. l'.F. S MFD. £6/19/8, 
P. & P. 2/6. 
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MODEL 600. 30,000 O.P.V. 0/.6/3/2.0/10/ 85 /100 / 250 / 500 / l.OOOv. D.O. ' 0 / 2.6 / 10 / 25/ 100 / 260 / 500/ l,000v. A.C, ' 0 / M«A / BI 501 000mA. 12 amp- D.C. 0/BOK/OMeg./eO. Meg O. £8/17/6 Post Paid. 
TE-51 NtW 
20,0000/VOLT 
MULTIMETER 
0 / 6 / 60 / 320 / 1,200V. A,a 0 /3/30 / 60/800/ 600 / S.OOOV. !D,C. 0 / 60/t A I12 I m 3 LA. D.C. 0 / B0K / 6 Meg, £2 85/-. P. & P. 2/0, 

(RADIO) LIMITED 
Phone: CERRARD 8204/9155 
Cables: SMlTHEX LESQUARE 

3-34 LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2 
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STOP PRESS NEWS! 

A FABULOUS OFFER 

FROM GRAMDECK! 

&■ 

★ 

★ 

Uses standard 
tapes. 
Plays at 7^" per 
sec. or 3 other 
speeds. 
Records direct 
from radio or 
microphone. 
Erase and fast 
rewind. 

IThe famous Gramdeck, complete with 
accessories and the Gramdeck Transistor- 
ised Preamplifier/Control Unit, delivered 
to your home. 

FOR ONLY £6. io. o 

2 The famous high-quality moving-coil 
Lustraphone microphone. 

(value £3. 8$.) 

FREE W'TH EVERY ORDER 
The Gramdeck will turn any record 
player, radiogram or hi-fi system into 
a first-class tape recorder. And it's as 
easy as putting on a record. Brilliantly 
designed, beautifully engineered, 
the Gramdeck's performance will 
astonish you, giving you a quality 
of reproduction determined only by 
your existing equipment. 

Gramdeck is a t: must' for the man who likes to experiment 
—for anyone who wants full recording and playback facilities 
at a fraction of the normal cost. And it's now offered to you 
at a sensationally low. price—together with a FREE high- 
quality moving-coil microphone (List price £3.85.). Limited 
numbers available—cash orders only. Send only jC6.10s.0d. 
and the outfit, together with your free Lustraphone micro- 
phone, will be sent direct to your home. Money gladly 
refunded if you arc not delighted. 

Rush your order now to : 

GRAMDECK 

ANDREW MERRYFJELD LTD. 
(Dept. PL/801), 29 Wrights Lane, London, W.8 
906 
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Todays Greatest Repair Aid 

PACKED WITH TIME-SAVING 

MONEY'MAKING INFORMATION 

Take a look at the big list of over 90 
makes on left. ALL THESE are 
covered in the latest edition of Newnes 
RADIO & TV SERVICING. In six 
volumes it gives you the CIRCUITS, 
DIAGRAMS and REPAIR IN- 
STRUCTIONS you need for nearly 
2,500 popular models produced from 
1959 to 1965. This complete library 
is a guaranteed lime-saver and profit- 
maker in every repair shop. Use it on 
FREE TRIAL—'post coupon today. 

TV • Radio • Radiograms • Tape 
Recorders • Record Reproducers 

3,700 PAGES OF DATA 
Ace, Aerorfyne.Ajax.Alba, Argosy. 
Baird, Beetlioven. Bern, B.8,C., 
B.S.Musli, Capitol, Dhampioii, 
Channel, Colfaro, Cossor, 
Banselle, Decca, Defiant, Doric, 
Dyitatroit, E.A.H,, Ekco, lliia- 
bethan, Eipico, Emerson, 
Erai sonic, Euraig, Ever Ready, 
FerBuson, Ferranti, Fidelity. 
Ford Motor Bo., Garrard, G.B.G., 
G,E.C,t Gramdeck, Grundig, 
H.H.V,, Hilacfii, Invicta, K-9., 
Uagnawi*, Karconipbone, 
Hasleradio, McMlchael, Motorola, 
Murphy, Hational, Hewmatic, 
Pageant, Pam, Perdia, Peto 
Scott, Phitco, Philips, Pilot, 
Playcraft, Playmate, Portadyne, 
Portogram, Fye, Radiomobile, 
Reeording Devices, fiedittusion, 
Regentone, Retra, Revelation, 
R.G.B., Roberts' Radio, Sharp, 
Sinclair, Sobeil, Sonolor, Sony, 
Sound, Spencer-West. Standard, 
Stella, Stereosound, Stimi, 
Teielron, Thorn. Trans Arena,' 
U.K.W., Ultra, Vidor, Volmar, 
Walter, Walthara-Standard, 
lenith. 

O. 

CircuitS'Diagrams'Repair Data 
FOR NEARLY 

2,500 POPULAR MODELS 

^ FOR NEARLY 

I Ij Plus all these devdopmenfs.—-Solid State Stcreograms, Silicon Diodes 
k and-Transistors, Semiconductor Code, Miniature Receivers, Transis- & tor Servicing Tips, Bias Compensating Diodes, Transistor A.G.C. 
S Circuits. Replacing Potentiometers, Developments in E.H.T.systems, 
^ Mast-head Amplifiers, Transistor D.H.F. Tuner, Colour TV, etc. 

GIVEN AWAY 
TO EVERV PURCHASER. 
TV Ingincets Potkel Book 
Invaluable for on- 
the-spot repairs. 
272 pages of data 
on instailing, fault- 
tracing and repair- 
ing, etc. Over 200 
illustrations. Value 
12/6 but yours 
Free with the set. 

To: Ccoruo Newnes Ltd., 15-17 JLoog Acre,- 1 London, W.C.2 I Please send Newnes Radio & TV Servicing and 
TV Engmcers Pocket Book, without obligation to . 
buy. It' you accept this application I will post | 

116/- deposit 8 days after receipt of books, then 
20/- monthly for i6 months, paying £16 16s. in . 
ail—or return the books. Cash in 8 days £16 16s. | 

If under 21 your father mutt fill up coupon 
Full ATantc       I 

| (BLOCK LETTERS) 
Address     

(MT.,'Mrs., Miss) 

77ck / where oPf/licabJc 

Occupation 
Signature 1 Signature..,.*    

42/1509 

The address on fell is- 
MX froptrty 
Rentul imlurnisted 
Parests' Home 
Furnisfted Iccom, 
Tempotarj Address 



NOT BUILD ONE 
OF OUR PORTABLE 
TRANSISTOR RADIOS 

BACKED BY OUR SUPER AFTER SALES SERVICE 

All components used in our receivers may be purchased 
separately if desired. Parts price lists and easy build plans 
available separately at fixed prices stated. 

TRANSONA 5 
or POCKET 5 

# 7 stages—5 transistors and 2 diodes 
Covers M. and X,. 
Waves and Traw- 
JerBands a feature 
usually found in 
onIy_ the most ex- 
pensive radios. On 

test Home, Light. 208, and many Continental 
stations were received loud and clear. Designed round supcrscnsitivc Ferrtfc "Rod Aerial and 
new type fine lone super dynamic 2-Jia. speaker, " Pocket Five " 
attractive plastic cases with red grille. Size 5i- x 11 x 3iin. 

Total cose of all parts for AJ if. P. & P. 3/6 • 
either type now only ■*/«' (State type required) 
 Ports Price List and easy build plans 2/- 

" Transona Five " 
Size 61 x4)xl Jm. approx. I'M 

TRANSONA SIX 
#8 stages—6 transistors and 2 diodes 
This is a top performance receiver cover- 
ing full Medium and Long Waves and 
Trawler Band. Push pull output. High- 
grade speaker makes listening a pleasure. 
Ferrite rod aerial. _ Many stations 
listed in one evening including Luxem- 
bourg loud and clear. Attractive case 
in grey with red grille. Size 6V x 4A- x 
liin. (Uses PP4 battery available any- 
where.) Carrying Strap 1/- extra. 
Total cost of all CO t/L 
parts now only P. & P. Parts Price List and easy build 

3,6 plans Iji 

SUPER SEVEN 
# 9 stages—7 transistors and 2 diodes 
Covers Medium and Long Waves and 
Trawler Band. The ideal radio for home, 
car, or can be fitted with carrying strap 
for outdoor use. Completely portable—• 
has built-in Ferrite rod aerial for wonderful 
reception. Special circuit incorporating 2 RF Stages, push-pull output, 3in. speaker 
(will drive large speaker). Size 7i X 5i X 1 Jin. (Uses 9v battery, available anywhere.) 

Total cose of all f> IQ Z P, & P. Parts Price List and easy build 
parts now only plans!!- 

NEW! ROAMER 7 1IV 
7 WAVEBAND PORTABLE OR CAR 

RADIO 
FUUY TUNABLE ON ALL WAVEBANDS 
ic Now with PHILCO MICRO - ALLOY R.F. TRANSISTORS 
Amazing performance and specification 
0 9 stages—7 transistors and 2 diodes 
Covers Medium and Long Waves,* 
Trawler Band and two Short Waves to 
opprox. 15 metres. Push-pull output 
for room filling Volume from rich toned 
heavy duty " Celcstion" speaker. Air spaced ganged tuning condenser. 
Ferrite rod aerial for M & L Waves and telescopic aerial for S Waves. 
Real leather-look case with gilt trim and shoulder and hand straps. Size 
9 X 7 X 4in. approx. The perfect portable and the ideal car radio. (Uses 
PP7 batteries available anywhere.) 
Extra band for easier tuning of Pirate Stations, etc. 

Total cost of parts now only /C 1 O A P. & P. 
and easy build Plans 3/- I 7-U 5^5 t Parts Price List and easy build plans 3/- 

MELODY 

SIX 

.. amazed at volume and performance, 
has really come up to my expectations". 
S.G., Stockton-on-Tees. 
0 8 stages—6 transistors and 2 diodes 
Our latest completely portable transistor 
radio covering Medium and Long Waves. 
Incorporates pre-tagged circuit board. 3iri, 
heavy duty speaker, top grade transistors, 
volume control, tuning condenser, wave 
change slide switch, sensitive 6in. Ferrite 
rod aerial. Push-pull output. Wonderful 
reception of B.B.C. Homo and Light, 
208 and many Continental stations. 
Handsome leather-look pocket size case, 
only 6} x Sf x I Jin. approx. with gilt 

speaker grille and supplied with hand and shoulder straps. 
Parts Price List and Total cost of all ^ 9 6 P- ^ P" 

m 

easy build plans 2/- parrs now only 3/6 

NEW!! ROAMER SIX 
NOW WITH PHILCO MICRO-ALLOY R.F. TRANSISTORS 

0 & WAVEBAND II 
0 8 stages—6 transistors and 2 diodes 
Listen to stations half u world away 
with this 6 waveband portable. Tunable 
on Medium and Long Waves, Trawler 
band and three Short Waves. Push pull 
output. Sensitive Ferrite rod aerial and 
telescopic aerial for short waves. Top 
grade transistors, 3-iiich speaker, hand- 
some case with gilt fittings. Size 
71 x 5i x liin, (Carrying Strap 1/6 
extra.) 

•fa Extra band for easier tuning of LUX,, etc. 
Ports Price List and Total cost of all 1 O A P. & P. 
easy build plans 2/- parts now only 3/6 

SPECIAL RADIO EXCHANGE BARGAINS 

1 

LSf . 

m 

5. 

HEADPHONES. Sonotaxo H.S.30 High Fidelity Headphones. Made hy famous Arnoticaa inuaulacturers. Appro*. XfiQ ohnw impedaute loc direct matching into most transistor circuits. BEaXD KEW h» original sealed cartons. 15/-. F. & F. 1/0. Matching Trans- formers for higher impedance 2/6 extra. 
THE S1Q-GBN. A versatile Signal Inieclor. Something bo constructor should be without. This ingentoua device generatea an audible aignaJ tiroogh the Audio and R.F. ranges. With variable output. Telescopic Probe. Pocket sire slim-Hoe case measucea 41 x 31 X |ln. Complete set of parts with lull Instructions. 19/6. P. & P. 1/5. 
QUICK CHECK TEAHSISTOR TESTEB. Checks gain of R,I\ and Audio Tianslslors. Also checks for noise level and duds. Ail parls ready to be assembled inattractivs grey case wilh red Brille, complete with Dial, Knobs, and 2i' Speaker. Simple assembly Instructions free with set of parts. 39/6. P. i P. 3/6. 
1800mW TRANSISTOR AUDIO AMPUFTEE. Designed to give "high quality at to* cost. This superb Amplftler uses 4 Transistors indading a special power typo operating from a 12 volt battery. - Variable Input impedance. JIatehee directly into 25 ohms—35 ohrne loudspeaker. Special gain control circuit can also reduce noise to a minimum. Ail parts Including Traoaietore, Printed CSrcnit Board, etc. 42/6. P. 16 P. 2/6. Easy build plans free. with sets of parts, 6' x 4* 35 ohm speaker. 18/6. P. 4 P. J/0. 
CYLDON PERMEABttXTY TDHERS. By famous manufactarer. Full M.W. coverage. Pitted coupling coll. oecUIator coil, ferrite slugs and slow motion, tuning ■with cursor, etc. GIVE AWAY PRICE 10/-. P. & P. 1/6. Switched type 2/6 extra. 
TDNINO CONDENSERS. Air spaced fine quality German mannfacture with Slo* motion drive. 9.6005. With oecUkuor section. ORANDXEWll Ortlv 6/8, P. A P. 1/fi, 

RADIO EXCHANGE Ltd 
61a, HIGH STREET, BEDFORD. Phone:2367 

Callers side entrance 
Barretts Shoe Shop Open 9~-S p.m. 
Sact. 9—12.30 p.m. 

1 
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A FEW SNIPPETS 

from the 

HOME RADIO CATALOGUE 

To give you some Idea of the vast range of electrical 
and electronic components to be found in the latest 
edition of our Catalogue we have taken a random 
selection of pages, showing a small part of each page. 

Fage 147 

GOODMANS AXIOM 10 
Price £6 . 5 . 11 

(57 Speakers listed) 

! S 

Page 84 
BULGIN F297 
FUSE HOLDER 

Price 2/6 
{13 Fuseholders listed) 
{56 Fuses listed) 

Page 156 

BULGIN DOUBLE 
POLE ON/OFF 

SWITCH S 483 
Price 8/3 

{128 Switches listed) 

Now this is only 6 out of 5,800 items, 900 of which 
are illustrated. Surely you cannot wait to see the 
rest! The catalogue costs 7/6, plus E/6 postage and 
packing, and contains five coupons, each worth I/- 
when used as directed. Fill in the Coupon and post 
today with a cheque or P.O. for 9/-» 

908 
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Page 78 
EDDYSTONE 940 RECEIVER 
{4 Eddystone Receivers listed) 
{76 Eddystone Components listed) 

Price £133,0.0 

h 
Page 171 

NOMBREX AUDIO 1 

m ( 
GENERATOR 

Price £16 ♦ 15 , 0 

.. - .-"•■f'jiiai-.w a. - -- 

(25 item of Test Gear listed) 

Page 86 

A BEGINNER'S 
TRANSISTOR CRYSTAL 

SET KIT 
Price £1.17 . 6 

{100 Kits listed) 

■I 
Please write your name and address in block capitals 

NAME.., 

ADDRESS 

I •:  
i 
I HOME RADIO LTD., DEPT. PE, 187 LONDON ROAD, MITCHAH 



Practiual Electronics 

TECHNOLOGY AND EDUCATION 
TECHNOLOGY has now become a fashion word. The 

creation of a ministry devoted to the promotion of tech- 
nical advancement in industry has focused much attention 
on this subject. The need for such Governmental sponsorship 
is generally accepted; at least, no one is likely to deny the 
importance of keeping in the van of technical progress. 

But much remains to be done to dispel old prejudices in 
education. Arts and pure science have long been upheld as 
the highest intellectual attainment, while the practical appli- 
cation of such arts has been stigmatised as a somewhat lower 
form of human activity. 

* ♦ * 
Happily, there are signs that a reorientation of ideas is 

taking place among leading figures in the educational world. 
And, interestingly enough, these new thoughts are ger- 
minating not only in technical circles, but in what one might 
consider to be conservative areas of influence. 

In this year's presidential address to the Education Section 
of the British Association, Mr. J. C, Dancy, Master of 
Marl'borough College, developed the theme that some experi- 
ence of creative technology is an essential part of a liberal 
education. 

There were (Mr. Dancy said) both theoretical and practi- 
cal reasons for regarding technology in secondary schools 
so highly. The gist of his argument was as follows. 

Technology involves a threefold creative activity: of 
intellect, of hand, and of eye. It thus embraces the skills 
of the scientist, the craftsman, and the artist. Creative 
technology is necessary to counterbalance the undue 
emphasis at present given to analytical faculties as in pure 
science. • 

* * 
Dealing with the practical argument, Mr. Dancy first 

made reference to the fact that creative work does bring 
its own reward, by satisfying a deep instinct in all of us; 
then he referred to a sociological aspect that will have in- 
creasing importance in the future. It is generally accepted 
that a reduction in working hours will be the outcome of 
extensive use of advanced technical processes in industry 
and commerce. The increased leisure time will tax the 
resources of everyone. Here then is one of the main tasks 
of modern education—-to prepare us to cope with the leisure 
of tomorrow. 

In the concluding portion of his presidential address, the' 
speaker recognised that the do-it-yourself habit has become 
part of our way of life and that it will play an increasingly 
important part in the future. We quote: "So the skills 
developed in creative activities at school have no lesser scope 
than a lifetime of fruitful use—in leisure time for some, but 
for others in their vocation". 

THIS MONTH 

CONSTRUCTIONAL PROIECTS 

DOORPHONE 915 

AUDIO OSCILLATOR AND 
VALVE VOLTMETER 918 

WATER LEVEL ALARM 936 

GENERAL PURPOSE SCALER 942 

SPECIAL SERIES 

CLASSIC COMMUNICATIONS 
RECEIVERS—BC348 926 

NEON NOVELTIES—3 928 

BUILDING BLOCKS—8 931 

BEGINNERS START HERE—13 940 

GENERAL FEATURES 

ELECTRONICS AT BEVERCOTES 910 

INGENUITY UNLIMITED 960 

NEWS AND COMMENT 

.EDITORIAL - 909 

ELECTRONORAMA 938 

DETACHED PARTICLES 952 

AUDIO TRENDS . 955 

NEW PRODUCTS 959 

Our December issue will be published on 
Thursday, November 11 

AH correspondence intended for the Editor should be addressed to! The Editor, PRACTICA1, ELECTRONICS, George Newnes Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2. Editorial and Advertisement Offices: PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS, George Newnes Ltd., 
Tower House, Southampton Street, London, W.C'.2. Phone; Temple Bar 4363. Telegrams; Newnes Rand London. Subscription Rates 
including postage for one year, to any part of the world, 36s. @ George Newnes Ltd., 1964. Copyright in ail drawings, photographs and 
articles published in PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS is speclaUy reserved throughout the countries signatory to the Berne Convention and 
the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations of any of these are therefore expressly forbidden. 
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An account of the world's most advanced coal mine. In this "mine of the 21st Century" all the 
complex coalface machinery is controlled by one white-coated collier sitting at the control panel 
away from the coalface. Semiconductors make possible the large-scale use of electronics underground. 

^oalfacb mechanisation is now so widespread that 
accounts for more than 80 "per cent of the total 

output from British mines. But just as mechanisation 
has rendered the pick and shovel obsolete, so will new 
developments exploiting the opportunities provided by 
electronics soon make conventional mechanisation out 
of date—for a revolution is taking place underground, 
and modern technology is being applied to revitalise 
one of the oldest industries. 

The world's first remotely operated mine at Bever- 
cotes, Notts, will shortly be producing coal for elec- 
tricity power stations. In addition to being a produc- 
tion unit, Bevercotes is a field laboratory. Here work 
will continue into the further use of electronics and 
new developments will be tried out under actual 
mining conditions. These further developments will 
be the final steps towards the fully automated mine 
which experts confidently predict will within 10 years 

account for at least 50 per cent of the National Coal 
Board's output. New ideas proved at Bevercotes 
colliery will be extended to other pits wherever possible. 

The reason for the National Coal Board's intensive 
research and field testing of new devices and systems, is 
essentially economic: the need to produce coal at a 
competitive price in answer to the challenge from other 
power station fuels, particularly oil—and to achieve this 
despite a continuing decreasing manpower force in the 
industry. This apart, there is the very important 
human factor. The introduction of remotely con- 
trolled coal cutting machinery has already reduced the 
hazards faced by underground workers. As progress 
continues, a new type of miner will take over the 
comparatively few tasks remaining to be performed by 
humans, and he will be a highly skilled technician 
tending to some of the most sophisticated equipment 
found in any industry. 
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SIGNIFICANCE OF SEMICONDUCTORS 
A couple of decades ago, before the advent of solid 

state devices, the large scale use of electronics equip- 
ment in a coal mine was entirely out of the question. 
The nature of vacuum valves, their need for high voltage 
supplies, the heat they generate, and their physical 
frailty^ make them quite unacceptable for use in the 
potentially dangerous environment below ground. 

In contrast, semiconductors with their meagre 
appetite for electric current and their general robust 
nature have made it possible to design and build 
electronic units that are intrinsically safe against fire or 
explosion, and that are in all other respects entirely 
suitable to withstand the conditions peculiar to a coal 
mine. 

Bevercotes is a mine of great interest for the elec- 
tronics enthusiast. Before briefly describing the 
principal electronic systems incorporated in this 
"mine of the future", it will be useful to have a quick 
look at the general organisation of the mine and to note 
the progress of the coal from coalface to the special 
railway train which takes it away to the electricity 
generating station. 

THE MINE IN ACTION 
Coal will be obtained from five longwall faces, each 

approximately 270 yards long. The remotely operated 
longwall face has been in use in mechanised mines for 
some eight years; known as ROLF, it is a complex 
piece of machinery, including mechanical, hydraulic, 
electrical, and electronic equipment. It is based on an 
armoured conveyor with a number of self advancing 
hydraulically powered props, which support the roof. 
Cutting picks are mounted on a drum and this revolves 
as it is pulled along above the conveyor, the coal cut 
from the virgin face being deflected onto the conveyor 
by a plough attached to the machine. The armoured 
conveyor delivers the coal to a stage loader in a road- 
way running at right angles to the longwall face. 
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Both the power loader and the hydraulic supports 
are remotely operated from a control console mounted 
on the remote end of a rail mounted structure known 
as the pantechnicon which extends back down the road- 
way. The console is shown in our heading photograph. 

From the stage loader, the coal is transported by a 
belt conveyor system and finally fed into a 1,000 ton 
capacity [underground bunker. Coal is discharged 
from the bunker via a skip feed conveyor. The skip 
is wound some 3,000 feet to the surface, and the coal 
discharged onto a conveyor feeding the coal preparation 
plant. 

This plant has a capacity of 600 tons per hour and is 
designed to produce a product having an ash content 
of 15 per cent and a moisture content of 12 per cent 
suitable for use in electricity generating stations. 

The blended product is delivered to the outloading 
bunkers which are built over a railway track. When a 
train is correctly positioned under the bunkers, coal is 
fed into four weighing hoppers which are weighed 
automatically before being discharged into four 
separate rail wagons. The net weight of coal discharged 
in the wagons is automatically recorded on an advice 
note. The train is repositioned by the engine driver 
and the procedure repeated until the whole train has 
been loaded. 

SECTOR CONTROL 
Bevercotes is equipped with an ex ^nsive remote 

control scheme, operated from several m nned control 
points. Each controller is responsible 'or a specific 
area of operation known as "control sector" and is 
under the overall direction of the central controller 
located on the surface. 

The sector control positions are as follows: 
1. Remotely operated longwall faces. 2. Underground 
transport (coal, men, material and dirt). 3. Shaft No. 1. 
4. Shaft No. 2. 5. Coal preparation plant. 6. Surface 
and underground ancillaries. 
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Fig. I. A typical arrangement of the AEI Electronics voice frequency data transmission system as used at 
Bevercotes colliery 
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Each of the e sectors has facilities for remote control 
of the equipment within the sector from its own console, 
and can trm-smit information to and receive informa- 
tion and instructions from central control and other 
related sectors. 

CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS 
SYSTEM 

Information regarding the operating state of all 
plants within all sectors, plant faults, and any hazardous 
condition, is transmitted to control centres and other 
sectors by visual eight-light indicators. These indi- 
cators are incorporated in a mimic display unit at 
surface central control and underground transpott 
control centres. 

The control and communication system is based on 
the use of voice frequencies and time division multi- 
plexing techniques which have the desired effect of 
reducing cores in control cables. The system is 
operated using standard 3/ 029 multi-core telephone 
cables, allowing two pairs of conductors to receive and 
transmit all signals for each underground transfer 
point. Twenty-four v.f.'s may be used for each pair 
of conductors. The frequencies of the 24 channels 
range from 420c/s to 3,180c/s with 120c/s spacing, and 
the signal is transmitted at a level of I00V peak to 
peak. 

INTRINSICALLY SAFE 
Fire damp (methane with traces of other gases) has 

always been a serious hazard in coal mines. All 
electrical apparatus used in mines must either be 
housed in a flame proof enclosure, or must be intrin- 
sically safe—this means that the voltage and current of 
the power source must be of such a low value that 
should sparking occur, the amount of energy dissipated 
in this way is very limited and presents no danger of 
ignition of explosive atmospheres. 

The voice frequency multiplex system for telemetry 
and control functions at Bevercotes was developed by 
AEI Electronics. Using solid state techniques, this 
complex control system is fed by supply units with an 
intrinsically safe output of +16, 0, — 6V. 
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(Left) Central control room at pithead. 
The mimic diagram of the complete 
mine system can be seen on the wall in 
the background. In the foreground is 
an electric typewriter, and ot the 
extreme right, the closed circuit tele- 
vision console. 

(Far right) Remotely operated Gulllck 
powered supports, with the face con- 
veyors naked. On the right of the picture 
fs the haulage chain, with the coal 
cutting moch/ne in the background 

(Beiow) Here, partly withdrawn from 
its place in the mimic diagram control 
console is one of the numerous elec- 
tronic hoards 

All tuned circuits employ ferrite pot cores and 
polystrene capacitors, giving a temperature coefficient 
of about 100 ppm/0C. The circuits are built on printed 
boards using gold plated edge connectors. The active 
components are solid state devices and reed relays. 

A typical arrangement of part of the system is 
shown in Fig. 1. ' Continuously running LC oscillators 
are grouped in blocks of four on one printed board, 
the oscillator outputs being switched by the control 
element. The outputs are summed by a two-stage 
transistor amplifier which drives the line transformer. 

At the receiving end, a buffer amplifier drives band- 
pass filters. Each filter covers four adjacent channels 
and is followed by four single timed active channel 
filters. Each filter output is amplified and rectified to 
drive a two-pole reed relay. 
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Analogue signals are stan'dardised to 0-2V d.c. and 
are converted in the analogue modulator to a square 
wave with a repetition frequency in the range 5-25c/s. 
This is then used to modulate the carrier frequency. A 
bandpass filter between the oscillator and the sum- 
ming amplifier removes ail but the primary sidebands. 

At the receiving end, a bandpass filter similar to that 
at the transmitting end follows the buffer amplifier and 
picks out the modulated carrier. In the demodulator 
the carrier frequency is removed and the modulation 
frequency reconverted to a direct voltage in the range 
0-2V corresponding to that at the transmitting end. 

Pulses at rates up to 30 per second can be transmitted 
by modulating the carrier. Bandpass filters are used 
as with the analogue system and at the receiving end the 
filter is followed by a monostable circuit driving a relay 
which can be used to drive electromechanical counters 
and similar devices. 

TIME DIVISION MULTIPLEX SYSTEM 
In order to accommodate a larger number of channels 

where low transmission rates are acceptable, a 64- 
channel time division system is used. Two voice 
frequency channels are. required, one for the multiplexed 
information and the other for stepping and synch. 

At the transmitting end a solid state switch steps 
round the 64 inputs sequentially at the rate of 25 per 
second. The information thus derived from the inputs 
is transmitted as amplitude modulation on one of the 
v.f. channels. The second channel carries the stepping 
pulses which drive a second switch at the receiving end 
in synchronism with that at the transmitter. A number 
of bistable circuits are set up to correspond to the 
inputs and these drive changeover relays which form 
the output circuits. 

REMOTELY OPERATED LONGWALL FACE 
The ROLF scheme involves remote control and 

instrumentation of the roof supports, the coal-cutting 
machine, the face conveyor and various other services. 
The controls and instruments are all contained in a 
small cabin on the pantechicon, where the ROLF 
operator sits. From there he controls all the mach- 
inery and interprets the instrumentation display. In 
the initial phase at Bevercotes no control or instru- 
mentation functions are brought beyond this cabin, 
although spare channels are available to bring an 
instrumentation display to the surface if required. 

The coal-cutting machine is fitted with transducers to 
measure main and tail haulage, and a methanometer to 
sample the air near the cutter drum. The signals from 
these devices are processed by amplifiers on the machine 
and transmitted via an auxiliary cable to the cabin. 
In addition, a methanometer with an electronic trans- 
mitter is used to monitor the return air from the face, 
and power transducers incorporating AEI Hall-effect 
plates are fitted to contactors to monitor power con- 
sumption and to control the machine haulage rate. 

CHOCK CONTROL 
The roof supports on the first face at Bevercotes 

have been supplied" by Gullick Ltd. They are fitted 
with a system of remote control and momtoring, made 
by AEI Electronics to NCB specification. This system 
consists of a set of control panels in the ROLF cabin 
which are connected via three heavy duty cables to the 
switching boxes fitted to the roof supports. On 
command, each roof support extends a horizontal ram 
to push the armoured conveyor forward to the coal- 
face, then retracts from the roof, and using the con- 
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veyor as an anchor pulls itself forward and resets to 
the roof. 

The chock control system controls this action re- 
motely by operating electrohydraulic valves on the 
support. Two processes are needed, namely selection 
of a support and control of the sequence of pushing 
the conveyor and advancing the supports for the whole 
face. The supports are divided into sections of 20, a 
unique address being achieved by selecting any section 
and any chock number between 1 and 20. Selection 
is by the same process in each case, signals on two out 
of five wires in the chock cable and the section cable 
causing coincidence circuits to operate and close the 
correct switching box relay. Direct current of either 
polarity may then be supplied via the third cable to 
operate^ either the push or advance valves. 

The important function of deciding which support 
should be operated, and the overall sequence, is carried 
out automatically by the snake control panel. This 
panel has a series of ring counters which are wired to 
suit the individual requirements of each coalface, and 
which keep in step with the whole operating sequence. 

BELT WEIGHER 
A conveyor belt weigher suitable for use underground 

has been designed. It is basically a high accuracy 
integrating device for producing a figure of total tons 
weighed. Differential transformers supplied with a 
stabilised primary current are used to measure the. 
deflections of a pair of cantilevers which support an 
idler roller set, over which the belt passes. The signals 
from these transformers are added, converted to d.c. 
and applied to a "ramp" type analogue-to-digitai con- 
verter. This converter assesses the load on the idler 
set and converts it to an intermittent pulse train, the 
pulse frequency being determined by a crystal oscillator 
and the number of pulses being proportional to the 
idler deflection. 

This process is repeated each time the belt moves 
six inches, so that the total number of pulses produced 
in a period is proportional to the material carried. 
A binary counter divides the pulse rate down to a level 
suitable to drive a counter calibrated In tons. 
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CONVEYOR CONTROL 
The whole coal transport system in the mine is con- 

trolled by one man situated in the underground trans- 
port sector control room. 

A klaxon gives warning when the conveyor motors 
are about to be started. A microphone picks up the 
sound from the klaxon and feeds this signal to the 
control unit; the conveyor system will not start unless 
the klaxon has been sounded for a pre-set period. 

Temperature protection, oil level and flow protection, 
and bad belt fault detectors are fitted to each conveyor. 
These two-state protection devices transmit a faulty/ 
healthy state indication to the central control. 

Belt transfer points are also monitored by television 
cameras in a closed loop circuit with a display at the 
underground transport control and in central control 
on the surface. 

METHANE DRAINAGE 
The present methods of longwall face mining break 

up the overlying strata, causing entrapped methane 
(fire damp) to be liberated so that it eventually travels 
through to the ventilated roadways. Drilling bore 
holes up into this strata enables exhausters to extract 
this methane and dispose of it on the surface so that 
the main ventilation stream is not overloaded. 

Transducers developed by the NCB are used" to 
measure the methane purity and flow rate and these 
may operate valves at monitor and control stations in 
the event of abnormal conditions. It is necessary to 
send control signals from the surface to these points 
and also to receive signals from them, at the surface. 
The AEI v.f. signalling system is used for this purpose, 
transmitting four alarm signals from, and six control 
signals to, each double control station. The methane 
flow and purity information is processed so that it is 
similar to the standard v.f. signals and common 
transmission equipment may be used. 

PERSONNEL COMMUNICATIONS 
At Beyercotes every modern form of communication 

known in mining is being applied, each fulfilling a 
particular role in the integrated scheme. 

Electronic modules for the control console being assembled 
In the AEI Electronics factory at Leicester 
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A 200-line PABX telephone exchange serves th 
whole colliery. Party line working, priority and emer- 
gency calling are incorporated. The central control is 
linked with certain outstations by a management control 
loud-speaking telephone system, A two-way " clear- 
call" industrial communications system operating 
through the PABX exchange is installed for paging any 
person on the surface. 

Key persons underground carry a one-way receiver 
and can be paged from the surface manual exchange. 
Signals are transmitted on a 30 kc/s carrier and radiated 
from a loop erected in the mine roadway. On receipt 
of the appropriate tone, the receiver emits a series of 
loud "bleeps". The person called then contacts control 
via the nearest telephone. 

Another inductive loop communication system pro- 
vides two-way speech communication between the 
imderground transport controller and the drivers of 
locomotives. 

TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION 
Production data in digital form from the central 

control desk (and any other desired information) is 
fed into an electric typewriter in central control and 
transmitted simultaneously to a slave typewriter 
situated in the general manager's information room. 

COAL PREPARATION PLANT CONTROL 
ROOM 

Apart from the out-loading bunkers, all equipment 
in the coal preparation plant is remotely controlled 
from the control room within the plant. 

The mimic panel indicates every' drive condition; 
positions of all valves, together with tonnages through- 
out the plant, specific gravity of media, tank levels, 
bunker levels, and air pressures are also indicated. 

MANPOWER DEPLOYMENT 
An indicator unit in central control shows the state 

of manpower deployment of surface and underground 
sectors. The signals are manually initiated from the 
facsimile board in the manpower deployment centre. 

The centre is designed round an electronic deploy- 
ment system, specific reporting positions being provided 
for each district or sector of the mine. An information 
plug is provided for every underground worker. 
Each plug is labelled and coded with the worker's 
personal number and other information concerning 
his trade, etc. The plug contains up to 25 steel 
pins, the number and position of which indicate the 
required details. 

On reporting for duty at the commencement of a 
shift, the worker takes his personal plug from a parking 
board and hands it to the deploying officer who 
inserts it into a frame identified with a particular 
sector of the mine. 

The frames are eventually fitted onto the deployment 
boards of the electronic scanner. Associated with each 
pin socket on the scanner are a pair of conducting 
loops. One of these loops is energised from a 6kc/s 
signal during the scanning operation. The presence of 
a pin will result in the production of a flux which in 
turn will induce a voltage in the second loop, and this 
output signal is applied to the control unit. Here it is 
converted into a suitable form to operate a teleprinter 
and punched tape machine. 

The records thus produced are used as the basis for 
a time keeping system and from the punched tape the 
NCB divisional computer centre will produce the weekly 
payroll without further direct labour. ^ 
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two-way 

loudspeaking1 

intercom 

with an audible 

calling- signal 

By R. E. Street 

INVALUABLE ASSET FOR THE 

BUSY HOUSEWIFE AND INVALID 

r*\NE of this month's blueprints shows the details for 
making an intercom system designed for use 

between the front door of a house and the kitchen, 
A busy housewife is thus able to convey messages to 
tradesmen without the need to leave a particular chore 
or child unattended. It has been found to be a 
considerable asset to an invalid or handicapped person 
who is left alone in the house. 

No doubt readers will be able to find a host of 
applications for the system, since it is entirely self- 
contained in two units and does not rely on an external 
source of supply. 

A "calling" system is also incorporated so that the 
caller at the front door can attract the attention of 
the occupant, so dispensing with conventional bell and 
knocker systems. Alternatively, the calling system 
may "be omitted if the conventional systems are pre- 
ferred. Even with the calling system, the number of 
interconnecting wires is kept to a minimum; there are 
only three wires used here. 

CIRCUIT DESIGN 
The circuit of the unit is shown in Fig. 1 on the 

blueprint. Basically, it consists of a four-transistor 

amplifier having a maximum output of about 500mW. 
The amplifier is conventional in circuitry, apart from 
R5, the function of which will be explained later. 

When designing the unit, the aim was to employ 
readily available components, and this meant that 3Ci 
loudspeakers were called for. It was decided to use 
a single loudspeaker at each end of the two-way 
intercom system and use them alternately as micro- 
phones and loudspeakers. The switching necessary to 
accomplish this procedure is carried out by a four-pole, 
three-way switch, SI. The three positions of the 
switch, which is situated at the same end of the system 
as the amplifier, correspond to " off"speak", and 
"listen". 

When either loudspeaker is used as a microphone, it 
is matched into the first transistor TR1 by means of a 
(transformer Tl. The transformer suggested is a 
miniature type having a ratio of 50 :1 and originally' 
intended for use in the output stage of a valve radio 
receiver. It is connected to provide a step-up ratio of 
1 :50 to the base circuit of TR1. A conventional 
microphone transformer of ratio 35 :1 was tried but 
was much larger, more expensive, and did not give 
such good results as the type specified. 
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SWITCHING 
The input and output circuits of the amplifier, and 

the loudspeakers, are switched by SI a and Sib respec- 
tively. The "off" position of SI connects the loud- 
speakers in the same manner as the "listen" position 
as will be seen from the circuit diagram. 

The remaining sections of SI (Sic and Sid) are used 
for switching the battery supply. The negative side 
of the battery is permanently connected to the negative 
line of the amplifier while the positive side of the 
battery is wired to the wiper of Sid. In the "speak" 
and "listen" positions of SI, the positive side of the 
battery is connected to the positive line of the amplifier, 
but in the "off" position, it is connected to the third 
wire of the three-core cable connecting the door unit 
to the amplifier unit. 

The door unit is fitted with a push-button switch S2 
and when this is pressed, even if the main unit is in the 
"off" position, power is applied to the amplifier. 
Switch Sic is used to render the push-button S2 
inoperative when the main unit has been switched to 
"speak" or "listen". 

COMMON IMPEDANCES 
It will be seen that on the circuit diagram wire B 

from T1 and wire G from T3, and one side of each 
loudspeaker, have been joined together at a single 
point, which is then connected to the positive line of 
the amplifier. This procedure is most important; if 
the wiring is not carried out in the fashion indicated in 
Figs. 1 and 3, there is likely to be a small impedance 
common to both the input and output circuits of the 
amplifier. Since the amplifier has a very high gain, if 
only a few inches of wire are common to both input 
and output circuits, severe feedback will result and the 
symptoms can be most bewildering if they are not 
expected. 
■ It was thought when designing the unit that it 
would be useful if there could be some means of 
"calling" the amplifier unit from the door unit. When 
S2 is operated, power is supplied to the amplifier when 
the amplifier unit is in the "off" position. Since the 
"off" position of SI places the loudspeakers in the 
same configuration as in the "listen" position, it might 

be thought that pressing S2 would enable the person 
using the door unit to speak and be heard from the 
loudspeaker in the amplifier unit.. However, this is 
not so if the previously mentioned "common 
impedance" remarks are observed and "earthing" 
connections are adhered to. 

The supply from the positive terminal of the battery 
passes via one of the leads of LS2, and the lead is thus 
common to the input circuit of the amplifier and the 
battery supply. The resulting "howl" of feedback is 
sufficient to attract the attention of anyone near the 
amplifier unit. Of course, the person at the amplifier 
unit then uses SI in the normal way to speak to the 
person at the door unit. 

This simple system using feedback to produce an 
audible signal is quite adequate. Its main disadvantage 
is that the note produced is not particularly harmonious, 
but this will not normally be disturbing since it is 
only heard momentarily. 

CALLING SIGNAL 
For .the system to work satisfactorily, the volume 

control of the amplifier must, not be at its minimum 
setting. R5 is inserted so that, when VR1 is at 
minimum volume setting an output will still be obtained 
if a signal .is applied to the input of Tl. The value of 
R5 can be varied in the light of experiments; if the 
howl produced on pressing S2 is too low or too high 
in volume, R5 can be increased or decreased slightly 
as appropriate. The value (39 ohms) was found to 
give adequate volume of howl under normal con- 
ditions. There may be a bell-push and bell associated 
with the front door already in use. If so, then 
obviously, the "call" system described here will be of 
little value, and may be omitted. The cable linking 
the amplifier unit to the door unit can then be of two- 
core type, wire L being omitted. 

If required, a miniature buzzer could be fitted in the 
cabinet of the main unit and wired to function when 
S2 is operated. It would be advisable to use a separate 
battery for the buzzer since the specified battery would 
have insufficient capacity; Sic could still be used to 
prevent S2 from having any effect when SI is in the 
"speak" or "listen" position. The buzzer would be 



wired between the wiper of Sic and the wire which 
goes to S2, and the lead joining "O" on Sic to "O" 
on Sid would be disconnected. The battery for the 

« ef,woul(i 411611 ^ connected with the negative lead to 'O" on Sic and the positive lead to the positive line 
of the amplifier. - 

AMPLIFIER CONSTRUCTION 
The amplifier itself is built on an 18-way component 

groupboard but it should be noted that if parts larger 
than those shown in Fig. 2 on the blueprint are 
employed, it may prove difficult to accommodate them 
on the board. Full details of the wiring are given on 
the blueprint and it is recommended that the com- 
ponents be fitted to the groupboard first, as indicated 
in Fig. 2, omitting for the time being the connecting 
leads A to I. The mounting lugs of TI, T2 and T3 
are soldered to tags on the groupboard. This is 
important in the case of T2 because the transformer 
clamp provides a link between R13 and the common 
positive line. The transistors should be wired in last, 

REMOVABLE PANEL HOLE FOR LEAD 
TO DOOR UH1T 

6/2 

75M' 
a--. 

% WOODEN BLOCK TO 
LIMIT MOVEMENT 
OF BATTERY 

Fig. 6. Constructional details of the main amplifier unit, 
made from $in thick plywood and covered with a plastic 
laminate. The removable panel provides easy access to the 
battery. All parts are glued and screwed. 

taking due precautions against damage from the heat 
soldermg iTon by using a suitable heat shunt. When the amplifier has been built, it can .be tested, 

after connecting the volume control and the two 
loudspeakers to the appropriate points. Having 
established that the amplifier works satisfactorily, it 
can be wired up to the switch SI as shown in Fig. 3. 

Note that jSl consists of two two-pole, five-way, 
make-before-break wafers. The switch is a Radio- 
spares "Maka-Switch" type and the movable "stop" 
should be positioned to convert the wafers into two-pole, 
three-way types. The diagram (Fig. 3 on the blueprint) 
makes clear which tags on the wafers are disregarded. 
It is important that the switch obtained is of the 
make-before-break variety; if it is not, then damage 
may result to the two output transistors if at any time 
the secondary winding of T3 is left open-circuited 
while there is an input signal to Tl. The use of an 
m.b.b. switch ensures that the secondary winding of* 
T3 is always loaded, a necessary requirement to prevent 
TR3 and TR4 "running away". 

continued on page 937 
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Fig. 7. The front panel of the main amplifier 
tm/t. This can be made from plastic laminate 
sheet. The size of the loudspeaker hole and 
the position of fhe fixing screws depends on 
the loudspeaker used 

POSITIONS OF 
RUBBER FEET 

.7*/2- 
Fig. 8. Baseplate of the main 
amplifier unit. Four rubber or 
plastic feet are fitted to prevent 
damage to paper or paintwork on 
the waif 

BASE BOARD 3"X 5^" FORMICA PANELS 
TO ACT AS 
WEATHER-SHIELDS 

CHAMFER 

r 
\ 

NN 

\ 

2% DM 

3A Vz 0 

ty* CHAMFER* 

HOLE FOR LEAD TO 
AMPLIFIER UNIT 

Figs. 9 and 10, Constructional details of the extension or door 
unit made in a $/mi/ar styfe to the main unit. Notice that the front 
panel Is chamfered to fit in a recessed position In the case. All 
parts ore gfued and screwed 
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PART ONE 

By H. T. KITCHEN 

SPECIFICATION 

Oscillator 
Frequency Range Output 

1. 25c/s to 250c/s I. 10 volts 
2. 250c/s to 2,500c/s 2. I volt 
3. 2,500c/s to 2Skc/s 3. 100 mV 
4. 25kc/s to 250kc/s 4. 10 mV 

The range and output are continuously variable. 

Distortion 0-2% lOOc/s to 25kc/s; 
0-5% 25c/s to lOOkc/s 

Frequency response ±ldB 25c/s to 50kc/s; 
2dB 2Skc/s to 150kc/s 

Valve Voltmeter 
Input Range 
1. 500 volts 
2. 50 volts 
3. 5 volts 
4. 0*5 volt 
5. 0 05 volt 

Frequency response on ranges 3, 4, and 5 only 
ildB 25c/s to 50kc/s; 
±2dB10c/sto I50kc/s 

Many amateurs who take audio seriously, progress 
to the stage where they want to carry out tests on 

equipment they already possess, or may be building to 
perform a particular task. In order to make these tests, 
suitable equipment is necessary and it is at this stage 
that the short-comings of the multi-range testmeter are 
often revealed owing to the shunting properties of the 
relatively low resistance meter coil. The acquisition of 
a valve voltmeter can prove to be an expensive pro- 
position, unless one is able to build such an instrument 
himself. 

This article sets out a suitable specification which 
combines an audio frequency oscillator with a valve 
voltmeter in one cabinet, without incurring excessive 
expense, while at the same time being reliable and 
reasonably simple to construct. Care had to be 
exercised to avoid instability in the h.t. line by using 
generous smoothing and decoupling arrangements to 
reduce this to an immeasurably low value. All the 
components are conservatively rated to provide long 
life, to minimise heat dissipation, and to obtain good 
frequency stability of the a.f. oscillator. 

It is not intended to give point-to-point instructions, 
since it is felt that the complete unit will appeal more to 
the advanced constructor, who will not only be able to 
work from the information given, but will most 
probably modify it to suit his own requirements and 
whatever components he has to hand. The less 
experienced constructor however, should be able to 
build the unit provided he is capable of working from a 
circuit diagram used in conjunction with a wiring 
layout. 
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Standard, easily obtained components are used 
throughout with one exception—the thermistor. It is - 
the author's experience that an order placed for the 
thermistor may take up to six weeks to materialise 
although some shops do stock them. With regard to 
the other components, buying new, or carefully and 
thoroughly tested old ones, is the best guarantee 
of success; too much otherwise excellent equipment 
may be rendered virtually useless because of salvaged 
and untested components being used. 

CASCODE 
Several commonly used circuits were considered and 

the reason why the present circuit was chosen may prove 
of interest. There are two basic forms of a.c. voltmeter 
using valves or transistors. 

The first type the "rectifier/amplifier" is commonly 
used for r.f. measurements and usually consists of a 
diode rectifier followed by a high gain d.c. amplifier. 
Hie d.c. amplifier has to be carefully designed to guard 
against drift, and the rectifier requires several hundred 
millivolts across it to provide a reasonably linear scale, 
this precluding all very low voltage measurements. 
This type, therefore, is almost automatically excluded for 
most audio frequency work. 

The second type is the "amplifier/rectifier" and is , 
most suited for audio frequency measurements^ for 
with careful design, a full scale deflection can be obtained 
for an input as low as ImV. Some very expensive 
commercial instruments are even more sensitive but are 
seldom necessary to most amateurs. 



. The "ampUfier/rectifier" meter can again be divided 
into two basic types: cascade amplifiers and cascode 
amplifiers. A glance at the circuit diagram of a 
television turret timer will show that the r.f. amplifier is 
almost always cascode connected, providing high gain 
and good bandwidth, this being the reason for the 
present choice of circuit shown in Fig. 1. 

Cascade amplifiers are capable of providing very high 
gain, but due to "Miller" and other esoteric effects, the 
h.f. response is rather restricted and decreases further as 
more stages are added to try to increase the overall gain. 
Cascode amplifiers on the other hand have an enhanced 
h.f. performance for a given gain and with care can be 
made very stable. 

METER CIRCUIT 
Referring to Fig. I., VI is the cascode stage where 

Via, which has R8 as its anode load, acts as the anode 
load of VI b. Resistors R1 to R5 form the input 
potential divider and should be of the best quality 
possible, for any change of resistance or noise generated 
here will affect the meter reading. C1 serves to block 
any d.c. voltage which might be present, such as the 
ripple voltage on an h.t. line which is being measured. 
RIO and R12 form the bias resistors for Via and Vlb, 
and also the potential divider for applying negative 
feedback. C3 is the normal cathode decoupling 
capacitor. 

The signal from the anode of Via is direct coupled to- 
the grid of V2a, which functions as a cathode follower. 

Since its input impedance is high Vlb is only lightly 
damped to prevent undue loss of h.f. performance. 
Lack of phase reversal in V2a means that negative 
feedback can be applied from the anode of the output 
stage (V2b) to the cathode of Vlb, 

The amplified output from the anode of V2b is 
applied via C7 to four GEX34 germanium rectifiers 
connected in bridge form to the meter. C8 is provided 
to damp the needle movement. 

C6 Is the cathode bias capacitor connected across 
R16 and has the low value of l^F. At low frequencies 
C6 has very little effect on the gain of V2b, since its 
reactance is high in comparison with R16. As the 
frequency across C6 increases, its reactance decreases 
shunting R16 more and more, hence increasing the gain 
of V2b and compensating for voltage losses at high 
frequencies. The junction of D3 and D4 is returned 
to the junction of C3, RIO, and R12, via Rll. 

During calibration R12,is adjusted so that the meter 
reading corresponds to a given input In the prototype 
a value of 33 ohms was just right, but due to component 
tolerances it may require adjusting in subsequent 
models. It may be easier to substitute a wirewound 
potentiometer with a resistance of 50 or 100 ohms. 

OSCILLATOR 
Fig, 2 gives the circuit of the audio oscillator, which is 

based on a conventional Wein bridge, with three EF80 
valves, the first two forming the oscillator proper and 
the third being arranged as a cathode follower. 

Vlb V1& 
V2» . V2b 

I D Fig. I. Circuit diagram of the valve voltmeter 
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Rt8 EOUA 
w— R30 R26 

tOku EEkA R19 200kA 
C9 BuF S2A 165V fiZO 2Ma 

Bur CIO R21 20MQ 135V w— 
7 "ci m 

50pF | 5i 
O-luF V5 

EF80, 
vcz 
SOOp F 

V3 
EF80 AIAef EF80 R32 ■17 kA C12 

-^1 R28 
(SEE TEXT) O-OSuF 

45V R33 
82kA 

R37 R38 
330A 2T0kA 

2-5V RJ4 S2B e-z 
kA VC3 

■i/r 
500pF 

R5( 
270 A R35 

820A R27 
5-3kA > C13 SK2 

IH> 
25uF 

Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of the audio oscillator 

V3,V4tV5 
EF80 

•s' IS INTERNAL SHIELD 
AND IS CONNECTED 

TO CHASSIS 

Although the ouput could be taken from the anode of 
V4 the small extra expense of a cathode follower is well 
worth while, since it completely isolates the oscillator 
section from the effect of varying loads, so preventing 
unwanted deviations in frequency. 

The cathode follower loads, from infinity (open 
circuit) to zero (short circuit), have no noticeable effect 
on the frequency and in fact the output can be connected 
directly to a loudspeaker under test, although the 
applied voltage will be very low. 

V3 and ¥4 are used to form the oscillator, of which 
the frequency determining components are VC2, VC3 
and R18 to R25, the resistors being selected by S2a and 
S2b. The lowest frequencies are obtained with the 
highest value resistors (range 1) and with VC2 and VC3 
at maximum capacitance. The frequency of oscillation 
is given by ^ 

= 2nV(RiX*CiCt) 

where i?i includes the valve and. load resistances in 
parallel. The required voltage gain is 

iV = 1 + — + — 

Since Ri ~ J?2 and CV = CZy f0 is inversely propor- 
tional to R and Cand the output voltage is a third of the 
input, or 9-5dB. If the gain of the oscillator valves, and 
their phase shift, can be kept at 9,5dB and zero degrees 
respectively, the valves will oscillate at a frequency equal 
920 

to /(,. From the anode of V3 the signal is passed to the 
grid of V4, which brings about the phase reversal 
necessary for oscillation, and returns the signal to V3- 
via C9 and the frequency determining components. 

To minimise unwanted phase shift in the oscillator 
valves, which could upset the oscillator frequency, 
negative feedback is introduced into the cathode of V3 
by means of thermistor R28, This also stabilises the 
oscillator output keeping the amplitude constant within 
2dB over the entire range and within IdB up to 50kc/s. 

From the anode of ¥4 the signal is fed via Ci I to a 
coarse attenuator which introduces 60dB attenuation in 
three 20dB steps, providing outputs of 10V, IV, lOOmV 
and 10mV, which can be further attenuated by VR1 
acting as a fine output control. 

POWER SUPPLY UNIT 
Fig. 3 shows the power supply circuit which is quite 

simple and calls for no special comment. C16, and 
C17 in conjunction with the l.f. choke form the main 
smoothing components, while R38, C14, R39 and CIS 
provide further smoothing and assist in decoupling the 
two h.t. supplies which are considerably ripple free. 
Cross-modulation between the oscillator and meter 
circuit via the h.t. has not been detected. 

CHASSIS 
The chassis should be constructed from a sheet of 

18 s.w.g. aluminium 16iin X lliin drilled and bent in 
accordance with Fig. 4. The valve holder and 
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WORLD'S TOP SEnfllCONDUCTORS now 

available to everyone at IR SEMICONDUCTOR CENTERS 

TRANSISTORS ■ 2ENER DIODES • SILICON CONTROLLED 
RECTIFIERS • GERMANIUM DIODES » SOLAR CELLS 
SILICON RECTIFIERS . SELENIUM STACKS *• BRIDGE 
RECTIFIERS • PHOTO CELLS • INSTRUMENT RECTIFIERS 
DUAL DIODES • AUTOMOTIVE^ RECTIFIERS • MOUNTING 
ACCESSORIES • PROJECT KITS • MANUALS 

Over 100 items available, prepacked and prepriced, many with free 
instruction manual and project and experiment details. Send to your 
nearest IR Semiconductor Center for the full illustrated catalogue 
and price list—6d. 
Co. Durham! Red Radio Shop, 31 Crolree Rd. Sundetland, Teli 72087 ■ Kent: B, W. Cursons. 78 Broad St. Canter- hunr, TeU6MT2 • l-noeashire: Radio Supply Co. Ltd. 60A-60B Oldham St. Manchester. Central em ■ London: {len/y s Radio Ud. 303 Edgware Rd. London W2, PAD 1008 • G. W. Smith 4 Co. Ltd. 3 Li$le St. London WC2, GER Storne-Clyne Ltd. 162Hotloway Rd. London N7, NOR 8161 • Lasky's (Harrow Road) Ltd. 42 4 33ToUen- 

  Middlesex: Odeon Radio Ltd. 146 College Rd. Harrow, HAR 5778 ■ South ... Northumbertand: AitkEn Bros. 4 Co, 48 Pudding Chare, 
8204 4 9155 ...    ham Court Rd. London W1. MUS 2605   Supplies Electrical Lid- 90 High St. Edgware, EDG 6751 - a ,a ruuu„.a 
* rv.Ca« POn T,y,nl LTc,i-??7S9 ' Sc<>iland: Radio Supply Co, Ltd. 326 Argyle Si. Glasgow, C(ly4158 • F. Brown lv Brtdge, Edinburgh 1, Caledonian 3461 • RME Surplus Supplies. 143 Stockwell SI. Qtasaow C1. Bell.2634 • Sutrey: Home Radio (Mltcham) Ltd. 187 London Rd, Miteham, MIT 3282 ■ Vorkshire; Radio Supply Co, 

Radio Supply Co. Ltd. Motley St, Bradford 7, Tel: 47096 4 25349. Ltd."106 Newport Rd. Middlesbtough, Tel: 47095' 

Fully displayed and described. Take your pick ! 

semiconductor center 

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER CO. (GREAT BRITAIN) LTD., HURST GREEN, OXTED, SURREY. PHONE 0XTED 3215. TELEX RECTIFIER 0XTED 8819 
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Famous British P-V.O. Recording Tapes 
7in. L.P. 1,800ft. 19/6 7m. D.P. 2,400ft. M/6 
52in, L.P. 1.200ft. 14/6 SJin. D.P. 1.800ft. 14H 
oin. L.P. 900ft. 11/6 Sin. D.P. 1.200ft. 18/6 

SXTLIi WAVE BRIDGE SELEKTCH RECTIPIEES: 2, 8 0( IB T. ontputs. If imp., 6/3; S «. 11/8; 8 a.. 17/6. 
CHARGER -THAKSDORMEES. Tapped Inpot 2O0/2S0 r. lot charging at 2. 6 or 12 v.. 1} ampj., 16/6; 2 amps., 17/8; 4 22/6. Citcoit inclndoa. Amp metet 5 amp, 10/9, 
MOVING COIL MULTIMETER TKBOA. 0-1,000 v. AC../D.C. olxmi, 0 to 100 K., 0-150 mA, Pocket Eize Bin. scale, 49/9. 
EP10K (lOEft pet *.) 1,009 t.,300 K..250 tnA. 78/6 

NEW MULLARD TRANSISTORS OC71 «/-; OC72 7/6; OC81D 7/6; 0981 7/6; AF115 10/8; AFII4 11/-; OC44 8/-; OC45 8/-; OC17I 9/-; OC170 8/8: AF117 9/6. OC26 18/8: TtataUtot Holders 1/8. Sob Kiniatoto Condeosers. 0.1 mEd-. SO T, 113; 1, 2, 4, 5., 8 16. 26. 80, 50. 100 mFd„ 16 volt 2/6. Diode OA81 3/-. 
VALVE HOLDERS. EA50 fid, MOULDED Int. Oct. 69. Majdn Oct. 6d.; B7G, B8A, B8Q, B9A, 8d.; B7G with can 1/6. B8A with can 1/9. Ceramic Oct., EP50, B7G, B9A, II-. Valve base plots B7G, B9A, Int. Oct., 2/3. 

GRAM AMPLIFIERS 
Valves: UY85 Rectifier and UCL82 Triode/Pcn- 
tode 3f watts output. Size (inc. valves) 5 x 5i X 
2in. deep. New and Tested complete 3 ohm output 
^"ror 37/6 p.ep.v 
Ready for use 200-250 v. A.C. 

BARGAIN XTAL PICK-UP ARM 
Complete with ACOS LP-76 TarnoverHead 80/- Slerec 80/- 
TRANSISTOR MAINS ELIMINATORS 29/6 
PP1-6 volt, PP9-9 volt (All seme sizes as batteries) DOUBLES 42/9. PPl+PPI, PM+PP9, FPU—4S+4). 

WEYRAD P50 — Transistor Coils 

BAKER LOUDSPEAKERS 
NEW HI-FIDELITY 

MODELS 
18io., 15 w." Stalw&ri 3 or 15 obms, 45-13,000 Cdnc 0.PJ.. 12,000 lines •'S"'' 
lain. De Lore Foam Sospena- ion,14,000 lines, 15 Ormg; w. 25-17.000 c.P.s. ' 61 ,a* 
12in. Bass 25 vr. I Tone 86-16,000 c.pj<. 
121n Super 20 w. I Aunt: 20-20,000 c.p.s. "Ogllp. 
NEW GROUP MODELS 
FOR BASS, LEAD and 

RHYTHM GUITARS 
"Group 25" ^bcSoc'pr";. 
"Group 35" MgoS^.... 8lgns- 
"Group 50" ^^be50p.r"'..... '8gns. 

5gns. 

BOOKS (Plenso Add Postage) "W.W." Radio Vatve Data   7/6 High Fidelity Speaker Enclosures   5/- Transistor Communication Sets   6/- TV Fault Finding  $/- Mullard Audio Amplifier Manual   8/6 Radio Vaive Guide, Books I, 2, 3,4 or 5 Sl- Practical Radio Inside Out     4/6 Transistor Audio Amplifier Manual   61- ShortwaveTransistor Receivers   5/- International Radio Stations List   2/6 Modern Transistor Circuits. Beginners... 716 Sub-Miniature Transistor Receivers  Sh How to Receive ForejgnT.V.      51- 

Volume Controls 
Long spindles. Midget Size 6 K. ohms to 2 Meg, LOG Ot LIN. L/S 3/-. PJ. 4/6. 
Stereo L/S 10/6. D.P. 14,6. Linear or Log Tracks. 

Semi-air spaced 6d. yd. 40 yd. 17/6. 60 yd. 25/-. 
Low loss 'SdB, per 100(1. at 600 mc/B. Ideal 625 lines 1/6 yd. 

JACK SOCKETS Std. open-circnit 2/6, closed-circuit 4/6. Lead 6/-, Gtondig type 3-pm 1/3; Ornndig Lead Type 8/9. Phono Pings 1/-. Socket 1/-. Banana Pings 1/-. Sockets I/-. JACK PLUGS STANDARD. Screened 31-. Gmndig 3-jin 3/6. BULGIN NON-REV PLUGS and SOCKETS. P74 2-pin 4/3; P73 S-pin 4,'6; P194 9-pin 6/6; P466 e-pin 12:6;P360 4/-. RESISTORS. Ptelerced valnes, 10 ohms to 10 mtg. i w.. -1 w,. 1 w.. 20"o 4d.; If w. 8d.; 2 w, l/-a I w. 10% 6d. HIGH STABILITV. i w. X% ZI-. Prelerred valnes. 10 ohms to 10 meg. Ditto 6%, 10 ohms to 32 in«s.,9fl. 5 watt 1 0.6 to 8.2 ohm 3 w. , 1/6 10 watt ( WIKE-WOUND RESISTORS /1/9 IS watt 10 ohma to 8,800 ohms \ 2/- 
10K. 1SK, 20K. 25K. 10W. 31- MA1NS DROPPERS. Midget. With sliders. 0.3 a.. IK., 0.2 a., 1.2 K.. 0.15 1.6 K.. 0.1 a., 2 K., 61- each. LINE COED 100 ohms 11. 3-way II- It. 

COAXIAL PLUG 1/-. PANEL SOCKETS 1/-. LINE SOCK- ET8 S1-. OUTLET BOXES. SURFACE OS PLUSH 4/-. BALANCED TWIN FEEDERS 6d. yd.. 80 or 300 ohms. TWIN SCREENED FEEDER 1/- yd., 80 Ohms. TELESCOPIC CHROME AERIALS. ISia, extends to E31n. 6/8 each. CAR AERIAL PLUGS 1/6. Sockets 1/3. 

WIRE-WOUND Pols, 3 WATT Pro-set Mia. T.V. Type. All valnes 10 Ohms to 25 K.. 31- ea.; 30 K. 4/-; Carbon 30 K. to 2 meg,. Si-. 

WIBE-WODND 4-WATT STANDARD SIZE POTS. LONG SPINDLE VALUES 50 OHMS to 60 K., 8/6: 100 K. 7/6. 

EA2W 6 in. Ferrite Aerial .with cat aerial coil 12/fl Oso, P50/1AC 5/4 lat and 2nd I.F.P50/2CC 470 Jtc/a each 6/7 1 8rA J.F. P60/8CC  8/- I 

Spare Cores ...6d. Driver Trans. IiFDT4 8/8 PrintedCIronit.PCAl. Ready drilled and printed 'O/S J.B. Toning Gang  .10/8 Booklet £/- 
GARRAHD Aucoslim changers ' £6.10. (Slereo 
CARRARD ATS Aucochangers £8.10. 10/- 
GARRARD AT6 Autochangers £10.10. extra) 

THE "INSTANT" BULK TAPE ERASER 
AND RECORDING HEAD 

DEMAGNETI2ER, 200/2S0 v. A.C. 35/- 

C.R.T. BOOSTER TRANSFORMERS 
for heater cathode short circuit or cubes with 
failing emission. Full Instructions supplied, 
mains input. Optional 25% and 50% boose 2v. or 6.3v. or I2.6v. 
State voltage required. PRICE 15/6 

SPEAKEH-FRET. Xygan various coloucs, 52in, wide from 10/-St.; 28in. wide from 5/- It. Samples, large, S.A.E. EXPANDED METAL. Gold or Silver 12 x 12in, 6/-. ARDENTE TRANSISTOR TRANSFORMERS D803S, 7.3 CX : 1 FushPnll to 3ofamslocOC72,0081.. 11/- D3034,1.75 : 1CT. Push Pnll Driver lor 0C72,0C8i .. 11/- D3058,11.6 :1 Output to 3 ohms for OC72, OC81 .. 11/- D239,4.5 ; 1 Driver; D240, 8.5 :1 Driver  e». 11/6 ARDENTE TRANSISTOR POT. 5 K. swi tched VC1546 5/3 Anii-Patasitio besda (ferrite)     dos. 8/6 BLANK ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. lBi.w,g.4 ridei. riveted corners, lattice fixing holes, 21 in. sides, 7x4in., 6/6; 9x 7in.. 6/8; 11X Sin. 6;'6: Il>:7in.7/B; 13x910.9/6: 14 X Xlis. 12/8; 16xl4in.. 15/-. ALUMINIUM PANELS 18 i.w.g. 13xl2io. 6/6; 14xKb. 4;e; 12 X Sin, 3/6; 10x7in. 2/9; Sxein. 2/-; 6x4in. 1/6. 
B.T.H. TAPE MOTORS IIS v A.C. 28w. 
12/6 pair, for 200/250 v. (in series) 
COLLARO TAPE HEADS 35/- pair 

RETURN OF POST DESPATCH Post //6, list //-, C.O.D. 2/6 extra. (Export. Send remittance and extra postage, no C.O.D.) CALLERS WELCOME 

337 WHITEHORSH ROAD, 
WEST CROYDON RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS 

m 

D.I.Y. with 

GOODMANS 

HIGH 

FIDELITY 

MANUAL 

A new, larger and more colourful edition—revised and completely 
up-to-date. It contains articles ot particular interest to the D.l.Y. 
enthusiast—including special beginners page, advice on stereo, 
stage-built systems and fuli cabinet drawings. Whether building or 
Improving your own audio-set-up or choosing a complete speaker 
system, you'll find it useful and interesting as well as informative. 
Ash your Goodmans dealer or send coupon for your FREE copy. 

■ Please send me a free copy of the Goodmans High ■ 
! Fidelity Manual ! , Fidelity Manual 
I 
| Name    
I Address. 
I 

I 

P.E.1I■ 

GOODMANS 

GOODMANS INDUSTRIES LIMITED Axiom Works, Wembley, Middlesex 
Telephone: WEMbley 5200 

A Member of the Renfasel Group 

See hosv this superb cabinet will take 
you r records, tu rn table, tape-record er, 
amplifier and tuner—all within its 77 
inches length. 

RECORD IBB 

LONGFELLOW 
Teak, Walnut or Mahogany, 44 gns. 

HOUSING 

Write now for catalogue of full range and,nearest stockist {UK only): 
(Dept. PEII) Brook Rd., London, N.22 

Telephone : Bowes Park 7487 
922 



RJ9 
w LI !5H H.T.t 

245V e-2k/i 

1- 

00000 6-3V R40 
V\A- 6X4 H.T.Z z-2kn. 240V 250 k c»—o 

0 o ' A.C. 
^ MAINS 

CIS 
16uF C16 C17 

16uF 250/ SZuF 

3-5 
TO VALVE 

HEATERS 
DIAL 
LAMP 

3-15 

V6 
6X4 

Fig. 3. Power supply circuit 
providing two separate b.t. 
supplies: 
H.T.I for the valve voltmeter; 
H.T.2 for the audio osci//otor 

smoothing capacitor holes should be positioned as 
shown. The remaining components should then be 
placed in position and the positions of the fixing holes 
marked and drilled or filed out. Although the controls 
along the front of the chassis are shown staggered, they 
can if so desired be placed in a straight line, the size of 
the components actually used being taken into con- 
sideration. 

When the last hole has been cut out the chassis 
should be cleaned and painted; hammer-finish paint is 
quite attractive but is by no means essential. 

Dimensions for the front panel are not given since 
they depend on the meter actually used and upon the 
height of the tuning capacitor spindle from the chassis. 

Jackson Brothers supply a small template with the dial 
so no difficulty should arise on this score. The holes 
for the controls and coaxial sockets are accurately 
marked out by aligning the finished chassis with the 
front panel and scribing through. The greatest care 
should be exercised when working on the front panel 
and cabinet, for nothing looks worse than scratches 
and gouge marks where the file or drill slipped. 

Two small screens should be made from aluraimum 
to enclose the two range switches SI and S2, these being 
shaped and dimensioned as required. The screen 
round S2 could perhaps be dispensed with without any 
ill effects but the screen round SI is essential, because 
any hum picked up by the range resistors will show up as 

Fig. 4. Drilling details of the 
whole chassis giving the positions 
of the main components to be 
mounted. Small holes for nuts 
and bolts are not detailed since 
they can be marked from the 
components used 
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Fig. 5 (below). Layout of components on the underside of the chassis 
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CONPONENIS... 

Resistors 
Rl 
R2 
R3 
R4 
R5 
R6 
R7 
R8 
.R9 
RFO 
R[ I 
RI2 
RI3 
RI4 
RI5 
RI6 
RI7 
R)8 
R19 
R20 
R2I 
R22 
R23 
R24 
R2S 
R26 
R27 
R28 
R29 
R30 
R3! 
R32 
R33 
R34 
R3S 
R36 
R37 
R38 
R39 
R40 

820kn 
82k Q 
8-2kf2 
820H 
9m 
1-SMfi 
l20kQ 
220k Q 
lOkft 
680£3 
I0k£3 
3 3 £3 (see'text) 
IOk £3 10% I watt 
I20k£3 " 
2-2M£3 
680a 
47k £3 
20kn 
200k £3 
2Mf3 
20M£3 
20k£3 
200k £3 
2Ma 
20M£3 
22k £3 
3-3k£3 

1% high stab, h watt 

5% i watt. 

5% i watt 

1% high stab. £ watt 

5% 
5% 

f watt 
^ watt 

200kQ Thermistor type ASS 13/100 (S.T.C.) 
1M£3 "1 
I0k£3 > 5% j watt 
270£3 J- 
47k£3 (see Calibration in part 2) 
82k£3 "1 
8-2k£3 
820 £3 
82 £3 
270k£3 
330£3 
8-2k£3 
2-2k£3 

1% high stab. 5 watt 

% * watt 
, ^ watt 
'/9 2 watt 
£ 2 watt 

Potentiometer 
VRI 5k£3 iinear carbon miniature 

Capacitors 
Cl 0-25^F paper 500V 
C2 0'04/iF paper S00V 
C3 lOOfiF elect. 25 V 
C4 S^F elect." 350V (in same can as C14 and C15) 
C5 O-OS/^F paper 2S0V 
C6 l/xF paper f50V 
C7 4^F paper 250V 
C8 I00MF elect. 25V 
C9 8fiF elect. 450V 
CIO O'I/aF paper 350V 
CM 8/1F elect. 450V 
CI2 0-05;xF paper 250V 
Cf3 aS^iF elect. 25V 
Ct4 I6^F elect. 350V\ 
CIS \Cf elect. 350V/ <,n same can 35 C4) 
CI6 S^F elect. 350V 
Ci7 16/iF elect. 3S0Y 
VCI SOpF trimmer 
VC2 500pF\, . , . . 
VC3 SOOpF/ Sangea miniature 

Valves 
Via and Vlb ECC83 
V2a and V2b ECC83 
V3, V4, V5 EF80 (3 off) 
V6 6X4 

Diodes 
DM GEX34 or OA79 (4 off) 

Switches 
51 Single-pole, 5-way rotary 
52 Two pole, 4-way rotary 
53 Single pole, 4-way rotary 

Transformer 
TI Mains transformer. Secondary windings: 

250-0-250V 60mA; 3-15-0-3-I5V 2k-, 
6-3V 2A (Ellison type MT161) 

Inductor 
Lf I5H 50mA l.f. choke 

Miscellaneous 
Ml ImAf.s.d. I00£3 moving coil meter LPI 6-volt miniature indicator lamp (Bulgin) 
Five B9A valveholders with screens, two of which should have p.t.f.e. bases for VI and V2 
Chassis and metal case I2in X 7in X 7m (H. L. Smith & Co. type Y) 
Dial type 4489 (Jackson Bros.). Two clips for mounting large capacitors (see photograph) 
Coaxial input and output sockets (with plugs) 7-way and 3-way tag strips 
Rubber grommets; knobs; 4B.A, and 6B.A. nuts, bolts, and solderings tags, 

a deflection on the meter. A small hole should be 
drilled in the screen of SI directly in line with the wiper 
tag of SI and the "grid" tag of Via. R9 should be 
passed through it, and wired as near to the grid as 
possible. 

Two small pieces of s.r.b.p. or perspex sheet are 
required to carry the tuning capacitor and the four 
germanium diodes on the meter (Fig. 6). The frame of 
the tuning capacitor is connected to the grid of V3. It 
must be insulated from the chassis by being bolted to 
the s.r.b.p, or perspex which is in turn bolted to the 
chassis. The size used in the original was 4m x tin, 
this was bolted to the chassis by means of a 4 B.A. 
screw at each end, the front screw serving to hold the 
screen round S2 under the chassis. An insulated coup- 
ler is essential between the tuning capacitor spindle 
and the dial which is earthed. 

The piece of perspex or s.r.b.p. used for the meter 
diodes is 2m X liin, four holes being drilled in it, 

two 6 B.A. clearance and two 2 B.A, clearance. A 
6 B.A. earth tag is screwed to each of the two smaller 
holes; the s.r.b.p. is attached directly to the meter 
terminals by means of the two larger holes, a 2 B.A. tag 
being placed on each terminal before the fixing nuts are 
tightened. The diodes are then soldered directly to 
these tags using heat shunts and leaving the leads as long 
as possible. Note the polarity of the diodes. 

If the diodes are made to stand away from the panel 
room will be found for C7, which is soldered across the 
two 2 B.A. tags, again observing polarity, With the 
GEX34 the red end corresponds to the cathode of a 
thermionic diode and should therefore go to the 
positive terminal of the meter, as should the positive 
end of C7. 

Next month: Calibration 
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Origin 
rns receiver, widely used In most American and 

many British aircraft from 1942 onwards, was mass- 
produced in the United States by numerous sub- 
contractors, whose identity may be ascertained from the 
suffix to the type-number on the front panel, e.g., 
BC348J comes from Wells-Gardner. 

Several detail differences occur in models from 
different "stables". For example, some versions 
incorporate an aerial alignment trimmer while others do 
not. Basically^, however, almost all versions conform 
with.the details "given below. 

Basic Circuit 
Two r.f. amplifiers, both 
First detector 
Separate local oscillator 
First i.f. amplifier 
Second i.f. amplifier and 

beat frequency oscil- 
lator 

Third i.f. amplifier and 
second detector 

Output valve 
Voltage regulator to 

oscillator valve 

6K7 
6L7 
6C5 
6K7 

6L7 

6B8 
6K6 

RCA991 

COMMENT: This valve line-up is a representative 
one, although numerous permutations occur among 
different models. In one version the c.w. oscillator is 
combined with the second detector and there are two 
iff. stages. In another the luxury of three i.f. stages is 
achieved by putting the c.w. oscillator on to the second 
i.f. while the second detector and third i.f. are combined 
in one valve. The importance of securing the correct 
circuit diagram for the particular model purchased is 
self-evident. 

The claimed sensitivity for the three-i.f. version is as 
good as 3 to 7 microvolts overall on all bands, this for 10 
milliwatts output into a 4,000 ohm load. 

Waveranges covered 
Band no. 1 200-500kc/s 
Band no. 2 
Band no. 3 
Band no. 4 
Band no. 5 

l-5--3-5Mc/s 
3'5-6-OMc/s 
6-a~9-5Mc/s 
9-5-13-5Mc/s 

Band no. 6 IS'S-lS-OMc/s 

COMMENT: Having 200 kc/s available is extremely 
useful: it furnishes the standard frequency BBC Light 
Programme transmission against which a lOOkc/s 
crystal calibrator may be compared. The remaining 
ranges embrace the l-S, 3*5, 7 and 14Mc/s amateur 
bands, and it is these that most BC348 purchasers will 
require. To cover the 21 and 28Mc/s amateur bands— 
and of course all allocations higher—external con- 

• verters will be needed. 

Intermediate Frequency 
915kc/s, 

COMMENT: Users of the BC348 in the Greater 
London area may experience i.f. breakthrough from the 
I40kW transmitter at Brookmans Park on 908kc/s. 
Injected into the i.f. chain, this signal can at worst 
produce a continuous high pitched whistle on all bands. 

The cure (in most cases): by-pass all supply leads to 
chassis through 0 0]/«F capacitors, and insert in the h.t, 
lead a medium wave coil used as an r.f. choke. 
Additionally, insert in the aerial lead a wavetrap 
consisting of a medium wave coil tuned to the frequency 
of the offending signal. 

Power Requirements 
In its original condition the BC348 comes with a 

28 volt dynamotor that is likely to be of little or no 
value to the average enthusiast. 

COMMENT: The space made available when the 
dynamotor is removed will comfortably accommodate 
a mains power unit of sufficient size to deliver the 200 
volts at 50mA and 6-3 volts at 2'5A required by this 
receiver. A slightly larger mains power supply unit 
can be installed if a reserve is required for external 
converters or a crystal calibrator. 

Controls 
In the centre is the bandchangc knob. The range in 

use is registered in the dial window above it. Below is 
the reduction-drive tuning knob actuating a four-gang 
capacitor: to the left, gain control and c.w. oscillator 
pitch control. Above them; the crystal gate switch 
and the c.w. oscillator on/off switch. Extreme left: 
manual or automatic gain control lever switch. Top 
right: dimmer for dial lights. Far right; aerial 
alignment control (when fitted). 
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So-called "war surplus" models are still avail- 

able in great quantities, as advertisers* announce- 
ments and dealers' shop windows declare, and the 
communications enthusiast seeking to select one 
may be left in a state of some confusion as to 
which model he should buy. 

To give him some guidance PRACTICAL 
ELECTRONICS will publish a short series of 
articles that will evaluate the more popular of 
these receivers. The aim will be to summarise 
the merits and demerits of each model, and 
suggest what basic modifications can be usefully 

made to improve its operational capability. 
It must be emphasised that these articles will 

NOT cover the detailed changes (if any) that may 
need to be made to such receivers. The supplier 
should be consulted before a purchase is com- 
pleted and his assurance obtained either that the 
set is in working order or that the necessary 
modification details can be supplied. 

These articles will in no sense meet servicing 
requirements: such information comes in the 
appropriate handbook—ask your supplier to find 
you one. 

^111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111^ 

COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS 

COMMENT: Ergonomically, the BC348 earns high 
marks for the intelligent placement of controls. While 
the right hand rotates the tuning knob, either directly 
or with the little handle fitted to it, the left-hand has all 
other needful user-controls within short reach. No 
cross-hands performance is called for I 

Being a general coverage receiver the BC34B does not 
offer electrical bandspreading of the type required for 
use on the crowded amateur bands. Those bands 
occupy on the tuning scale 1 inch (I -BMc/s), 2 inches 
(3.5Mc/s), i inch (7Mc/s) and 1} inches (14Mc/s). 
However, the order of tuning knob rotation called for 
to cover each of these bands is: 

band revolutions 
1 -SMc/s 10 
3-5Mc/s 16i 
7*0Mc/s 4$ 

M'OMc/s 8 
It might be added that when the receiver is used as a 

4-6Mc/s i.f. strip for a 144—146Mc/s converter this span 
of 2Mc/s is covered in no less than 66 revolutions. 

Recommended Basic Modifications 
Heaters: In the original model with 28 volt dyna- 

motor the valve heaters are wired in a complex series- 
parallel arrangement to allow 6-3 volt valves to operate 
from 38 volt aircraft batteries. It is recommended that 
the existing heater wiring (generally pins 2 and 7 on 
I.O. valve holders) be removed and a complete re-run 
made to parallel all heaters for 6'3 volt operation from a 
mains power unit. 

Aerial Input: Because most receivers will be fed from 
an aerial tuning unit via low impedance cable it is 
recommended that the existing aerial terminal be 
removed and replaced by a Belling-Lee coaxial 
socket. 

Use with External Converter: The provision of a 
coaxial input circuit is especially essential when the 
BC348 is fed from a converter, to minimise i.f. break- 
through. 

Separating the Gain Controls: To facilitate reception 
of single sideband signals it is desirable to fit separate 
a.f, and r.f. gain controls. In the original there are two 
ganged potentiometers of 20,000 ohms (front) and 
350,000 ohms (rear) operated simultaneously by the 
front panel gain control knob. It is no difficult matter 
to disconnect the 20,000 ohm potentiometer—it controls 
the second r.f. stage—and reposition it in place of the 
dial light dimmer, not generally required. 

Gain Equalizer: In some models a variable resistor 
rotates with the gang-capacitor shaft. Its purpose is to 
equalise the gain over the entire tuning range. It may 
be removed with profit. 

Capacitors—a warning: Most BC348 receivers 
purchased today will be at least 20 years old, and some 
deterioration in the condition of the fixed capacitors 
may have occurred. This will sometimes be self- 
evident either through failure of a stage or stages to 
function, instability, or more dramatically by short- 
circuits on the h.t. line. To disconnect and test every 
one of the dozens of capacitors in this model is a tedious 
business but probably worth while in the long run. 

arxi RF 
VT 86 
(bKT) 

Mixer 
vrsr 

L^cal 
Osciliotor 

VT 65 
(6C5) 

(st IF 
VT 86 
(6K7) 

ZIHIIFqikJ 
C.W Ose, 
VT70 
(6L7) 

RCA g Voltage Regulator neon 
591 

3rd I Fond 
Demodulator 

VT 93 
(6B8) 

Fig. I. Block diagram showing the basic BC348 circuit arrangement 
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THIS is the third of a series of short articles illustrating some of the many uses of neon 
lamps. The neons employed are all miniature wire-ended types as shown above. 

Two examples which are ideally suited to these applications are those supplied by 
Radiospares (striking voltage 65 volts), and the Hivactype 3L general purpose neons. The 
latter type requires a striking voltage of 80 volts and maintaining voltage of 60 volts. 

Some neon indicators have a resistor wired in series with one of the neon wires to make 
them suitable for mains voltages. These would normally be unsuitable for the circuits 
described unless'the resistor is removed or short-circuited. 

THREE ELECTRONIC DICE byR. Bebbington 
GRAD.i.E.R.E. 

Tms is merely an extension of the "heads or tails" 
principle that was described last month. Six 

miniature neons are used in a ring circuit with six 
associated capacitors and resistors. When the battery 
is connected the neons will flash sequentially at a 
rate determined, as before, by the choice of the R-C 
time constants of the circuit. 

In order to "freeze" the flashing, all six capacitors 
must be short circuited simultaneously and this is 
the only problem that the circuit presents. Any 
differences in the times taken for the separate contacts 
of the, six-pole two-way switch to close will "load" 
the dice in favour of certain numbers. This is accent- 
uated if the speed of flashing is rapid, so if this trouble 
is encountered then the values of the R-C networks 
should be increased. 

A chassis type of construction is best for this circuit 
with the six neons inside peeping through six holes 
patterned in true dice-fashion on the uppermost 
surface. Since only one neon lights at any one time 
they will have to be numbered one to six. A wafer 
switch has been used successfully in this circuit, the 
contacts being doctored where necessary to ensure 
that all switches are "made" in the same time. 

A st 
/on/off 

V SWITCH 2Mn 2Mii 

I I1 II I1 II luF IpF luF tuF 
S2o S2c 52d S2e S2f 

6Yt 
73 V TO 
.120V 

SZa-fgonged 
With the addition of six single contacts, this one 

will incorporate the panel game switch circuit, des- 
cribed previously. The "make" contacts should be 
inserted in each of the neon leads at the points marked 
with an "X", With the six-pole switch closed the 
circuit is functionally the same as the panel game 
switch described in the September issue. 

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS 
BINDERS 

Volume No. 1 of Practical Electronics will contain 14 
issues. Subsequent volumes will then run from 
January to December each year. 

The Practical Electronics Easl-binder is designed to 
hold normally 12 issues, but It will accommodate two 
additional copies quite comfortably. 

A new version of the Easi-blnder with a special 
pocket for storing blueprints and data sheets Is now 
available. The price is l4/6d inclusive of postage. 

Order your binder from: Binding Department, 
George Newnes Ltd., Tower House, Southampton 
Street, London, W.C.2. 

« READ * 

PRACTICAL WIRELESS 

November issue on sale NOW 

Price 2s. 

PRACTICAL TELEVISION 

November issue on sale 

21 October — 2s. 
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CIRCUIT/EXPERIMENTS 

vtrMtics tke |ernakit way 

iwi 

'/ OttcC fHZLSi 

* 

No maths — No unnecessary theory 

NO PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE NEEDED 

BUILD A PROFESSIONAL 
CATHODE RAY OSCILLOSCOPE 

Learn how to 

READ AND DRAW CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS 

RECOGNISE, HANDLE AND UNDERSTAND 
every type of modern ELECTRONIC COMPONENT 

OVER 40 EXPERIMENTS — includlng:- 

Valve Experiments 
Transistor Experiments 
Electro-magnetic Experiments 
Basic Amplifier 
Basic Oscillator 
Basic Rectifier 
Signal Tracer 
Simple Counter 

Square Wave Generator 
Morse Code Oscillator 
Si mple T ransmitter 
Electronic Switch 
Photo-electric Circuit 
Basic Computer Circuit 
Basic Radio Receiver 
A.C. Experiments 
D.C. Experiments • Time Delay Circuits 

This complete practical course will teach you all the basic principles of electronics by carrying 
out experiments and building operational apparatus. You will learn how to recognise and handle 
all types of modern components, their symbols and how to read a complete circuit or 
schematic diagram. The course then shows how all the basic electronic circuits are constructed 
and used and HOW THEY ACTUALLY WORK BY USING THE OSCILLOSCOPE 
PROVIDED. An application is given in all the main fields of electronics, i.e. Radio; control 
circuits; computers and automation; photoelectrics; counters, etc., together with rules and 
procedure for fault finding and servicing of all types of electronic equipments For a new and 
exciting approach which gives a real understanding of electronics in an entirely practical way—« 
this course has no equal anywhere to-day. 

r 

i 

L 

POST NOW FOR FREE COLOUR BROCHURE 
To: BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL, READING, BERKSHIRE 

Please send free Brochure, describing your LERNAKIT Oscilloscope Course without obligation, to: 

NAME            
ADDRESS     1               
BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE OR WRITE IF YOU PREFER NOT TO CUT COUPON {No representatives employed) P.E.I 1.65 

n 

i 

j 

British National BadLio School 
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BRAND NEW AM/FM (V.H.F.) RADIO GRAM 
CHASSIS AT £13.13.0 (Carriage Paid) 

ChM«i» size 15 s BJ x 6|in. high. New luuitttsctuie. Dial 145 s lln. In 2 colonta, pradominantiy cream, 200-260v. A.C. only. Plck-op. Ext. Speaker. An., E.. and Dlpole Sockets. Five pnshhnttons— OFF, l.W., JI.W., P.M., and Gram. Aligned and tested. With O-P. Transformer. Tone control, 1000-1900 M.: 200-560 if.; 83-98 Mc/u. Valves B280 rect.; ECH81, EF89, EABC80, EE84, ECOS6, 8-ohm speaker requited. 30 X Bin. ELLIPTICAL SPEAKER 86/- to purchasers of this chassis. TERMS; 43.10.0 down and 8 monthly payments of £2,4.0, total 814.10.0. Room Bipole lor V.H.P., 12/0. Feeder Od. per yard, ALTERKATIVE DESIG1T. L/W. 1000-1900 M.; B.W. (9-15 Jlo/a); SLW. 190-475 M.; V.H.EV 87-100 SIc/s.; Gram position. Otherwise similar to above chassis. Price £15.15.0 (carr. paid). TERMS: 83.10.0 down and 8 monthly payments of £2,4.0. Total H.P. price £10.14.0. CSrcnit dlagtam 2/8. 

2-VALVE GRAMOPHONE AMPLIFIER 
Price 37/6 (P. & P. 2/6) 

Overall size 4' wide X 5' high X 25'. Volome and tone controls. Mains lead. Screened lead inpat. With output transformer tor 3-ohm. For aeries connection to Garrard and BE.B. Antochangera and Players, having 90v. tapping. Con also be sapplied on fabric covered board with mains tranaformer and 6* X 4* speaker at 55/-. (P. & P. 6/->. 3-vnlve Gram, Amp. on Board 14* X 75* (X 2|' overall). XTSTSS, BCCSS and DL84 with Speaker 7* X 4*. Price 80/-. (P. & P. B/-). 

BATTERY ELIMINATOR 
For 4 low consumption valvee (90 range) fiOv. IBmA and X.4v, ISSmA, 42'S. W- post), 200-250v. A.C. Also for 260 mA. 1.4 v. and 90v. 15 mA at same price. Two unita 4* x SJ- x 25' high and S* X 25* X 15' high. 

8ELF-POWEEED V.H.P. TUBER CHASSIS, Covering 88-95 Mc/s. Mnllard permeability tuner. Dime. 8 x 6 x 6io. high. Valves ECC8B. BAEC80 and 2-EP89,i with metal rcdifler. Mains transformer. Fully wired and tested ONLY £8.17.8 (carr. paid). Room dlpole 18/6. Feeder 6d. pec yard. 

PUSH-PULL O.P. AMPLIFIER 
£5.5.0 (61- Carr.) 

Brand new 200-240 A ,0. mains, Bass, treble and vol. controls, with valves EZ80. ECC83 and 2-EL84 giving loll 8 w. Chassis 12 X 35 X Slln. With o.p. trana lot 2-3 ohm speaker. Front panel {normally screwed to chassis) may be removed and used as "flying panel". Supplied with cream/black control panel whole length ol front chassla. 

CM2I CRYSTAL MICROPHONE 
With 3.B mm. Jack plug, 12/6 (Post 1/6.) 
4 TEABSISTOS BABY ALARM. Attmotlve walnut veneer speaker cabinet 13)' x 8* front. 60ft. Ext. Lead. Ear piece aa mike senaitlve at 20ft. {P,P.8 
battery required—will last tor hundreds of hours). Volume Control and On/Off. Price £3.19.6. (P. & P. 5/-). 

O 

£4.17.6 
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SUPER 6 

LONG & IDIOM WAVE 

TRANSISTOR RADIO 
A quality radio available in parts or ready built. The sparklinj; 
performance and superb finish of the completed receiver give you value equivalent to a £12.12,0 commercial model. 
•fc All new parts. -Jr 6 transistors and diode, it 3S0mW output, llf Superhet circuit, Ferrite rod aerial. Weymouth Radio printed 
circuit board, -fc Component positions and references printed on 
back of board. Nicely styled wooden cabinet, (I X 7s X 35 in, 
Hr Vinyl covered in various colours. * 6 S< 4in- speaker giving 
good bass and treble response. ★ Full instruction booklet 2/-. Free 
wlth kit. ie I.F. frequency 470 kc/s. -jlr Lining up service If 
required. * AM parts supplied separately. Write for list. S.A.E. 
please. * 9v. battery required. VT9 or P.P.9, (3/9 with kit). 

COMPLETE SET OF PARTS ONLY' 
PIUS SI- POST 

OR FULLY BUILT £6.17.6 Tax & Carr. Paid 
V.H.F. Pre-ampliflep with high signal-noise ratio and gain 
of at least 3:1 under average fringe area conditions. Metal 
container 3i x 3i X liln, high, with strap, for eaves, loft or 
skirting fixing. 9 vole battery operated, using transistor 
AF114.88 to 108 Hc/s. Order with confidence of improved 
reception. Only 30/- (post 2/9). 

a . ^ TRANSISTORS Packet of 3 coded RF transistors (equivalent of OC44/5) 7/6 post paid. Sec 0(6 transistors and diode with circuit diagram. Neatly packed in foam- lined box; useful for presentation. 15/- post paid. 
4 TRANSISTOR 

^ MINIATURE PUSH-PULL 
AUDIO AMPLIFIER 
HIGH IMPEDANCE 

PEIHTED CXEUUiT, 41a. X 2Jin. x liln. over transformers. Outpat for S-ohm speaker. Suitable for microphone, record player and intercom. 9 voit battery required. Frequency range 108 cps. to 25 Kcpa. Push-pull output class B. Instmctlon sheet provided. Fully wired ready for use." Three types, UOOmW 85/-: 600mW 41/-; 3.2W 57/6. (F, 2 B. 8/6 ea4). 
„ . The "Viceroy" 30 watt Amplifier Valves 2 X BL34. GZ54, EF86, EC083, E0C83. Size 14 X B X 75 la. high over cover. Complete with protective cover with carrylog handle. High and low gain Inputs. Front controls are: VoL (low gain). Vol. (high gain). Treble Step, Baas. Treble Slope and Mains Switch. For 3 and 16 ohm Speakers. Price £19.19,0 carriage paid. 

. Tape Recorder Amplifier 
EiliZ?1'"1' Frontpanel X25 X 8 in. Chassis site 105 X 0 x 4 la.. Valves EF86, EC083 and 2 EL84. Controls (1) Mio. Vol. (2) Tuner/F.tl, VoL (3) Flay back or monitor, (4) Tone, 2 Jack sockets (or Tuner/P.U. and Iflc-swltch for Bunerlmposo. Separate power pack oontatolag tran»L and rectifier. For Coliaro studio deck only. £8.14.0 P. & P.) 

GLADSTONE RADIO 
66 ELMS ROAD, ALDERSHOT, Hants. 

(8 mlns. from Station and Buses.) Alderaliot 22240 CLOSED WEDNESDAY AFTBENOON CATALOGUE Od. Eegret overseas orders cannot bo executed 

EX-RENTAL TELEVISIONS 
14 in. 17 in. 

£7.10.0 £11.10,0 
12 months 3 Star Guarantee 

+ Tuba it Valves -Jr Components 
COLOURED FREE LIST 

Channels for all areas 
De/uonslraticns doily from Loret Selection 

Personal collection or Insured 
Carnage Hin,20/-; I7in.30/-. 

AERIALS. BBC/ITA combined Loft and room aerinla—from 25/-. BBC2/01IF and colour aerials—from 29/6. SEND FOR FREE LIST. 

55 

VALVES •£! per 100. Assorted TV ond Eadlo, Surplus ex-rental- dismantled receivers. Post 416. Send for list. CONDEKSERS10/- per 100. New Assorted Eleotrotytlcs and pFs. F. A P. 2/0, RESISTORS 5/-per 100. New. Mostly High Blabs. Assorted. PA F. 2/-. Overseas 3/6. SPEAKERS 7/9. Cin., Sin., 7 X dlru, 8 X Sin. Ex-mid. Salvage. F. ft F. 2/3. Overseas 4/-. 
DUKE & CO. (LONDON) LTD. G21/3 Romford Rd., Manor Park, E.I2 

^ . Liverpool Street —Manor Park — Iflmins. Phone: ILFord 6001/2/3 Stamp for Free list 

A Depth Micrometer— 
This Depth Micrometer (with extra spindle for M—2' 

21/3' I# givon FREEas part of the Tl a?-AL OFFEft 0' a 3-inscrurjient sec comprising; I Micrometer usuat price 13/6 1' Mieromater usual price 16/6 
.'*—3* Depth Micrometer FREE (tav« 21/3 1) TOTAL 30/- plus p. & p. 2/6 
£och Micrometer can be bought separately for the Individual prices shown (plus 1/6 p. & p.) Ideal Micrometers for Hobbyists, Students and General Industrial use. Correct to .0009 of an inch, rot TOOLMAKER precision into your project I 
SEND NOW ONLY 32/6 POST PAID TO: 
DEPT. F, A.G.M. INDUSTRIES LTD. 
Holloways Lane, Welham Green, Nr. HATflELD, Herts. 

FREE! 

1"~2" Oeplti 
Mieromeler 
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PART EIGHT 

This month's article will look briefly at the formation 
' and deflection of a cathode ray tube trace, and go on 

to describe methods of achieving a suitable waveform 
for timebases. 

OSCILLOSCOPE TRACE 
Fig 8.1a shows the graph generally known as a sine 

wave drawn against two axes, one vertical and the 
other horizontal. The vertical, or "Y" axis, represents 
volts, and the horizontal, or "X" axis, represents time, 
usually in seconds. 

A cathode ray tube may be used to display a 
similar graph or any others based on voltage and time. 
An electrostatic cathode ray tube has a "gun" which 
fires a very narrow stream of electrons on to a phos- 
phorescent screen; at the point where the electrons 
"hit" the screen the phosphor "glows", appearing as 
a pin-point of light. Interposed between the "gun" 
and the screen are four electrodes: two X plates and 
two Y plates. Fig. 8.1b shows the arrangement of 
these electrodes, when viewed from the screen end of 
the cathode ray tube. By applying a potential between 
Y1 and Y2 the electron stream, and hence the pin- 
point of light appearing on the screen, can be moved 
vertically in the "Y" axis; similarly, the beam may be 
moved in the "X" axis by applying a potential between 
XI and X2. By applying a sine wave voltage to the 
"Y" axis, and a voltage that rises linearly with time to 
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the "X" axis, a "graph" can be traced out as shown in 
Fig. 8.1a. 

The width of the tube face is limited, and so is the time 
period that can be displayed. In practice, a time "scan" 
sufficient to show only a few cycles is made, the "time- 
base" voltage rising linearly from zero to, say, 10 volts 
and then resetting itself to zero again and "scanning" 
the tube again. In this way, succeeding "cycles" of 
the timebase trace out similar "graphs", one over the 
other. If approximately 25 or more such scans are 
made per second, the moving spot of light appears as a 
continuous line and the illusion of a true graph is 
obtained. 

TIMEBASE WAVEFORM 
The "timebase" waveform that is applied to the X 

plates is shown in Fig. 8.1c and is generally referred 
to as a "sawtooth" waveform. In an ideal waveform 
the voltage rises steadily from zero to a maximum in 
a pre-determined time, and then drops instantly to 
zero again. In practice the waveform takes a small 
but definite time to drop to zero as shown in Fig. 8.1c. 
This part of the waveform is used to return the spot 
on the screen to the beginnxng of the trace as rapidly 
as possible; it is referred to as the "flyback" period. 

Circuits that generate a sawtooth waveform are 
usually called "timebase" generators, "sawtooth" 
oscillators, "sweep" generators, or "ramp" generators. 

'x'axis (time) 

fig. 8,1 a. Sine wave shown In 
graph form plotted against an 
"X" and "Y" axis 

-X' AXIS- 

Fig. 8.1b. Position of 
the "X" and "Y" plates 
in a cathode ray tube 
looking at the "screen" 
end of the tube 

FLYBACK PERIOD TRACE 
PERIOD 

I 

TIME 

Fig. 8.1 e. Sawtooth waveform show- 
ing the "trace" and "flyback" periods 
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Fig. 8.2a. Simple RC circuit to convert a square wave input 
to an exponential output. Note that the most nearly 
linear part of the curve Is that part nearest the origin 

H.T. 

• four 

D.C.IN 

Fig. 8.2b. Modified RC circuit using a 
gas-filled diode to limit the output 
voltage 

Fig. 8.2c. Output waveform from the 
circuit in Fig. 8.2b. V( is the "striking" 
voltage and Ye the "cut-off" voltage of 
the gas-filled diode 

BASIC SAWTOOTH OSCILLATORS 
If a resistor and capacitor are connected in series, 

as shown in Fig. 8.2a, and a square wave is applied 
across the combination, the output taken from across 
the capacitor only will be exponential. If the duration 
of the input square wave is short compared to the 
time constant of the CR circuit, the output signal will 
vary from zero to maximum volts almost linearly. If 
the duration of the input signal is less than one tenth 
of the CR time constant, the deviation of the output 
from linearity will be less than 5 per cent. By using 
only a short part of the exponential rise a useful 
sawtooth waveform can be obtained. 

One practical way in which this principle can be 
achieved is shown in Fig. 8.2b. The resistor and 
capacitor are again wired in series, but in this case a 
d.c. supply is connected across them. A gas-filled 
diode, or voltage regulator tube VI, is connected across 
the capacitor. 

When a low voltage is applied across a gas-filled diode, 
the gas does not conduct and the diode is a virtual open 
circuit. As the voltage is increased, a point is reached 
at which the gas "ionises" and conducts heavily. The 
voltage at which ionisation occurs is called Vt. If the 
applied voltage is then reduced from Vi the gas will 
continue to conduct until, when a certain voltage level 
is reached, ionisation ceases. This second voltage is 
referred to as Ve- 

At the instant when the d.c. is applied the output 
voltage across C is zero, but as time passes the voltage 
rises exponentially (see Fig. 8.2c) until it reaches the 

"striking" voltage of VI. At this point, VI ionises 
and conducts, effectively short-circuiting and dis- 
charging the capacitor. As the output voltage falls 
to "cut-off" (Ve) conduction ceases and the short 
circuit across C is effectively removed. The capacitor 
is charged up again to repeat the cycle of events. The 
rise time of the waveform is dictated by the time 
constants of the circuit, while the decay time depends 
on the time constant derived from the effective 
resistance of VI in series with the resistor, and the 
capacitance of C. 

At fairly low frequencies the decay time will be 
short compared to the rise time; the frequency of 
operation is virtually dictated by the rise time between 
the "striking" (Vi) and "cut-off" (Ve) voltages of VI. 

BASIC "BOOTSTRAP" SAWTOOTH 
OSCILLATOR 

For many applications, a sawtooth waveform that 
has a perfectly linear rise voltage, is essential. Such a 
voltage can be obtained by passing a constant current 
through a capacitor. 

One circuit that relies on this principle is shown in 
Fig. 8.3a, this being the basic version of the circuit 
known as the "bootstrap" sawtooth oscillator. Tran- 
sistor TR1 is an emitter follower, with an emitter load 
resistor R2. Resistor R and capacitor C are the time 
constant components, and R1 is an isolating resistor. 
Capacitor C1 provides a.c. feedback from TR1 emitter 
to the junction of R and Rl. 
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Fig. 8.3a. Basic "bootstrap' 
sawtooth oscillator 

OUTPUT 

Fig. 8.3b, Improved "bootstrap" sawtooth 
oscillator 

TRl OUTPUT 

Fig. 8.4a. Basic "M HI e r 
integrator" sawtooth oscil- 
lator 

SWITCH 5W TCH CLOSED OPENED 

Fig. 8.4b. Output 
waveform of the 
Miller integrator 
circuit 
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OUTPUT 

Fig. 8.4c. Improved version of 
the Miller integrator circuit 
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fig, 8.5a. Sawtooth oscillator hosed 
on the monostahie mu/t/vifarator 
triggered by an incoming pulse 

Fig. 8.5b. Input and output waveforms of the 
circuit shown in Fig. 8.5a. 



With switch SI closed the capacitor C is short- 
circuited and TR1 base is held at "earth" potential; 
TR1 is thus "cut off" and its emitter is at "earth" 
potential. If SI is now opened, the capacitor begins 
to charge up in a negative direction, through R and Rl, 
As the voltage across C becomes more negative, so 
does the base and emitter of TR1. 

The changing voltage at TR1 emitter is transmitted 
via C1 back to the R-Rl junction. Thus, as the 
voltage at the CR junction rises, so does the voltage 
at the R-Rl junction, with the result that no change 
in voltage takes place across R. Consequently, as the 
voltage across R is constant and the value of R is 
fixed, the current through R, and therefore through" C, 
is constant and the output voltage, taken from across 
the emitter resistor R2, rises linearly. 

After a certain time, SI is closed again, short 
circuiting C; the output voltage decays to zero in a 
time dictated by the time constant of Rl + R2 and CI. 

For satisfactory operation of the bootstrap circuit 
as described it is essential that the input impedance of 
the transistor circuit should be high, taking only a 
negligible current from the CR chain; the signal fed 
back to the junction of R and Rl should come from 
a low impedance source; the feedback amplifier must 
have unity gain. These three requirements are met 
by the emitter follower circuit with little difficulty. 

In practice, this simple circuit does not give perfect 
linearity; a considerable improvement can be obtained 
by making a few modifications, as shown in Fig. 8.3b. 

Here, the timing capacitor is replaced by two 
capacitors, usually of equal value, and an additional 
feedback signal is fed to their junction from the emitter 
of TR1 via R2; this feedback resistor causes a slight 
non-linearity of signal at the junction, due to the time 
constant of this resistor and the timing capacitors. 
R2 is usually made a variable resistor which is adjusted 
on test to give good linearity. The distortion that is 
introduced at this point tends to cancel any distortion 
that occurs at the R-Dl junction due to the CI-R1 
network., 

Resistor Rl of Fig. 8.3a is replaced in the modified 
circuit by diode Dl. This diode serves two purposes; 
<i) it prevents the sawtooth voltage rising to too high 
a value, i.e. if a feedback voltage of sufficient 
magnitude to raise the R-Dl junction above the 
negative rail voltage is applied, Dl will be reverse- 
biased and the charging current will be cut off; (ii) when 
the reset or flyback part of the waveform occurs the 
diode is forward biased and thus has a low effective 
resistance; the reset time constant is thus reduced from 
that obtainable with the resistor of Fig, 8.3a and a 
sharper cut-off is obtained. Dl is sometimes called 
the "speed-up" diode. Diode D2 also acts as a 
"speed-up" diode in discharging CA and CB. 

BASIC MILLER INTEGRATOR TIMEBASE 
Another circuit that is commonly used to give a 

linear timebase voltage is the Miller integrator, shown 
in basic form in Fig. 8.4a. 

If there is capacitance between the collector and 
base, either in the form of inter-junction capacitance 
in the transistor or as provided by an external capacitor, 
the resulting feedback causes the effective value of 
that capacitance to be increased by a factor A where 
ft is the gain of the transistor. Thus, the time constant 
of the circuit becomes R x Cy.fi. This apparent 
increase in C is known as the Miller effect, from which 
name this particular sawtooth generator gets its title. 
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By referring to the Miller circuit of Fig. 8.4a, a 
voltage, equal to the voltage applied to the base 
multiplied by the voltage gain of the transistor circuit, 
appears at the collector. The signal appearing at the 
output of the circuit is the same as would be obtained 
with a simple RC circuit, in which the time constant 
is RCfi, and the applied voltage is the negative rail 
voltage times the voltage gain. The output of the 
Miller circuit cannot exceed the negative rail voltage, 
so in effect we have only a very short part of an 
exponential waveform, which can be considered as 
practically linear by virtue of its "shortness". 

By making the value of Rl smaller than that of R, 
a comparatively short re-set or flyback time can be 
obtained. 

The linearity of waveform can be improved even 
further by modifying the circuit as shown in Fig. 8.4c. 
Here, additional linearising networks have been included, 
their functions being similar to those already outlined 
for the improved bootstrap circuit of Fig. 8.3b. 
Diode Dl is a "speed-up diode", giving an improved 
flyback time. 

In practical circuits, the switch is replaced by one 
or more transistors, and the circuit is made self- 
energising. 

TRIGGERED SAWTOOTH GENERATORS 
In the bootstrap and Miller circuits so far described, 

the circuits depend on the opening or closing of a 
switch to initiate and maintain the generation of a 
waveform, the period for which the switch is held 
open dictating the length of the sawtooth rise period. 
These circuits may be referred to as "driven" generators 
since, when the "drive" is removed, no output is 
available. Other sawtooth generator circuits exist, in 
which the length of the rise period is independent of 
the duration of any external switching; these generators 
require only a short input "pulse" to start the sawtooth 
generating cycle, which is then seif-sustaining until 
one cycle is complete. Such circuits may be referred 
to as "triggered" sawtooth-generators. 

One version of a triggered sawtooth generator is 
shown in basic form in Fig. 8.5a, this particular circuit 
being based on the monostable multivibrator. CThe 
operation of the monostable circuit will be described 
in detail in a later part of this series.) 

Fig. 8.5b shows the output waveforms when triggered 
by an input pulse; a reasonable sawtooth will be 
obtained. Note that the waveform with this circuit 
is not linearised, being of a partially exponential form. 

By making the value of Rl small compared to that 
of R3, a short flyback time can be obtained, while, by 
careful choice of the values of R3 and C, and the 
repetition frequency of the input trigger pulses, quite 
a good sawtooth waveform is possible. Note that the 
lower the peak output voltage compared to the supply 
rail voltage, the more nearly linear will the "rise" part 
of the sawtooth be. 

By replacing the monostable multivibrator circuit of 
Fig. 8.5a by an astable one, the circuit can be made 
completely free running, requiring no input pulses to 
trigger it. 

Next month: Design and operation of mufti- 
vibrator circuits. 
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This article describes a battery- 
operated water level alarm 

device which may be built on a 
small piece of laminated plastics 
and mounted inside a small case 
together with two flat batteries. 
Output sockets are provided for 
connecting to an external indicat- 
ing device, such as a bell, buzzer 
or lamp. The circuit diagram 
and constructional drawings 
appear on one of the blueprints 
presented with this issue. 

CIRCUjT DESCRIPTION 
Referring to Fig. 1 on the blueprint it will be seen 

that three silicon npn type transistors are employed 
m this alarm circuit. The types specified have been 
carefully selected for their high gain and very low 
leakage current characteristics. It should be noted 
that this circuit will not work reliably, if at all, with 
normal geraianium transistors. The latter have 
generally high- and temperature dependent leakage 
currents. This could result in unnecessary high stand- 
ing current and possibly false alarms on warm days. 

The three transistors constitute a triple-cascade 
emitter follower which repeats (roughly) the input 
voltage to the input base (TRI) at the output emitter 
of TR3 in whose circuit the relay RLA is connected. 
Connections are such that when there is even a quite 
high resistance path across the two input connections 
(SKI), such as may be presented by clean water 
sufficient amplified current flows in the output emitter 
circuit to energise the relay and ring the bell. 

The 470 kilohra series resistor R1 and the 0-5/iF 
shunt capacitor C1 at the input base, remove sensitivity 
to stray mains hum which may be picked up. This 
capacitor must have excellent insulation. The 5 
megohm potentiometer VR1 varies the resistance level 
between the input electrodes. 

1 
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THE SENSING PROBE 
The probe is a relatively simple and easily constructed 

device. Essentially it consists of two metal electrodes 
mounted on an insulator rod, as shown in Fig. 3. 
The lower collar is fixed and is always submerged 
in the water. The upper collar can be slid to the 
desired level at which the alarm is required to be 
sounded. 

LOW CURRENT DRAIN 
A rod or tube about iin diameter, made of Paxolin 

or Bakelite material can be used for the probe. Perspex 
and certain other thermo-plastic materials are suitable 
for cold water applications only. 

Thet sensitivity of the probe can be increased by 
enlarging the area of the metal collars. 

The advantage of this circuit is the extremely long 
battery life it ensues, because the current drain in the 
non-alarm condition is much less than the self-discharge 
of the battery. In fact, using the specified transistors, 
it will normally be immeasurably small if read on the 
average general purpose meter. Thus the on/off 
switch SI could in principle be dispensed with, in which 
case the electrolytic C2 across the supply should also 
be omitted. It is unlikely that this would lead to 
instability, since the circuit employs no voltage gain. 



An outstanding feature of this battery-operated 
alarm unit is its absolute safety. Perhaps a general 
warning note should be added here that constructors 
desiring a device to announce to them when their 
bath has run full should NOT contemplate using a 
mains-operated unit. 

CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS 
The electronic circuit is easily built up on a piece of 

laminated plastics material. Full size drawings of the 
top and underside of this panel appear in Fig. 2, 

■ The method of component mounting adopted 
utilises proprietary terminal pins which are inserted 
in holes made with a No. 55 drill. These pins are 
tapered and form a secure anchoring point when 
lightly tapped home. The longer portion of the pin 
should protrude through the top (component side) 
of the panel. Not more than Jin of the pin should 
emerge through the underside of die panel, this is to 
ensure that no part of the circuit comes into contact 
with the bottom of the metal case when fitted inside. 

If preferred, "home made" terminal pins may be 
fashioned from short lengths of 18 s.w.g. tinned copper 
wire. In this case, a No. 56 drill will provide a hole 
fractionally smaller than the diameter of wire. By 
gently tapping the end of the wire, it may lie forced 
through the panel. 

With all 22 terminal pins in position, proceed to 
wire up the underside of the panel. Use 22 s.w.g. or 
smaller wire" for this purpose. Next place the tran- 
sistors m position and bring their leads through to the 
underside of the panel via the appropriate holes. 
Solder the transistor leads to the correctly numbered 
terminals. The remaining components should now be 
installed and wired up to the upperside end of the 
terminals. Relay RLA is secured to the panel by 
means of two 8 B.A. screws supplied with this com- 
ponent. 

THE METAL CASE 
The metal case consists of a standard (universal) 

chassis with top panel This can be obtained in pre- 
pared sections requiring only to be bolted together 
from Home Radio (Mitcham) Ltd. Alternatively, a 
case may be made up from sheet aluminium. Dimen- 
sions can be obtained froih the full size diagrams Fig. 4 
and Fig. 5. Two of the sides should be drilled to 
accommodate the sockets and controls. 

The component panel is secured to the bottom of the 
case with a pair of 6B.A. bolts and nuts. A Jin long 
spacer should be placed over each bolt between the 
metal case and the plastics panel. The sockets, 
potentiometer, and on/ofF switch are mounted 
and wired up according to Fig. 4. Then the two fiat 
batteries can be installed and connected up. 

INSTALLATION NOTES 
The 9 V supply from the internal battery BY I is 

made available^ at sockets SK2 and 3 immediately the 
relay is energised. A standard electric bell can be 
connected'up to SK2 and 3. If a visual warning is pre- 
ferred,an 8 V or I2V lamp could be used. 

Ordinary mains flex is suitable for connecting the 
probe to the alarm unit. The latter may be located 
some distance from the water container it is intended 
to monitor. 

DOORPHONE continued from page 917 

CABINETS 
The cabinet of the amplifier unit is made of plywood 

and has a laminated plastic (such as "Formica" or 
Wareite") front panel. The construction is shown 

in Fig. 6, and the drilling details of the front panel in 
Fig. 7. The baseboard is shown in Fig. 8. It will be 
found that the amplifier has to be positioned inside 
the cabinet at a slight angle in order to be clear of the 
loudspeaker, battery and switch SI. The end of the 
amplifier which carries the largest transformer (T3) 
should be at the rear of the cabinet. The amplifier 
may be screwed down to the baseboard of the cabinet 
if small soldering-tags are soldered to the end terminals 
of the groupboard. Four rubber or p.v.c. feet should 
be fitted to the underside of the baseboard. 

The door unit is constructed quite simply from 
plywood and is shown in Figs. 9 and 10. The wiring 
of the door unit is given in Fig. 5 on the blueprint and 
is quite straightforward. It should be noted though 
that the connection from S2 to the loudspeaker LS2 
should be_ made to the wire which is connected to the 
positive line of the amplifier, and not to the wire 
connected to Sla. When the unit is completed, and 
SI is at the "off" position, the wire from S2 can be 
connected to each side of LS2 in turn. Connecting it 
to one side will he found to result in a more pronounced 
howl when S2 Is operated than connecting it to the 
other side of LS2. 

LOCATION 
Since the door unit will be positioned in the open, its 

location should be chosen with care to avoid 'the 
direct incidence of rain. Obviously, the more sheltered 
the position finally chosen, the less chance there will 
be of damage to the unit by the weather. The door 
unit should be painted to keep out damp and it would 
also be a good idea to seal all the joints when the unit 
is finally assembled. The grill on the front between 
the loudspeaker and the panel should be of fine mesh; 
perforated zinc was used in the prototype. However' 
there is now on the market a plastic substitute for 
perforated zinc which would be a better type of material 
to use. To keep out the damp, a thin sheet of polythene 
can be fixed to the grille behind the panel; the sound 
level will be reduced somewhat, but the weather- 
proofing will be better. 

If the door concerned has a porch, this is all to the 
good, and the door unit can be fitted in a 
sheltered position. 

OTHER USES 
This intercom system is capable of giving an output 

of quite good quality and would certainly be adequate 
for communication between two offices. It would 
also be found useful for wiring between the bedroom 
of a sick person or invalid and another room to prevent 
needless journeys upstairs. Yet another use would 
be as a baby alarm, in which case the switches SI and 
S2 would not be required, their place being taken by 
a simple on/off switch for the battery. 

The prototype was also found handy for use when 
installing a television aerial in an area of weak signal, 
giving communication between the aerial rigger and 
someone watching the receiver, so that the aerial 
could easily be positioned for optimum results, 'i? 
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HIGHLIGHTS FROVI THE CONTEMPORARY SCEN* 

Lunar Reporter ^ 
COENTISTS at San Diego (California) have 

i5 ball-like vehicle that conld 
£SwVer su.rface of the moon' report back to earth, take television pictures of the 

SSf a?iTulCUt®D
Comma

s
n,d? via radio from earth. CaUed a Roamer", it is powered by 

the sun. The disc-like solar antenna 

SoS of0thf''p0m th®,sHn* A- small 22in 
k } Roamer is seen here being tested by two General Dynamics engineers. 

U.H.F. Radiotelephone 

^ Telecommunications have announced - that they have developed a u.h.f, radiotele- 
P^"e^stem operating on the 450Jto 470 Mc/s band. It comprises two self-contained pocket 
cases requiring no interconnecting wires. 
» t he transmitter and receiver are crystal con- trolled and use unobtrusive aerials. Power is 
derived from small rechargeable batteries. 

High quality two-way communication is 
achieved over distances up to about five miles 
depending on the layout and density of otv 
structions. Practical Electronics tried out 
this radio telephone m a double decker bus- 

no significant deterioration In quality 
was noticed in spite of the metallic 

screening of the bus body. 

STORAGE SYSTEM 

■mMniKflti 



Television Field Delay ► 
An electronic store that, so far as is known, is the 

first of its kind, is being built at the BBC 
Research Department, Tadworth, Surrey. 

It is capable of delaying a television video signal 
by 20 milliseconds—the time taken to scan a com- 
plete 405 or 625 line field. The equipment will be 
used in experimental projects including work on 
standards conversion and film recording. 

The broad bandwidth required and the compara- 
tively long delay is obtained by using quartz 
ultrasonic delay lines. Eight 2-5 millisecond lines 
have been supplied by The M.E.L. Equipment 
Company Ltd., and are being used in cascade by 
the BBC to obtain the total delay of 20 milliseconds. 

A BBC engineer is connecting a "booster" heater 
for one of the delay line ovens (photograph on the 
right). The boosters operate automatically when 
the equipment is first switched on, reducing heating- 
up time. 

Bank's Third Cnnpter Centre 
Have you been given a new bank account number? 

If your account is with the Westminster Bank, 
you will see from our photographs at the foot of 
these pages that there is a reason. 

On the left is the I.B.M. model 7010 computer 
system; on the right is one of the five "clearing" 
systems, now being used at the new Computer 
Centre off Fenchurch Street, London. These 
systems are only part of the huge complex of elec- 
tronic data processing equipment being used by the 
Bank. 

The 7010 system uses a centra! processing unit, 
which can store up to 80,000 characters on magnetic 
tape and perform arithmetic calculations. It will 
process a day's transactions for an average size 
branch in less than three minutes. The "clearing" 
system encodes and records the special magnetic 
ink numerals on the cheques. Under computer 
control it directs the cheques into selected pockets. 
Approximately 1,000 cheques can be dealt with in 
a minute. 
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Fig. 13.1 Wiring diagram for the multivibrator 

Ajter our discussion of tools and soldering, we put 
/A to the test our ability in practical electronics, 
because this month's article is devoted to a con- 
structional project. This project is a multivibrator—but 
don't let the name worry you. Apart from providing 
a useful exercise in building up equipment, the com- 
pleted unit will produce a.c. for you from a battery 
supply. The kind of a.c. obtained is in the form of 
square waves. This multivibrator will be a valuable aid 
to the understanding of a.c. theory when we commence 
looking at this subject next month. 

So now to work I 

A PROJECT TO BUILD 
Two transistors, TR1 and TR2 (see the circuit 

diagram. Fig. 13.2) are used to switch each other off 
and on. It is not necessary to understand transistor 
action at the moment; we will come onto that later. 
It is sufficient to say that a signal pulse applied to one 
of the three transistor connections (the base) switches 
on a much larger current in another (the collector). 
This current is then used to operate some device (here 
simply a lamp). As the transistor is switched on, the 
initial pulse is applied through the capacitor C1 to the 
base of the second transistor TR2. The effect here is 
to switch off TR2. The capacitors Cl, C2 gradually 
change their charge, and eventually the switching Is 
reversed and the other lamp lights up. This goes on 
indefinitely—notice with no moving parts. 

The timing of the switchover is determined by the 
size of the capacitors, the amount of charge on them, 
and the size of the resistors Rl, R2 through which this 
charge leaks away. In fact electronic switching can go 
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on not only at the rate of one or two operations per 
second, as here, but at a few million if necessary, by 
choosing the right values of the components. This 
circuit is known as a multivibrator. 

By adjusting the setting of the potentiometer VRI, 
the value of the resistance affecting each half of the 
circuit (notice its balanced or symetrical layout) can be 
altered, causing unbalance between the two halves and 
a change in the switching time, so that one bulb will be 
on for a different period of time compared to the other. 

In fact, as one bulb comes on for a longer- time, the 
other does so for a correspondingly shorter time. 
This is called altering the mark to space ratio of the 
generated a.c. waveform. 



You can look upon this circuit as one which simply 
switches the lamps on and off, or as a generator con- 
verting the 9 volt d.c. battery supply into a form of 
alternating current. 

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS 
We have kept in mind two principles when designing 

this circuit, the first of a number of construction projects 
for beginners. 

cation is provided by a red spot painted on the body of 
the transistor adjacent to the collector lead. The 
middle lead is the base, and the remaining lead the 
emitter. Do not shorten these leads. Fit a piece of 
plastics sleeving over each, leaving about ^in of bare 
wire. If you have a selection of different coloured 
sleeving available, it is a good plan to adopt a standard 
practice, e.g. use red sleeving for the collector, blue for 
base, and yellow for emitter. 

VR 

5Ka 
LP2 LP 

kh 

+ni- Bn 
50JJF 

TR2 
50>i F 

collector colitctor 
bo i? 

: use DC 7 0C7 
«(nrtUr »muur 

COMPONENTS... 

Fig 13.2. Circuit diagram 

Firstly, the use of simple materials for the supporting 
mechanical structure, namely a wooden base and brass 
woodscrews as anchor points or terminals. As we 
mentioned in a previous article, dealing with tools, the 
standard methods of electronic construction involve 
perhaps a metal chassis, or a bonded plastics "printed 
circuit" base; but our methods give excellent results 
and ease of construction, without these complications. 

Secondly, the physical layouts can be arranged to 
follow fairly well the schematic "plans" that are used to 
record details of circuits. For instance, the multi- 
vibrator always has the characteristic "criss-cross" 
balanced pattern of connections between the two halves. 
In the end, a quick glance at a circuit reveals that it 
contains a multivibrator, and so on. It would be poor 
practice to draw circuits so different that the "shape" 
is lost, rather like the effect of sticking stamps on 
envelopes upside down! (see the Building Blocks 
articles). 

Thus with our method of construction, the practical 
layout roughly follows the theoretical pattern, and 
links up theory and practice for you. 

Drive home the brass screws in the positions indi- 
cated, then, apply the soldering iron and some cored 
solder to the head of each in turn and ensure that the 
top of each screw is well tinned. 

A simple L-shaped bracket is needed to hold VR1. 
This bracket and the two batten-type lampholders 
should be screwed in position. Next connect up the 
two capacitors and two resistors. The negative ends 
of the capacitors go to the collectors of the transistors. 
It is advisable to fit plastics sleeving over the capacitor 
leads, leaving about iin of wire exposed for making 
the soldered connections. The remaining leads should 
be connected up. Note that the lampholders have 
screw terminals. 

It now remains to fit the two transistors. Carefully 
examine the leads on these components. It will be 
seen that one lead is spaced apart from the other two; 
this is the collector lead, and usually additional identifi- 

Reslstors 

R2 1 JkO j"co'our co^'n2: brown, green, red 
JW carbon composition type 

Potentiometer 
VR! Skti wire wound or carbon linear track 

Capacitors 
Cl 50/xF electrolytic, 12V 
C2 50/xF electrolytic, 12V 

Transistors 

TR2 OC?! }«e"nanium pnp type 
Lamps 

LPI Lamp 6V 0'06A 
LP2 Lamp 6V 0,06A 

Battery 
BY I 9 volt battery (Ever Ready PP3 or equivalent) 

Miscellaneous items 
Wooden baseboard, approximately 4in X Bin x -Jin. 

Brass wood screws. Two batten type m.e.s. lamp- 
holders. Plastic covered tinned copper-wire (can be 
obtained in various colours, on small reels). 

TAKE CARE HERE! 
Care must be taken when soldering the transistors in 

position. The aim must be to complete the operation 
as speedily as possible and to avoid unduly heating the 
transistor. The heat from the iron can be shunted 
away from the component" by placing a reasonably 
large metal object in contact with the bare lead, just 
above the point where the soldered joint is to be made. 
A pair of long nosed pliers or a screwdriver blade will 
serve as a thermal shunt. It is essential that the heat 
shunt remains in full contact with the bare wire through- 
out the soldering operation and for a few seconds after 
the iron has been removed. 

Connect a pair of leads to the battery connector, and 
connect these leads to the positive and negative ter- 
minals on the board. Check carefully the polarity of 
these connections. 

Low consumption 6V lamps are used with a current 
rating of 60inA^ but lamps rated at 100mA (OTA) 
will work equally well. 

Make a final check through the wiring to see that no 
mistakes have arisen. If everything is in order, connect 
up the battery. Make sure the correct polarity is 
observed (+ to +; — to —). The multivibrator 
should start working straight away, each lamp flashing 
on and off alternatively. 
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This month's article describes the mechanical con- 
struction, wiring up and testing of the sealer. 

METALWORK 
The case, front panel, main chassis and display unit 

chassis (two parts) are all made of ^in aluminium sheet 
Drilling details are given in Figs. 8, 15 and 16, but 
should the constructor feel that this work is outside 
his scope it may be left to a specialist firm who will 
supply the material ready shaped, quickly and at 
little extra cost. Some of the larger holes may be 
punched out at the same time if required. The panel 
and case may be painted or finished as desired. 

MAIN CHASSIS 
Assembly work starts with the main chassis which 

is prepared accordingly to the information given in 
Fig. 8. Grommets should be fitted to holes "G". 
The larger components should then be bolted in 
position as indicated in Fig. 8. Use four extra long bolts 
in the correct places (T2 front pair; C37 rear pair) for 
the later attachment of tag boards below the chassis. 
If components other than those specified are used, it 
may of course be necessary to modify the drilling 
arrangements. 

For the input and l.s. amplifier tag board and the 
two power supply assemblies, the turret tag and per- 
forated laminated plastics sheet method of construction 
is employed. A Radiospares standard perforated 

DISPLAY DNft 

•• 

CHASSIS 

sheet measures 7-iin by lOiin and one sheet can be cut 
with a fine saw to make the three boards. The standard 
turret tags are inserted through the perforations and 
riyetted in place with the special tool which is supplied 
with them. 

The h.t. and e.h.t. tag boards are wired up according 
to Figs. 9 and 10 respectively, and then they are fixed 
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Fig. 10. E.H.T. unit tag board. This Is mounted on the 
underside of the main chassis i 

on the long screws which were left projecting below 
the chassis. Spacing, and therefore insulation, from 
the chassis is ensured by the nuts already on the Exing 
bolts and by the grommets in the chassis. Wiring 
up to the other power supply components is then 
carried out. The screen of the mains transformer T2 
should be connected to earth and the other transformer 
leads which are not required should be taped over. 

The mains input socket SKI should be wired up to 
the mains switch S4, and a pair of leads brought back 
and passed through a grommet-lined hole in the chassis 
and so up to the primary tags on T2. 

Leads from the h.t. power supply are brought up 
through grommets in the chassis and terminated for 
convenience on a small tag strip mounted on the top 
flange of the frame of the mains transformer T2. 
The specified transformer has convenient holes for 
mounting this strip. An insulating strip of laminated 
plastics is placed directly below the tag strip while a 
metal strip with two suitable clearance holes for the 
mounting screws goes below the transformer frame. 
This ensures rigid attachment and good earthing, 
The mounting screws carry earth tags. 

MAIN COVER SUPPLY UNIT EMT POWERSUPRY UNIT 

SA 

T 

- 

SK4 

Fig. 11. Underside view of the main chassis showing the two power supply tag boards In 
position 
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The c.h.t. supply terminates on the 1/iF high voltage 
capacitor C37. Due attention must be paid to the 
high potential present at this terminal when the sealer 
is operative. 

VOLTAGE CHECKS 
An inspection for correct wiring should now be 

carried out and then the mains voltage applied. The 
outputs may be checked with a suitable multimeter. 
All measurements are made with respect to earth. 

The e.h.t. is first tested and should show just over 
1,000V positive. The mains are then disconnected 
and the capacitor C37 discharged by shorting with an 
insulated screwdriver. As a further precaution the 
input to the e.h.t. mains transformer T3 is disconnected 
until required later in the construction. 

With the voltage regulator valves VI3, V14 in place 
and the maim reconnected, the voltages on the tag 
strip should be: main h.t. 420V positive, regulated 
supply 300V positive, and two negative supplies of 
120V and 100V respectively. The a.c. heater supply 
of nearly 7V r.m.s. off load may also be checked on 
two unsecured wires coming from the transformer T2. 

INPUT TAG BOARD 
The input and l.s. amplifier tag board is constructed 

from one half of the perforated sheet and bears the 
circuitry and valves for the input, pulse-shaper and 
audio stages. The construction and mounting follow 
the technique employed for the power supply 'tag 
boards and should present no'difficulty. Details are 
given in Fig. 12. This board is attached to the top 
surface of the chassis by two bolts and spaced by an 
extra nut on each screw between the board and chassis. 
The three valves protrude downwards through the 
holes provided in the main chassis. 

The 420V h.t. and the 120V negative supplies are 
connected from the tag strip above on the maim trans- 
former—the 6-3V heater supply comes directly from the 
main transformer T2. The lOOc/s pulse line is brought 
up through the grommet below the front right corner 
of the tag board and temporarily connected through 
the 0-001 pp capacitor C2 to the input. 

The permanent connection is made from one end of 
the output transformer TI primary to h.t. and a tem- 
porary connection is made between the other end and 
the second anode of the audio output valve V12 (pin 6). 
The loudspeaker is then temporarily connected to the 
secondary of the output transformer. 

Power is supplied to the chassis and as soon as the 
valves have warmed up a loud staccato lOOc/s note 
should be heard from the loudspeaker. If an oscillo- 
scope is available a check of the output at the junction 
of R11 and R12 in the anode of V2 should show a train 
of sharp negative pulses at a frequency of lOOc/s and 
about 160 V amplitude. 

DISPLAY UNIT 
The display unit is the heart of the instrument, and 

will repay careful construction. It is built on two pieces 
of sheet aluminium which are joined together in the 
last stage of comtruction in an L form. Dimensions 
and drilling details are given in Fig. 16. Each sheet 
carries two sub-miniature group panels each with 18 
pairs of tags, and a piece of panel containing eight 
pairs of tags. The panels are insulated by miniature 
backing plates, two on each section. 

Note that the correct positioning of the fixing screws 

for the Dekatron valveholders shown in the small 
detailed drawing in Fig, 17. This ensures correct 
orientation of the tubes so that "zero" appears at top 
centre. 

All components, particularly the Dekatron valve- ' 
holder tags, should be carefully cleaned before assembly. 
The valveholders are then fixed in position and the small 
components mounted on the group panels according 
to Fig. 17. The wiring is carried out with No. 22 or 
No. 24 s.w.g. tinned copper wire. It is essential for 
this work to use a small instrument type soldering iron 
and a suitable sized resin cored solder. 

It will be noticed that the anode load resistors of the 
Dekatrons R20, R31 etc. are wired direct to the valve- 
holder tags. This is a manufacturers' recommendation 
in order to reduce stray capacitance effects. 

The supply lines, preferably colour coded, are 
brought out to a small 4-way tag strip at one end of the 
unit. A consistent colour scheme using red 420V; 
yellow regulated 300V; blue -120V; black -100V; 
green earth, or bias line, and white for input pulse, 
prevents errors in construction and assists in checking 
the assembly later. 

TESTING THE DISPLAY UNIT 
Thus constructed the display unit, is complete in 

itself and for test purposes may be placed apart (as 
shown in the photograph at the head of the first part 
of this article). The Dekatrons and trigger tubes are 
placed in their sockets and the unit propped up in a 
convenient position. Leads about 9m long are joined 
to the display unit tag board and connected to the 
appropriate tags mounted on the main transformer T2 
to give 420V, 300V, — 100V, and earth supplies 

The Dekatrons should now strike, a single stationary 
glow appearing on each in a random position. A 
momentary connection of the reset line to the —120 
volt supply should instantly bring all the glows to the 
top position in the Dekatrons. 

A connection from the output of V2 on the input 
panel, via the O-Ol/iF capacitor C7, to Cll at the input 
of the display unit should start the unit counting at 
lOOc/s. TTie preset potentiometer VRI may need 
adjustment; it should be set to give satisfactory steady 
operation of the Dekatrons, this requires a bias of 
approximately 35 volts. 

If the apparatus fails to work at this stage the fault 
must be found before proceeding further. The supply 
voltages should be measured and all component values, 
connections, and soldered joints checked. 

If the first Dekatron does not count, the lOOc/s out- 
put from C7 on the input panel may be applied in turn 
to the anodes of the trigger tubes, when the later 
Dekatrons should operate. 

Incorrect bias to the triggers of the trigger tubes 
will either result in failure to operate, in which case 
there will be one glow only in the tube, or, in continuous 
oscillation resulting in rapid counting by the following 
Dekatrons. The trigger voltage measured at the 
junction of the 120 Idlohm resistor RC, using a 1,000 
ohm per volt meter was found to be 160V to earth. 
This voltage can be increased or decreased by placing 
a megohm resistor in parallel with one of the resistors. 
This should not be necessary when using the high- 
stability, close-tolerance components specified. 

Once the display unit is working it should be dis- 
connected by unsoldering the leads to the tag strip 
and placed on one side to save it from mechanical 
damage during the further construction of the sealer.. 
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Home Construction made easy 

by Building Heath kit models 
A wide range of well designed quality kit sets to choose from 

Ease of assembly is guaranteed 
Even for those without previous experience—by the 
comprehensive, yet simple step-by-step construction 
manuals supplied with every Heathkit model. 
Save £ £*8 building the models 
Heathkit units cost considerably less than comparable pre- 
assembled equipment. You cannot buy the parts any 
other way as cheaply. 
Guaranteed performance 
Every Heathkit product—assembled in accordance with 
our comprehensive construction manuals is guaranteed to 
meet published performance specifications, or your 
money will be cheerfully refunded. 
Convenient credit terms 
By taking advantage of our credit terms—you can enjoy 
your model right away—and pay for it in easy monthly 
instalments. Deferred terms available over £[0 In U.K. 

See the complete Heathkit 
KECOHD PLAYERS 

AUDIO 
Cabinets, Turntable units. Mono and Stereo Amplifiers, 
Pick-ups, Speakers, Speaker Systems, Mono and Stereo 
Control Units, Tape Pre-amplifiers, Tape Decks, 
Transistor Mixer. 
RADIO 
AM/FM and FM Tuners, Transistor Radios, SW and 
Communication Receivers. 
TEST INSTRUMENTS 
A wide range of Audio Test, Home Workshop, Service 
and Laboratory Instruments. 
AMATEUR GEAR 
A wide range of equipment. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Hobby kits for the youngster, Tool kits, Intercoms, 
Electronic Organs, PA/Guitar Amplifiers, etc. 

range in the FREE catalogue 

HI-FT CABINETS 

TAPE DECKS 

FM & AM/FM RADIO TUNERS TRANSISTOR PORTABLES SW RECEIVERS TRANSMITTERS 

CONTROL UNITS 

QUALITY STEREO and MONO AMPLIFIERS SPEAKER SYSTEMS 
"MALVERN" HI-FI EQUIPMENT CABINET. 
Will house all your Hi-fi equipment. Left "in the 
white." Size; 39^ X 32 X 21 fin. 
Kit £10.1.0 (inc. P.T.) 
A wide ranee of other cabinets. 
HI-PI FM TUNER. Ranee 88-108 Mc/s. Avail- 
abla in two units, sold separately. TUNER (FHT- 
dU) 10.7 Me/s IF £2.15.0 (inc. P.T.). IF AMPLIFIER 
(FMA-dU) power supply and valves £13.13.0. Total 
Kit £16.8.0. 
JUNIOR ELECTRONIC WORKSHOP, Model 
EW-I. 20 excitlnB experiments can be made. 
Special solderless connections. Kit £7.13.6 (inc. P.T.) 
TRANSISTOR MIXER. TH-I. A must for tho tape enthusiast. 4 inputs. 9 v, battery operation. Kit £11.16.0. Assembled £16.17.6. 

"OXFORD" LUXURYTRANSISTOR PORT- ABLE, Model UXR-2, Beautiful solid leather case. LW and MW Coverage. Kit £14.18.0 (inc. P.T.) 
GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVER, Model RG-I. Freq. coverage 600 kc/s-1.5 Mc/s. 1.7-32 Mc/s in. 6 switched bands. Many features incl. jr lattice crystal filter. Kit £39.16.0. Assembled £53.0.0. 
6W QUALITY STEREO AMPLIFIER. Model S-33H, An inexpensive stereo/mono amplifier. Ideal for use with the Oecca Deram lightweight pickup. Modern attractive styling. Kit £15.17.6. Assembled £11.7.6. 
SOW PA/GUITAR AMPLIFIER. Mode! PA-1. A multi-purpose unit, suitable for vocal and Instrutfiental groups. 4 inputs for guitars, mics, etc. 2 heavy duty speakers, vol. indicator, variable tremolo, modern cabinet. Kic £54.15.0. Assembled £74.0.0. Legs optional extra, 17/6. 

TRANSISTOR GEN. COVERAGE RECEIVER. 
Model GC-IU, Frequency coverage 580 k/cs—30 
Mc/s in 5 bands. Kit £37.17.6. Assembled £45.17.6. 
TRANSISTOR INTERCOM. 
Master Unit. Kic £10.19.6. Assembled £16.19.6, 
Remote. Kic £4.7.6 Assembled £5.16.0. 
Will operate up to S remotes. 
"COTSWOLD" HI-FI SPEAKER SYSTEMS. 
Std. model. Site: 26 x 23 x 14 in. Kit £25.120. 
MFS "Cotswold" for the smaller room. Size; 
36xJ6iXl4in. Kit £25.12.0 
SSU-I SPEAKER SYSTEM. A practical solution 
to the problem of a low-price speaker system. Two 
speakers. (Bookcase) £ 11,17.6 Kic (inc. P.T.) 

(With legs) £12.12.0 Kit (inc. P.T.) 

'SCOPES POWER SUPPLIES 

» 
i-TT 

TRANSISTOR TESTER SIGNAL GENERATORS 
VALVE VOLTMETERS TV ALIGN GENERATORS 

5 In, FLAT-FACE GENERAL PURPOSE OSCILLOSCOPE. Model I0-I2U. An out- standing 'scope. "Y" sensitivity, 10 mV rms per cm at I kc/st Bandwidth 3 e/s to 4.5 Mc/s. T/B 10 c/t to 500 ke/s in 5 steps. Kit £35.17.6. Assembled £45.15.0. 

MULTIMETER. Model MM-IU. Ranges 0.1.5 v to 1,500 v A.C. and D.C, (SO M to ISA D.C.; 0.2 to 20 MfJ. 4i in. SOtfA meter. Kit £12.18.0 Assembled £18.11.6. 

REGULATED POWER SUPPLY, Model IP-20U. Transistorised, compact unit. Current range: from 50 mA to 1.5 A f.s.d. Voltage ranges: from S to SO volts f.s.d. Kit £35.8.0. Assembled £47.8.0. 

TRANSISTOR TESTER, Mode! IM-30U. Un. matched in quality, performance and price. Pro- vides complete d.c. analysis of PNP, NPN transis- tors and diodes. Internal battery for tests op to 9 v. Kit £24.18.0. Assembled £15,10.0, 
R.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR, Model RF-1U. Freq. coverage from 100 fcc/S-100 Mc/s or six bands, on fundamentals and up to 200 Mc/s on calibrated harmonics. Kit £13,8,0, Assembled £19.18.0. 

INTERNATIONAL MAIL ORDER SCHEME covering the American Heathkic range of 250 models, Diustrated American catalogue and full details can be obtained from us for I/- post paid. 

6 in. DE LUXE VALVE VOLTMETER, Model IM-13U. Measures ac and dc volts 0-1.5 to 1,500 V in 7 ranges. Res. to 1.000 MQ.in 7 ranees. Modern stylins, with simbal mount. Kit £18.18.0.Assembled £26,18.0. 
TV ALIGNMENT GENERATOR, Model HFW-I. 3.5 to 220 Mc/s on fundamentaJs. Unique electronic sweep oscillator. Built-in fixed and variable marker generators (S Mc/s crystal). Kit £37.18.0. Assembled £47.10.0, 

: DECADE RESISTANCE, Model DR-IU. Range , I-99.999Q in If) steps. Kit £10.8.0. Assembled | £14.8,0. 
DECADE CAPACITOR, Model DC-1U range, 100««F to 0.111 «F in 100 «/iF steps. Kic £7-5,0. .Assembled £10.8.0. 

MANY OTHER MODELS 
For the home, Hi-Fi enthusiast. Home 
workshop, Service and Test bench, 
Laboratory. 

FULL RANGE OF MODELS IN 
FREE CATALOGUE 

SIMPLY SEND COUPON TO;— 

To DAYSTROM LTD., DEPT. PM-II, GLOUCESTER, ENGLAND 
Please send me FREE BRITISH CATALOGUE (Yes/No)     
Full details of rnodel(s). 
American 
Catalogue.,.,,,-...,. 
(Ye*/No)- 

NAME    (SLOCK CAPITALS) 
ADDRESS...  

~cm-u 
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LasKt* 
RADIO 

For the Finest Value and Service to the 

HOME CONSTRUCTOR AND 

THE ELECTRONICS ENTHUSIAST 
We consider our constructton parcels to be the finest value on the home cottstrnctor market. If on receipt you feel not com- ! 

j pet eat to boUd the set, yon may return it as received within 7 days, vhtn the lam paid will he refunded less postage. 

a 

■Jr LONG WAVEBAND 
COVERAGE IS NOW AVAIL- 
ABLE FOR THE SKYROVER 
A simple additional circuit provides coverage of the HOO/XOaOSI. bund (in- I'hul ing 1500 M. light progninimc). This Is in. addition to nil exist lug Medium and Short wavebands. All necessary components With construction data. 

Only 10/- extra Post Free. 
This conversion is soilabie lot both recei- vers that have aiready been eonstrnctefl. 

Four 112 

TRANSISTOR PORTABLES 
THE SKYROVER RANGE 
7 teanaistor and 2 diode superhet portables—eoreriog full med. plus 6 SW Bands, 
The SKYROVER Mklll. 
ttllnsiratedi. Now supplied with redesigned plastic cabinet in blaok. grey and chrome with edgewise controls. Controls: tt'avcbnnd Seleeier.Volume Control with on/off Switch. Tuning Comrot. In ptas- tic eabiiiGT.siso 10 X til X HJIn. with metal i rim and carrying haodh;- Can now <5 O *10 C Post be built for *-'0 • • ^ ■ O 3/- extra 
H.P. Terms: 27/- deposit and II monthly 
poymenls ol 15/9. Total H.P.P. E10. Os. 3d. 
The SKYROVER De Luxe 
Tone Circuit Is Inoorporateti, with separate Tone Cimirol In uiMltion to Volutne Control. Tuning Control uud Waveband Selector. In a wood cnhincl, size 111 x 6} x 8ln. covered with a washable male rial, with plastic trim ond carrying Imudlc. Also car aerial socket Uttcd. 
Can now f?-| f\ -fQ g? Post bebuiltlor «5C< ■ a-T" I 5w«0 5/-cxtra. H.P. Terms; 33/- deposit and 11 monthly 
paymenls ol 19/2. Tolal H.P.P. £12. 3s. lOd. 
fata lot each receiver: 2/6 extra. Refunded if you purchase the parcel, hotlerlei S/4 extra. All components urollabto separately. 
REALISTIC SEVEN Folly tunable long and medium bands. Uses 7 MuIIatd Transistors: plus Diode OA70, STAR features: • 7 Transistor Snperhet. • 350 Milliwatt output din. high flux speaker-. • All components mounted on. a single printed circuit board, size 6Jin.x8iin, in one compielc assembly. • Plastic cabinet, with carrving handle, Size Jln.x lOln. Slin.. in Mue, grey. • Easy to rend dial. • Kxternal socket for car aerial ♦ I.F.'- frequoncy 470 Kc/s. * Ferrlte rod Internal aerial. • Operates from PP!i or similar battery • Full com- prehensive data supplied with each Receiver. • All coila Rtid I.F,s, etc.. tully wound readj- lor immediate nmemhly. An outstanding Receiver. 
REALISTIC SEVEN De Luxe 
With the same electrical specincation as itaodard model—PRCS ASTTPERIOK WOOD CABINET in COSTKMPORARYSTYlIIfGcovered in attractive washable roalerlal, With super-Chrome trim and carrying handle. Also a full vision circular dlai, externally mounted to further enhance the pleasant styling. ONLY £1 EXTRA Both models: Battery 3/8 extra. (Alt components available separately.) Data and Instructions separately 8/6, retunded 11 you purchase parcel.  
SINCLAIR SUPER MINIATURES 
THE MICRO-6 pocket radio, size only l|x 1$ x {In, Complete with earphone. 
Can be built lor only 59/6 Mwcnry cell 1/11 extra. All parts Bold separately. 
THE SLIMLINE 
2-traiialator pocket radio. Size only Sixljxljln. Micro alloy translators on 
printed circuit. Can be built for 49/6 
THE NEW X-20 AMPLIFIER 

on'PMef nnd pre-amplinep built on single printed circuit size 
7.5 and°S^)hiiis < n'e B 65na' 3'nV tot 20 WBtl8 oaU Output Imp, KIT PRICE ,"5' £7.19.6 Post Free AVAILABLE READY BUIIT AND TESTED £9.19.8, 
iL'^i ■'"r ™1' '•e tlls 8 ex,rn» mains power pack, if tetiuired £4.19.6. Tnt X-lu AMPLIFIER 
fnr in p!i9?r "ft8? Tth, '"Wrated pre-amplificr. Requires only 3mV for nn oatput of 10 watts. Only 6x3 >: |m. X'C 4 Q C 

KIT FKICE Pnrt"Prpp READ* BUILT, TESTED AND GUARANTEED. £6.19.8. Post Free. 3 pots for 1 oiliine, Bass and Treble, 7/8 the 3 extra. Mains power pack, If required 54/-. 
TRANSISTORS all brand new and ouahanteed GET SI, GET 95, GET SC 2/8; 878A, S74P S.'B; OC45. OG71. OC31D 4/8; 00 44, OC 70, 00 7E. OC SI 5/8; (match pair 10/6); AF 117, 00 76,00 200 8/8- 00^42, OC 43, OC 73, OC82D 7/8; 0 0 201, OC 204 15/-; OC 205, 00 20819/8; OC 28 

TRANSFILTERS By BRUSH CRYSTAL CO. Available from afock, 
J2~53,i 4631,c.'3- i: 2kc/s. I TO—02D 470 kc/s. rh 1 kc/s. 7/6 PATH TO—OID 470 kc/s. ± 2 kc/s. TF—OiB «ri kc/n, 2 kc/s. ' tAC,• TO—02D 405 kc/s. I-kc/s. ] TP—Oil) 470 kc/s. ± 2 kc/s. P0St6d. 

Can be built for 
^es . 19 .6 

P. & P. 4/5 

CONSTRUCTORS BARGAINS 

The " Sixteen " Multirange 
METER KIT 
This outstau.ting meter was featured by Pradiral ir/refess, in the Jan. *84 issue. Lasky'a axe able to olTvr the com- plete kit of parts as specified by the designer. RANGE SPECIHCATIOS: D.C. volts: 0-2,5-2.)-50-250-500 at 20,0002/V. A O. volts: 0.23-6D.250-500 at 1,000 O/V. D.c.wirrent: O-WliA. fl-2.S-50-200taA. Resiatunec: 0-2,000 fi. O-qOOk0. 0-20 MQ. Basic nxivcmenl: 40BA Ls.d. moving coil. "With universal shunt full scale deflection current is 50/zA. Block plastic case—3}x SJ ;< Ifin. Controls; 12 position range switch: eepsratc slide switch lor A.C. volts— D.C. ohms: ohms zero adjustment pot. meter, meter zero. Power rcqnirements; One lov, and one l.Sv. halts. Complete with all parts and full construction details. H.P, Terms available. 
LASKY'S PRICE £5.19.6. p. a r. 5/. 

Data anil circuit avail- able separately, 2/0; retunded if oil parts bought. Pair ol batteries 2/- extra. 
FROM PRE-AMP TO 20 WATT HI-FI STEREO 
ASSEMBLY WITH MARTIN AUDIOKITS 
Using specialty developed circuits, the very latest transistors ami printed circuits— these kits ore all fully checked and tested before leaving the faelory. Although the kite arc hasically designed for use together the pre-amplifier and mlxrr stages may be used to great advantage with existing valve or transistor eqtiipmvnt. KIT 1,- 5-stnge Matching Input Selector Unit  LASKY'S PRICE 47/6, KIT 2. Pre-amplifier with volume control   LASKY'S PRICE 37■'6. KIT 3. 3-Channel Mixer with plng-ln adaptors for individually matching each circuit. Adaptors 

. 8/®   LASKY'S PRICE 79/0, KIT 4. Pre-amphfler with tone'volume control singes LASKY'S PRICE 62'8, KIT S. 10 and 3 watt Main Amplifier    LASKY'S PRICE £5/12,8. KIT 6, Power supply converter unit-..,   LASKY'S PRICE 62 8. KIT 7. 13 ohm veralnn of Kit 5    LASKY'S PRICE £8'12;6. KITS. Power supply for Kit 7   LASKY'S PRICE £2/16, 

SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMS! 
TEST METER ADAPTOR 
Type P.E. 220—ihis l« a fully transistorised device which enables any 50 tnloronnip D.C. Multlmuler to be used in place, of a valve volt- meter. On the IV. range on impedance oi 1 megohm Is offered which inereoses on the 1000 V. range to 100 mcguhms. 7 ranges: 1 to 1000 VOlls. Designed for immediate connection to Avtj 3 and similar size meters but quite suitable for use with anv other SO micionmp meter. Size 8x6X6 in. New and boxed. List Price 7 Gns. 
LASKY'S PRICE 39/6 
Post 2,'G. Set of barferies 7/0 extra. 
DOMESTIC PROCESS TIMERS BY SMITHS Finest quality Smiths Clocks originally intended for use in the most expensive elcctrio cookers. 3 types available—brand new and unused—at well below production cost. TYPE 1. Clockwork Interval Timer. Gives loud and prolonged ringing to Indicate the end of any set time from i minute (o 1 hour. 3in. dia. dial x 2!ri. deep. 
LASKY'S PRICE 9 11 Post 2/-. t 
TYPE 2. An electric clock with combined sequence switching to give automatic awitchine of an electric appliance to switch on at any pre-set time up to 12 hours ahead and lo switch off at any pre-set time up to 9j hours later. Switch eonlacls arc rated at 25 amps, 200/250 V.. SO c.p.s. and are therefore suitable for cookers ami heating appliances as v as tape recorders, radios, lights, etc. Faisy to set. Sin, dial. Fully enclosed mechanism—overall s 5x3Jv2}ii.. 
LASKY'S PRICE 25Post 2.0. 
TYPE 3- De Luxe version of Type 2 with fully calibrated, easy to read, dial (as illustrated)', Mote this model does not have a back cover. 
LASKY'S PRICE 35,'- Post2f6.  
VEROBOARD - NOW IN STOCK 
Veroboatd is a high grade laminated board with copper strips bonded to it and | with a regular matrix of holes. Ideal for prod uciug single itema- As featured la "PracticalEleclionics" April '05 issue. 

im 
fl 

Boards 42; 1503 43/1504 45/1507 45/3509 44/1005 

2! X 5 In 3/8 21 X SJ In  3t. 3J X 9 in   9/8 »J X 8} In.  8/8 3i X 37 in   12/6 

Accessories Terminal plna — pfct, of 50   Spot face cutte.r tool        Flu Inserting tool      Post 64. per item eitra. Orders of 10.'- and over post tree. 

.... 3/- ... 8/6 ... 9/9 

207 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W.2 Tel: PAD 3271/2 
33 TOTTENHAM CT. RD„ LONDON, W.I Tel:MUS2605 
Both open all day Saturday. Early closing Thursday. 

Please address oil Mail Orders to Dept. 

42 TOTTENHAM CT. RD., LONDON. W.I Tel: LAN 2S73 
152/3 FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4 Tel; FLE 2833 
Both open all day Thursday. Early closing Saturday. 

P.£.. 207 Edgware Rood, London, W.2. 

LASKY'S FOR SPEEDY MAIL ORDER SERVICE 
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NOW ANYONE 

CAN AFFORD TO 

TRAIN TO BE 

AN EXPERT IN 

RADIO and 

ELECTRONICS 

It's the most exciting news of the yearl Just 
imagine. You can get 35 large, fact-packed 
lessons for little more than I/- per lessonl 
The lessons are crystal clear, practical, 
easy to master and use. Early lessons make 
fundamentals clear even to the beginner, 
while other lessons will give you the 
practical "know-how " of an expert. 
Comparea favourably with some couracs costlnff ten times as much. Yon save because you receive all the lessons at one time and are not rcfinfreil to purchase Gijufpiiienl you tlo not need. 
This is a resl home-itmlr course thai has been bound Into one giant 8 X llln. 210 page manual. Each page is divided into tva columns. A wide column features the text, while a natron- colmnn at the side has the instructor's consments, helpful susgestions and adtlitioual pictures to simplify the difllcult parts. 
Everjone csn benefit Itom this practicsl course. So old faehioneil (or paendo modem) methods used here, iust straight forward, easy to understand cxplanattous to . help you make more money in electronics, 

Iht price! Only 89/8 plus potlnge 3/6, 
Terms! IVby of conrtc.' See Coupon, 

OXHBK COUESES AVAILABLE 
HADIO COURSE (29 lessons, price 38/-) 

TELEVISIOS CODRSE (price 36/-) 
UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED TO 

GIVE COMPLETE SATISFACTION 
Tnn must be convinced that this is the best value you hnve ever seen is Electronics. Radio or T.V. Training, otherwise you can return the course (or have your money refunded it sent with order) after you have examined it In your own home for a full seven days. 
IF YOU SEND CASH WITH ORDER WE WILL INCLUDE A FREE BOOK VALUED 8/-. Tick on the coupon one book for each course ordered with full cash. These free books are authoritative, and loaded with information. Would cost at least 6/- each if bought separately—by sending cash you reduce book-keeping and other costs which savings we pass hack to yon. 
 FREE TRIAL OFFER  
Pay only 5/- per week if you wish. Clip coupon right now for this special offer. 
To; Sim-Tech Technical Books, Dept. ETV12, flaier'i Mill, Weal End, Southampton, Hants. ; 
Bleaae send the tollowing courses for a full seven days' trial. 

'□ Ho. I. RADIO COURSE, 37/6, incl. postage. 
□ No. 2. RADIO & ELECTRONICS COURSE. 41/-, incL postage. 
□ Ho. 6. TELEV1SIOH COURSE, 37/6, inch postage. 

(Free trial customers lick one only please). 
If not delighted, X may return the course post-paid without further obligation, on my part. Otherwise I will pay cash prtco or SI- weekly nntll paid. 
• O Tick here if enclosing full purchase price. 

I'lease send mo 
o FREE TRANSISTOR CIECUXTS BOOK, 
□ FREE OSCILLOSCOPE BOOK. 

Amount enclosed £. 
I understand that you will refund this money in foil if I nni not 160% satisfied. Overseas customers please send full amount (ineluding Ireland), 

NAME  
ADDRESS. 

VARIABLE VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS 

-50 AMPSJZ—- 

ULTRA VIOLET BULBS 
Easy to use source of U.V. for dozens of 
practical and experimental uses. 
12 volt 36 watt A.C./D.C. S8C 6/6. 
P. & P. I/-. 
12 volt 60 watt A.C./D.C. SBC 8/6. 
P. & P. I/-. 
Transformer to suit the above. Input 200- 

c 

HHP 
►   

100 WATT 
POWER 
RHEOSTATS (NEW) 
AVA1LABIE IN THE 
FOLLOWiNG 9 VALUES 
10 ohm, 3 a.; 25 ohm, 2 a.; 50 ohm, 1.-4 a.; 100 ohm, 1 a.; 2S0 ohm. .7 a.; 
500 ohm, .*15 a,; 1.000 ohm, 280 mA; 
1,500 ohm, 230 mA; 2,500 ohm, .2 a. 
Diameter 3yin. Shaft length Jin., 
dia. iiin. All at 27/6 each. P. & P. 1/6. 
Insulation testers (new) 
Test to I.E.E. Spec. Rugged metal 
construction, 500 volt, 500 megohms. 
Price £22. 1,000 volts, 1,000 meg- 
ohms, £28.     
TYPE34R 
SILICON 
SOLAR 
CELL 
Four .5 volt units series connected in 
high impact polystyrene case, flying 
lead connections. Specially designed 
diffusing lens system to ensure maxi- 
mum light pickup. Output up to 2v. at ID to 16 mA in bright sunlight. 
Wider spectral response, and thirty 
times the efficiency of selenium cells. 
As used to power earth satellites' 
37/6. and I/-P. & P. 

INPUT 230/240v. A.C. 50/60— 
OUTPUT VARIABLE 0-260v- 
BRANDNEW Carriage Paid. Buy direct from the Importer, 
keenest prices in the country. 
All Types (and Spares) from 
i to SO amp. from stock. 
OPEN TYPE (Panel Mounting)       i amp £3. 3. 0. I amp. £4. 17.6.1 240 v. A.C., llTvolt s'swacw. iViTp". 

2i amps. £5.12.6. I 2/6. Input 200-240 v. A.C. 12 voit 60 watt. 
SHROUDED TYPE '22'6. P. & P. 3/6'. 
"amp. £4, 10. 0. 2.S amps.i Set of 4 Colours FLUORESCENT 
r 7* J?; » a^pSl£8'„7- M PAINT. Red, yellow, green and cerise. In 5 amps. £9 0. 0. 8 amps.* l oz. tins. Ideal for use with the above 
r-T" 0' T,'_ '? amPs' ^ 0' 0'l Ultra Violet Bulbs. 9/6, plus 1/6 P. & P. 12 amps, £19. 10. 0. IS amps.I ■ .. — ■ »_ „ , ___ 
k7\"JLJ' T'^"cn1 0'1 N1 cKEL CADIUM BATTERY. 37.5anips, £65. 0. 0. 50 amps,, sintered Cadium Type, 1.2 v, 7AH. Size: 

£85- 0- 0- I height 32'. width 2r X 1(3'. Weight: PORTABLE TYPE 
2.5 amps, Portable £9. 17. 6. .Approx 13 ozs. Ex-R.A.F., Tested. 12/6. 

I P. & P. 2/6. 

\U// 

:.n s/J\ 

VENNER 14 DAY CLOCKWORK TIME SWITCHES 5 amp. 230 v. contacts, 24 hr. phase, i hr. divisions allows 
setting for I" make, i break every 24 hrs. Complete with key 
and mounting block. Used but guaranteed. 35/6. P. & P. 2/6. 

| VER0B0ARD VAN DEGRAAFF ELECTROSTATIC GENERATOR 
Fitted with motor I The perforated 
drive for 230 v. A.C. I Copper Board for 
giving a potential of . Modern Circuitry, 
approx. 50,000 I. ISx.IS pitch. 
volts. Supplied ab-12.5x3.75 3/- 
solutely complete, |2 5x5 . 3/8 
including access- I 3 75 x 3 75. 3/8 
ones for carrying * 3.75 x 5 ..5/- 
out a number of in- I Spot face cutter, 9/- 
terestmg experi- I Special Veropins, 
ments, and full 1 p^ts. 200 14/- 

Instructions. This instrument is* 
completely safe, and ideally suited |,, 
for School demonstrations. Price." 
£i/6/-plus 4/- P. & P. Leaflet on request. I 

"BUILD AN EFFICIENT STROBE . 
UNIT FOR ONLY 37/6, We f 
supply a simple circuit diagram and 
all electrical parts including the 
NSP2 Strobe tuba which will enable 
you to easily and quickly construct a I 
unit for infinite variety of speeds, • 
from I flash in several seconds 
several thousands per minute. 37/6 

| p.& p. on all items I /- 
"" METERS " 
22' Flush Round 

plus 3/- P. & P. * • 
NSP2 TUBE brand new. i.O. base, I 5~3M V'>.A'C- ,n/c 

Price 15/-. P. & P. 1/6. . Rectifier £1.9.0. 

A.C. AMMETERS 
0-1. 0-5, 0-10, 0-15, 
0-20 Amp. All 21/- 
each, p. & p. extra. 
A.C VOLTMETERS 
0-25. 0-50, 0-150 Y. 
All 21/- each. p. & 
p. extra. 

1st grade NEW TRAN SISTORS 
OC28 17/- ! OC76 6/- 
OC29* 18/- OCa I * 8/. 
OC4I 7/- OCB31' 6/- 
OC44 6/6 OCI39 12/- 
OC45 5/- OCI40 19/- 
OC7I 5/- OCI7I 9,'- 
OC72* 7/- OC200 10/6 
OC73 6/- I OC203 14/- 
OC75 7/- I Get 104 61- 
♦Availabie in Matched Pairs. 

UNIVERSAL DEMONSTRATION TRANSFORMER 
A complete I Stenzyl Type 

Get 105 10/- 
Get 573 12/6 
2N706A 17/6 
2S0 9 30- 
AC 07 14/6 AF 14 II - AF 5 
AF 16 10/- 
AF 7 9/6 
6CZ 

composite 
apparatus, comprising a robustly built Transfor- 
mer and electro-magnet 
with removable coils and 
pole pieces. Coil tapped for 230 v, 220 v, 110 v. 
115v;6, 12,36,110 v. A.C. 
These coils are also used 
for D.C. experiments. 
The following accessories 
are included: welding .*.1 | oxw Hicruutiu. weiuni& ,u/" I coil, welding clamps and electrodes, 2 heavily plated pole 

I pieces with conical and square ends, pendulum stand. 
LATEST HIGH SPEED MAGNETIC COUN- 
TERS. 4 figure, ID impulses per second. Type 
IO0D, 4.1 ohm coit, 3-6 v, D.C. operation. Type 
I00A, 500 ohm coil, 18-24 v. D.C. operation. 
Type J00B. 2,300ohm coil, 36-48 v, D.C. operation. 
Any type IS/- each, plus 1/6 P. & P. 
230 v. A.C. RELAY. Type I. 2 c/o. 2 am" 
contacts, 9/6. Type 2. 2x15 amp, break, 2x2 
amp. make, 1x2 amp. break. 11/6. Both types . ex new equip. P. & P. 1/6 each. 
12-18V. D.C. RELAY. 168 ohm coil, 3.5amp I 
N.l. c/o contacts. New 16/6 -f I/- P. & P. 
0-4 MINUTE MECHANICAL TIME SWITCH | 
16 Amo D.P. Switch complete with knob. Will 
switch off any setting between 0-4 minutes. As 
New. fraction of makers' price. IO/-plus2/6 p. & p. 

damping and non-damping pendulum, Barlow's 
wheel with handle, mercury trough, fusing 
metal, inductive jumping ring. Supplied com- 
plete with Demonstration Book giving details 
of a multitude of basic demonstrations complete 
with the theory involved. Price: £17 -j- 10/- 
Carriage (per B.R.S.) 
LIGHT SENSITIVE SWITCH. Kit of 

— parts, inciodiiig ORPI2 Cadmium Sulphide Photocell, Relay, Transistor and Circuit, etc., 
price 25/- plus 2/6 P. & P. ORP 12 including 
circuit, 10/6 each, plus (/- P. & P. 
A.C. MAINS MODEL 
Incorporates Mains Transformer, Rectifier and 
special relay with 3. 5 amp mains c/o contacts. 
Price inc. circuit 47/6 plus 2/6 p. & p. 

SERVICE TRADING CO 

City.. 
950 

Connty. 

Ail Mail Orders—Also callers: 
47/49 HIGH STREET, KINGSTON on THAMES 

Telephone; KlNgston 9450 
Persona! callers only 

9 LITTLE NEWPORT STREET 
LONDON, W.C.2 Tel : GERrard 0576 



FRONT PANEL 
Drilling details for the front panel are given in 

Fig. 15. The controls and other components are 
indicated in their respective positions. Labels to 
indicate the functions of the various controls may be 
made with Dymotape or one of the other proprietary 
materials which are readily obtainable. Resistors 
R79 to R88 conclusive are mounted directly on the 
switch S5 in the manner shown in Fig. 13. 

The switch S2 is the only item requiring further 
comment. It is neat and convenient to use one switch 
for count, hold and reset. The constructor could of 
course use two switches, one a biased type for the reset. 
There is one type of "surplus" switch which is very 
suitable, the others have too stiff an action. The 
specified switch is in current production and when 
adjusted works well. 

The switch has no central stop and in going from 
"count" to "hold" the dolly may go too far and 
momentarily close the lower contacts. The lowest 
leaf which carries the reset voltage must therefore be 
bent well down so that it only just makes contact 
when the switch is raised to "reset". The stiffness 
of the movement can be adjusted with advantage by 
altering the curve of the springs against which the 
dolly acts. This is easily done with a small pair of 
taper nosed pliers. 

Reference to the circuit diagram of the display unit 
(Fig. 3) will make clear the wiring of S2. The rotor of 
S2b is connected to the —120V supply, see Fig. 6 and 
Fig. 9. 

The lead for the variable e.h.t. for the Geiger Muller 
tube is taken down from the live terminal of C37 
through a grommet in the main chassis. It passes 
along the underside of the chassis and up through the 
grommet under the input tag board where it is ter- 
minated on the terminal bearing R1 and Cl. 

The front panel is now bolted to the front edge of the 
chassis and the-wiring up of the components completed. 
Reference to the appropriate circuit diagrams will 
clarify any wiring not given in detail in the assembly 
diagrams. 

The display unit leads are then reconnected to the 
power supply tag strip and two leads (for input and 
reset) connected from S2 to the display unit. The 
display unit is thus on flying leads and may be tested 

using the iOOc/s liming pulse by depressing switches 
^ SI and S2. When satisfactory working is obtained, 

the apparatus is switched off and the display unit 
placed in position behind the front panel where it is 
fixed by four self-tapping screws. 

Finally, the e.h.t. supply is connected by resoldering 
the main supply lead to the miniature mains trans- 
former T3. Operation of the coarse and fine voltage 
controls should indicate on the meter a supply smoothly 
variable up to nearly 1,000V. 

GEIGER MULLER TUBE OPERATION 
Every Geiger Muller tube has its correct working 

voltage which must. be found by experiment. At 
too low a voltage the tube will fail to ionise sufficiently 
when radiation enters it and so it will produce no 
pulses; at too high a voltage the tube may conduct 
almost continuously and will be damaged. 

The e.h.t. controls should therefore be turned to 
minimum before the tube is connected to SKI. The 
sealer should be set to "count" and the loudspeaker 
may be on if desired. A source of radiation—a 
luminous watch will serve—is placed near the Geiger 
Muller tube. The effi.t. voltage is then gradually 
increased until counting starts. A further small 
increase in voltage will increase the count rate but a 
condition is quickly reached where the count rate is 
virtually independent of voltage change. Now every 
radiation entering the tube is producing a pulse. This 
is the "Geiger threshold" and the voltage should be 
noted. 

If a graph is made of count rate against voltage it 
can be seen that a plateau has been reached where an 
increase of approximately 200 volts makes Httle 
difference to the count rate. But beyond this comes a 
point after which the count increases rapidly. This 
is the end of the plateau and brings danger to the tube. 

The correct working voltage is taken as 100V higher 
than the Geiger threshold voltage or halfway along 
the plateau, whichever is lower. 

The third and concluding part of this article will be 
devoted to practical uses of the sealer. A few simple 
experiments will be described; these will demonstrate 
the capabilities of the sealer especially as a teaching 
aid in the physics laboratory. 
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SILENT DETERRENT 
You can't get away from it, can 

you? Picking up a copy of 
Amateur Gardening from a colleague's 
desk the other day, I thought I would 
find a temporary diversion among 
the dahlias and chrysanthemums. 
But the first thing to meet ray eye 
was an account of supersonic vermin 
scares. It seems that one large seed 
firm have rid their storehouse of 
birds, mice and rats by criss-crossing 
the building with ultrasonic beams. 
To provide the maximum irritation 
to these pests, the ultrasonic signals 
are continuously varied in frequency 
and duration. According to this 
report, the birds in residence quickly 
took off; the rats soon followed, but 
the mice stuck it out for a few weeks. 
The reason they took so long getting 
the message was because they had 
buried themselves inside sacks and 
obviously were receiving a somewhat 
attenuated signal. 

I don't know if it was the painful 
aural experience that drove these 
creatures away, or whether perhaps 
it was the heat induced within their 
small bodies by cell excitation. Heat 
effects produced by ultrasonics are 
used in physiotherapy for the treat- 
ment of patients. But it is known 
that over-excitement of the body 
cells results in extreme discomfort. 
Contra-wise, if a beam of ultrasonic 
waves is directed onto a particular 
nerve, it can produce an analgesic 
effect. The effective use of ultrasonics 
obviously demands a highly special- 
ised knowledge of the subject. Get 
the frequency wrong and the beam 
in the wrong place, and I suppose 
you would have deliriously happy 
mice and rats lolling about the place. 

PGM TO THE RESCUE 
I ong suffering commuters take 

heart. If you are reckoning on 
being around in the year 2000, your 
daily torment on road or rail may by 
then be over. The solution to the 
ever increasing problem of getting 
people to work in the morning and 
returning them to their suburban 
semi's is in fact delightfully simple. 
They simply won't have to go. 
Instead of bodies, the brains and 
skills of these individuals will be 
transported to their place of employ-. 
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ment. And it will all be done by 
telecommunications, involving data 
links and private television channels. 

This is no wild dream of a science 
fiction writer. It is the opinion of 
an eminent British scientist. Alec 
Harley Reeves. This month the 
Franklin Institute of America will 
be honouring Mr. Reeves by present- 
ing him with the coveted Stuart 
Ballantine Medal. This medal, 
named after a noted U.S. scientist, 
is awarded for "outstanding achieve- 
ments in the fields of communica- 
tion". Mr. Reeves receives this 
award for his invention of Pulse Code 
Modulation (PCM) way back in 1937. 

Like so many inventions, PCM was 
before its time. For its practical 
application, it required a more 
advanced technology than then 
existed. The coming of semi- 
conductors plus the today's enormous 
demand for telecommunication links 
has focused attention once again on 
this invention. 

Pulse code modulation is a digital 
system. Speech signals are scanned 
electronically and all significant infor- 
mation is transmitted in a series of 
pulses. One of the great advantages 
of PCM is that a large number of 
separate channels can be sent over 
one pair of lines. It can also be 
used for picture transmission, as was 
dramatically demonstrated a little 
while ago with the pictures from 
Mars. 
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"I haven't the heart to tell him that 
we can't hear it either" 

ON THE BEAM 
|Vjow back to Mr. Reeve's vision of 
'"the future. He feels that PCM's 
tremendous potential capacity for 
sending and receiving speech or 
visual data over cables or better 
still, over laser beams, can be most 
usefully harnessed to alleviate some 
of the problems that already beset 
us, and which will multiply, in a 
terrifying way as time goes by. 

Apart from keeping us off the 
streets, Mr. Reeves stresses the 
importance of central information 
processing centres as an answer to 
another problem of modem life- 
how to read and digest all the 
literature published in one's own . 
particular field of interest. In this 
connection he makes the interesting 
observation that moving pictures will 
be the only way to pass the informa- 
tion fast enough to the caller's brain. 

P.S. Full of the pioneering spirit, 
I have already volunteered to do ray 
daily stint from my own home with 
the aid of Ye Olde G.P.O, analogue- 
type telephone as office link The 
suggestion was politely but firmly 
turned down. Just another example 
of being ahead of one's time, of 
course. 

THAT OTHER CHANNEL 
D elated birthday greetings to the 
■^Independent Television Authority. 

I recall looking in on that first 
transmission from Croydon 10 years 
ago. With a hastily rigged up 
dipole suspended from the house 
eaves, coupled up to a converter unit 
perched on the top of the Band I set, 
the opening transmission on Band m 
was received surprisingly well. 

In the moments before the Redif- 
fusion emblem appeared on the 
screen, one experienced the excite- 
ment of a first night, knowing that we 
were about to witness something 
quite new (and perhaps alien) to our 
way of life. How would, this new- 
comer fit into our home, where 
hitherto only BBC programmes had 
entered ? And there was much specu- 
lation about the commercials of 
course. 

Today there is no doubt about the 
success of commercial TV; that is 
if success is measured by numbers 
of viewers captured and held. 



LIST OF BARGAINS 
Transistor fprrite mS aerial with meiilum and long wive cyito wilb drnilt, 7i6. 
Oscillator Coil and set of 3 I.F. trmsiators tor tnuiaistor set wllu circuit, 1ZH. Tuning Condenser to soit. alr-spacctt, with trimmers, 8.'-. 
Ditto bat mtn. 10 mm, 12'9 the set, two-gang cnmlenaera to suit 8/6 (ra-iuesl sub, min. circuit). Midget 3ia. P.W. laiudspeaker. 3 olmi. IS,-6, 80 nbm, 13; 6. 
Midget 208 pF 178 pP two-gang Tuning Conden- ser with trimmers lot transistor set. Price 9,'-. 
Poah-Pull Transtocmer. Rub-mlnialure, 8/8. .0006 mid. Single Tuning Condenser. Soltil 'llelectric Jin. spindle tor transistor ol Crystal sal. with epintlle lapped 6 BA. 2; 6. 
48 Sets (Iteceivor/Transmittcr jrack tel.). Unused sete complete except tor cryetnle, 19/6. Post 3/-. 
Battery Charger Kit. Comprises 5 amp. transtor- mcr, 5 amp. rectlGer, metai easo nnd mcli-r to charge 0 or 13 volt batteries up to S nmps- With variable charge rate, 89/8 each, 6/6 peat and inauranee. 

Waterproof Heater Wire IS yds. length. 70 watts, self regulating tomperatiiro control for repairing eleotrfc blankcta. eto. 10/- post free. 

Mslns Transformer. 250-0-2afl at 80 mA. 6.3 voile 6 a. (normal mains input). 12.'8 each. Curr. 2/8. 
Output Transformer, standard pentode matcbtog type, 8/9 each; 86/- per dog. 
Slide Switeb. 8ub-nitnlnture bat dpJt., 2.'-; 18/- doz. T.O.C. of Dubiliet Tubnlat Condensars. .6 Inf. 500 v. 10.'- doz. ,23 mf. 600 y  7/9 doz. .25 ml. 350 v    doz. ,05 ml. 500 v,   5'- doz, .0001 int. 1000 v.  Si'- doz. .001.1000 v  «/. doz. .002 10«0 v    7/6 doz. .005 1001) v   9.'-doz. .02 760      6/8 doz .01 1U00 v  10,'- doz. Battery Charger Bectifler. Selenium 12-15 v. 6 amp. 9 6. 
Metal Chassis, rimehed for Mallard B10 Amplifier complete with inner screening sections and stove ennmelted. 8/8, P. <t P. 3;'W. 
Unbreakable Mains lead. Type of lead tilted to electric razors niaJres fine lend tor test meters and »ny other devices where subieel to enntinnous bending. Twin figure eight construction,' soft cream P.V.C- covered. Korrnaily coats 2/- per yard. Three Kit. leads for 8.'-. 
FUnment Transformers, 6.8 v., 1) amp., 9/6. 
Ifeoa lamp—midget wire ended, ideal mains tester, etc. 1(9. Ex-Oovt-1/3. 
JPWlips Trimmers, 0-30 pF 1/- each) 8/- doz. 
Low Eesfstance Headphones. Ideal crystal eels, etc. 7/8, plus 2/6. 
Cold Cathode Valve CV 413. Voltage regulator or trigger switch—unused but cx-eiiulpmont 2.'- ench. 
Tag Panels. Ideal for construction, experimental cirouita, etc, 8 of each of 12 iliftercril types, S/-. Post 1/C. 
Slydlock Panel Monnling Fuses, with carrier, 5 amps. 2/- each: 16 ntnp- 2/8 each. 
Potentiometois. Sealed type by Morgimlie among the best ever mode, standard i spindle, lln. long. 6/- doz,, 2 meg 1 meg. 100 K, 80 K. 
MU Metal Screen for American 6 CP1, oto. 10/8 pair; tor VCR97 ami other Sin. tubes, 7/-complete. Ditto l.ir 2-3in. lube, 5/- complete. 
Electric Lock. 24 v. colt but rewindable to niter voltages 4,•'6, 48;'- doz. 
.1 rofd. 350 v. Small tubular metal-cased con.- denser made by HnbiHer, 2/8 doz. 
24 Volt Motor with blower attached, 12/8, plue 2/9. 
115 Volt American mags lips {sclsyns) 50/. each transmitter or receiver. Post 2/9. Pair Post Free. 
Mom Practieo Oulflt—Comprises valve osoitktor ri^h controle In wooden box, tottery operated, 12;8, Piue 2/9. 
Mains from Car Bsttery rotary ecneralors 12v. input 240v.t output 110 mA, 40/-; UOO in,a. 25. Plus 51- post. 
H.E.O. Power Pack. Suitable tot 240 or 115 volt mains give 230v. H.T. and rt.3v. i.t., new and unused, but less rectifier valve, 19/8, plus 6/0 post. 
A.C./D-C. Ammeter 2JIn. Bnsh mounting 0-9 amps but external shunt easily removed offered at rilly price. 8/6, 25 doz. 
DLRS Headphones, 9/8 pair, Post 3/-. 
Sound Powered Insetis, Slake excellent micro- phones or epeaker, 5/8 each. 23 doz. 

See in the Dark—INFRA-RED BINOCULARS 
These it tod from a high voltnqo source will enable objects to be seen in the dark, providing the objeHsareiu iheruysotauinhzv- red team. Each eye tube con- tains a complete optical lens system as well as the infra-red ceil. These optical systems can be used as lens tor T.V. cameras —light cell, etc. (ih-iailK supplied). The hlnoe.th.ra form part of the Army-night itriVing fTabt.y) equipment. They arc iimisis) and believed to tie In good wnikinB nnlcr, bin 
Hamltookre1 Eu'ua"tcc' 1'rlco £2'1;/8 P'ua 10/- carriage nod insurance. 

OUR BARGAIN OF THE YEAR  
A complete kit of parts to build this O-transistor 2 wave superbet receivec at only 39/6, plus 3.'6 post and ins. 
"CORONET" Mk. IV 

II fully covers the mcdhun-wavn tond ami Hint part of IKe Jong-wave hand to liripg in fj.Ti.e, Light, The circuit includes a highly cttk-ient. slab aerial, 2jin. I'.M. speaker, Ovcrai] size approxl- ■ -Sely 4} x 2) x Ijin. Supplied complete with carrying case and inetruotioiis. 

Where postage Is not deflniiety stated 
add 2/- to all orders under £3. Also 
add 2/6 if you would like our new 
100 page list of Bargains. 

■THIS MONTH'S SNIP 
GARRARD AUTO-RECORD PLAYER MODEL A.T.S 

This Is undoubtedly the finest Auto cbanqcr ninde, in fact its largo heavy, nnn-inagncllc, die cast turntable ami bias enmpeu- salcd constant pressure stylus together with Its laboratory series na,lor with toktuced rotor make it almnst a transcription unit. Other special AT.3 features are M'HI take.d records which may bo mixcii sizes—stylus pressure nd- , , justuble—rimy to slopped whilst playing a record without tejectlngsamereeoi-il—Htteil with latest pick-up lor playing stereo or mono records. OKFKKKD AT THE AM.VZl.NO PRICE OF £8 15:0 plus 6/6 oiirrisrc and Insurance. 
TAPE RECORDER BARGAIN 

r 

THE "M(NY" TAPE RECORDER 
of the many tape recorders to offer at 212 or tens we have at lost found one we can recommend. Equally suitable for music or speech this Instrnmeot uses two 
mntors, is completely portable and is beautifully styled and looks like a good tape recorder. Among its many good features is a swilch on the mfcrophone to stop and start the tapes. A very useful toutnre 

. , . , , . , - , , , ,,.or you u'hea "wwdintf. mid for your typist for note-taking, Btock-lnkmg, etc. Other poiuts arc twin track recording—10 mins with uormnl laiKiS, utaudnrd batteries. Although originally sold at £16/16/(1. we are able this month to offer for only £7/19,6, plus 5/- I'ost and Bisunmce. Brand New and compIetB with microphone, batteries, tnpe-and spools, nothing clsu to buy. Boa't miss this AMAZING Offer. 
INFRA-RED HEATERS 
Stake up one of these latest type heaters. Ideal tor bathroom, etc. They are simple to make from our j — easy-lodoUow instroclioiis—uses silica enclosed ) etements designed tor the correct tofra-rcd wavelength ^ 
iaf2,c^'>usi',?rice.'or '.30 w 11,13 oto'renl, all parts, metal (string as illustrated, 1B;B plus 2/8 post and wsurauee. Pull switch S/- extra. 

THERMOSTATS ^rpe "A" 15 amp, for controlling room heaters, groenhouae airiog cupboard. Has spindle for pointer knob, quickly ndjusl.lbto from 30-90°?., 9/6 plus 1/- post. Suitable bos tor_wall mmmtiog. 6/-. i". i P. I/-. Type "B" 16 amp. This Is a 37(n. long rod type made by the famous Sunrle Co. Spindto ndjuatfl this from SO-BSO-F. Internal Screw alters the setttoe in this could be adjustable over 30° to 1000°K. Suitable for controlling furaaco, oven Kda immersion heater oc to make flamo-starE or lira alarm, 8'6 plus 2/6 post ami insurance. ' * Type "0" is ft small i-oreelafn thermostat as fitted to electric blankets, eje.. is amp, setting adjustable by screw through side, 3/6. 1'. S B<1- 
^'c e®" 'bis the Xce-Bt»t'»s It cuts in and out nt around freezing point, 2/3 amps. Has many uses, one of which would be to keep the loft pipes 

th«mntoS •?,* J( ,n M 01 ou'' ,,!3,!ket ^ (10 rds-10/-) is wound around tu« pipes, //o. x^. tS JT, i/J. 
Tyge "E" This is a standard refrigerator thermostat. Spindle adinslmenta cover normal refrigerator teniperalure, 7/8, plus I/- post. ' 

WAFER SWITCHES 
Tin... o NUMHEE OF WAYS OR POSITIONS - - . S way 9 way 6 way 8 way 10 way 11 way 12 way 1 .. 2/8 2/10 3/3 . 3/8 .. S/1X 4/8 .. 4/6 6/4 .. B/0 7/- .. S/- .. 10/- 10/6 ■ • 13/— 12/6 .. 14/- 14/6 , 18/- 18/6 5 way 1 pole, 3/6 j 

3/1 4/1 5/2 6/2 8/3 10/4 12/5 14/6 17/~ 19/S 

3/6 4/- 4/11 «/- 8/- 7/10 10/— 10/9 16/- 1S/- 22/e 19/8 27/8    
25/0    

4/8 7h : 9/8 12/- 17/- 22/- 27/— 82/- 

4/0 '</- 9/B 12/- 17/- 29/- 27/- 32/- 

4/S 7/0 10/3 13/- 18/8 28/- 30/- 38/- 
■ —AV/U *i//V ■—       5 way 1 pole, 3/6; 2 pole, 4/9; 24 way I pole, 13/-; 2 pole, S2/8. 

7S0 mW TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER 
4 transisfura incltiding two io piish-pull-mpol for cry.dnl i.r magnetic mici'uphouc or pick-up—feed l«ck haipa—scmdtlvUy 6 m/v. J'ritc 19/6. Tost atiti Ins. 2/il. 

SPEAKER BARGAIN 
121)1, High fidelit y ioudspeakcr. High II UN" pcnrntotfit magnet type with cither 2 or 16 ohm speech colt. Will handle up to 10 watts, brand new, by famous maker. 1'rlce 29/6 plus S/0 post nnd imuraucc. 

Simmerstat Heater Regulator 
Suitable to control elements, heater, soldering Irons and boiling rings up to 2.51IU watt. Coioptete ad J net aide, norniai price 55/- civil, cpcelul snip price IB. B pius 2/- postage and lusurunce. 

Fluorescent Light Kits 
For pelmet lighting, etc. Kit consists of: Super silent choke; 2 Chrome clips to hold tube; 2 bi-pia holders tor tube "in! starter with a starter holder. Kit A tot 88 watt tube at 27,8. Kit 1$ top 40 watt tube at 19.6. Kit C tor 2 x 2ft. 28 w. lamp 25/-. Kit D for i x 2ft. 20 w. lamp 18.'9. Poet and 
insurance 2/0 per Kit. Absolutely silent in opera- tbm. 

THIS MONTH'S NEW BARGAINS 
Noughts & Crosses Machine—an opportunity to make this very amusing i!e"'—described in Prnttiual Jilcotronlcs. Kit of 19 switches only 40/- post paid. Neons lor turocl Game Switch etc.—not the midget type but possibly more auitable, 12 for 10/8 post paid. Midget wired ended type (1/3 Ex-cquip,; or 1/9 
Pagolin Fanels. Size 5x8 ideal for most transistor projects 6/6 doz. post paid. Tuhular Heater. New and unused by O.E.C.— 6<) wall per tool loading—ideal io home, ulHce or store—curtiuna. papers, etc. con drop oit them without catching fire—connect these lor off peak rates and a warehouse may be kept damp free fur tho mln, cost and troubla—supplied complete with fixing brackets—nil lengths from Bit. to 12ft. —only 2 9 pec loot (less than half price) carriage extra at cost. Translator Set Cabinet—red and grey rexinn covered, size 10 x 8 x 3 with handle—ideal for boxing a pocket radio. You'll be amused how good theso sound with a Sin. Speaker—IS/- plus 3/8 post and ins. 

Five Core Cable 
Ideal for switching circuits. Intercoms, P.A. runs, etc.. each core Hex copper with rubber instihuion, cores covered overall In tough rubber or I'.V.C. M. per yd. or 30 yds. length 15.'- pius 5/- post.. 

THREE UNUSUAL ITEMS 
OZONE OUTFIT—tor removing amells and generally improving any oppressive atmoe- phere. Kit consists of Fhillps ozone lamp nnd mains unit, only needs box. 19/6 plus 3/6 postage nnd Insurance. 
BLACK LIGHT UNIT; 40 watt Intensity, comprises lamp, lamp holder and 4(Kwntt choke. Only 29/8 plus 8/8 carr, ni") ins. 
TIMER KIT. Special offer of all components except metal box to make mains operated Interval timer for photoaranhy etc., 12.fl pius 2/6 post. 

MAINS POWER PACK 
MAINS POWER PACK designed to operate tran- sistor sets sad amplifiers. Adjustable output 8 9 to 12 volts for up to 600 mA (class B working). Takes the place of any ol the foUowlag batteries; PR1, PF3,_PP4. PFB, FP7. and others. Kit com- prises; mains Iransformer-reollfler, smoothing and load resistor, 6.000 and 509 mfd. condensers, zener diode and instroclions. Real snip at only H-'6 plus 3/- post. 

ELECTRONICS (CROYDON) LID ITED 
266 LONDON ROAD • WEST CROYDON • SURREY 
Port orders to: Dept. PE, 43 SILVERDALE RD„ EASTBOURNE, SUSSEX 
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TtfJAH FEET (ConUm. pat.), 12 x 121o. 2/-; 18xl8ln,3/-: 12x241a. 4/-. eto. " EXPANDED AHODXSED METAE—Attrac tiva gilt finish Jin. X iin. iliamood .wcsh 4.'8 sq. ft, Stnltiples of 6to. cot. Jfax, size 4ft. x 3ft., 47/8 plus carr. BONDACODST Speaker Cabinet Aeouatic Waddfng (lin. thick approx.)' 18in. wide, any length cut, 8/. yd. 

Volume Controls—5iv-2 Meg. ohmn. 3In. Spindlca, hforganita Midget Typo IJIn. diam. Gunr. 1 year. 1.0G or LIN ratios loss Svr, 31; DP. 8w. 4/6. Twin Stereo less Sw. 7/B. 100 K. to 2 Mohms with DP. Sw. 9/8. 
WAVECHANQB SWTPCHES. 1 p. JS-way, 2 p. 2-way. 2 p. G-way, 3 p, 4-way. 4 p. S-way, 4 p. 8-way, long spindle, 8/6 ea. 

ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE—lib. reels X4g-20g, 3/-; 22g-2$g, 8/6: SOg-34g, 4/3; 3Cg-3S)i, 4/9; 39K-40g1 S,'-. etc. • TINNED COPPER WIRE. 16-22". 4/- lib. EHSIN MDLT1CORE SOLDER, 00/40 4d. per yard. Cartons Bd, 1/-, 2/6, etc. 

New w ■ | l/CC Reduced 
Boxed VML Vv9 Bargain Prices 
m s/s EP85 8'6 PCLfiS 10/6 iR5,185 6/- KLa:i 12/9 PCL84 10/- 3S4, 3V4 7/- EL34 12,6 FCLS5 11/8 ECC81 1 ELS4 71' 9;- .I'L86 10/6 9/6 ECC82 y 71- BY51 PLSl ECC83 ) EY66 9/- PLS3 8,'- ECL80 9/- E5IS1 71- PY33 10/6 EeXS2 10/- GZS2 8/8 PY62 7/- ECL8G 10/6 PCC8S4 8/- U2S 10/8 EF80 7/6 I'CFSO 8/- GL81 »!- 

DE-LUXE RECORD PLAYER KIT 
Incorporating 4 Sp. Garrard Auto-Slim 
unit and Mullard latest 3 watt printed 
circuit amplifier (ECL86 and EZ80), vol., 
bass and treble controls, with 8 x Sin. 
10,000 line speaker. Contemporary styled 
two-tone cabinet, charcoal grey 
and off-white with matching blue 
relief. Size 174m. x I6in. x Sin. 
A stylish unit capable of 
quality reproduction. Circuit 
and const, details 2/4 (free 
with kit). 1 

COMPLETE KIT 
Carr. and ins. 12/4 £13.19.6 
Illuminated Perspex control panel 
escutcheon 7/6 extra. Ready wired 30/-extra. 4 contemporary mount- ing legs (Sin. 10/6-, 9in. 11/6; I2in. 
12/6} per set extra. 

TRANSISTOR COMPONENTS Midget I.F.'e—483 Kc/a-Aln. diam. first, Second or third    S/6 Om. Coil SI. i: L.W. -^In. diam.   5/- Slldget Driver Trans. 9;1    8/- Sfidget Output Trans. JPash-PuU— .lohjns    .i, 0/- Elect. Condensers—Midget Type X ndd.-SO mfd.ea. 1/9,100 raid. 2/-, 12V. Condensers 150 V. working: .01 mid., .02 mfd., .03 raid.. .04 mle. Si.: .03 mtd.. .1 mid,. 1/-; .23 raid., 1/3; .3 mid., 1/8, etc. Midget Tuning Condensers. J.B. "OO" 208 pP and 176pP, 8/6: ditto with trlmmera, 9/6. J.B. 220pF and lOSpp cone, slow motion, 10/6. aoapPelngle 7/8. 

Condensers—Silver Mica, All values 2pF to l.OOOpF, 6d. each. Dittos Ceramics 9d, Tub. 450V T.C.C. etc. 0.001 mFd to 0,01 and 0,1/S50V. 8d. 0.02-0.1/50aV., If.. 0-25 Hunt, 1/8. 0.5 T.C.C. 1/9. etc,, etc. Cloie Tol. S/MIcu—10% SpF-SOOpF, fid. 600-o.OOOIF. 1/-, 11;, 2pF-:0npP. fid. 100pF-60OpF. lid. C75pF-5,000pF, 1/6. Sesisiors—Full Range 10 ohms-lO meg. ohms 20% 4 and iW, 36., JW, 6d. (Midget typo modern ratiog) IW, 61,21V. fid. Hi-fitab. 5% JW, iW. 61 (lOOobms-l meg.). Other values fid, 1% JW, 1/0. etc., etc. 

L.P. RECORDING TAPE BARGAIN 
By leading British manufacturers— CtTC n I 

PROFESSIONAL GRADE UtttK! 
-DOUBLE-SIDED 

.(each side coated) 51' reels only 
Special Price Offer 20/- 
Ideal for the experimenter who wants to record both sides, and a good L,P. Tape for the enthusiast who wishes to record single side only,  

SPECIAL OFFER S' Message tape 150', 3/9; 3' L.F. 226'. 4/9; 3' D.P. 300% 6/6. P. & F. per reel 5d. 
TAPE REELS Mntra. surplus 7". 2/3: 6}% 8/-: 6', 8/-: 3% 1/3; risstlca spool containers, 5'. 1/9; bi'.ii-: 7". 2/8.  

CO-AX 80 ohm CABLE 
High grade low toss CeDuIar Air Spaced Polythene—Jin. diam. Stranded Cond. 

Now only 6d, yard 
BARGAIN PRICES—SPECIAL LENGTHS 20 yds. 9/-! Coax. Plugs 1/-; 40 yds. 17/8; 60 yds. 28/-; Sockets 1/-; Couplets 1/3, £st 

Speakers PJrI.—3 ohms 2S' E.M.I. 18/8. Goodmana Si' 18/6. o* Rola 15/6. 6* Elac 16/6. 7* X 4." Goodmana 16/6. 8* Rola 19/6. 10* R. x A. 25/-. 9' x 6' Goodmans 22/6, BALI. Cewmio Magnet 87/6, Tweeter 22/6. lack Plugs, Standard 0J' Igranie Type, 2/6, Screened ditto, 3/3. Miniatute Scr. 1J", 2/3. Sob-mln. 1/3, 
RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS 70 Brlgstock Hi, Thornton Heath. Surrey. Hoari; 9 a.»i.-6 p.m., \ p.m. HW. 

1949 Tito 2188. Terms C. W.O. or C.O.l). Post oni Patking up In i 15.1/-; 1 lb. 1/9; 3 lb. 3/V 5 16. 3/9; 6 lb. 4/6. 

TRIMMERS, Ceramie (Compression Type)— 30pF, BOpP, 70pF, fii; 100 pF. 150pF, 1/3; 230PF. 1/6; SOOpF, 1/9, PHILIPS. Bm Hive Types (conc. air spaced) —2-8pP.l/-r 8-30pP. 1/-. KNOBS—Modern Continental types. Brown or Ivory with Gold centre; 1" dia., fid. each; 1|% 1/3 each. Cone, knobs ivory with gold centre 1}' dla. 2/9 pr. Matching ditto 2/6 ea. LARGE SELECTION AVAILABLE. METAL RECTIFIERS. ST0 Types—RM1. 4/9; EMS, 6/6; RMS, 7/6; RM4,16/-; KMC. 21/-; EM4B, 17/6i Mullard BVIOO, 8/6. 
TUB-ELECTROLYrKS-CAN 

25/25 y. 50/12y. 1/9; 8+8/4501. 4/6; 50/50?. 100/125t. 2/-; 88+82/275T. 4/8; 8/4S0v. 4/3$0y. 2/3; 50/60/350?. 6/6; ia+18/480y. 5/6; 60/850/2787. 12/6; 32+32/4507. 6/6. 160 + 200/2757. 12/8. 

RADIO AND AUDIO 

SERVICING HANDBOOK 
A practical guide to fauit-tracing 
adjustment & repair in radio re- 
ceivers, car radios, radiograms, 
tuner units, record reproducters, 
turntable units & tape recorders, 

by G. J. King 
25/% Postage I/-. 

TRANSISTOR ELECTRONIC 
ORGANS FOR THE AMATEUR, by 
A. Douglas & S. Astlsy. IB/-. Postage I/-. 
THE HANDBOOK OF ELECTRONIC 
TABLES, by li. Clifford. 21/-, Postage I/-. 
INTERGECTRANSISTOR MANUAL, 
7th ed, 18/-. Postage t/6d. 
TROUBLESHOOTING WITH THE 
OSCILLOSCOPE by R, G. Middfeton. 
20/-. Postage !/-. 
PROBLEMS IN ELECTRONICS 
WITH SOLUTIONS, by P. A. Benson. 
22/6. Postage I/-. 
THE RADIO AMATEUR'S HAND- 
BOOK, byA.R.R.L. I96S40/-. Postago2/6d. 
RADIO VALVE DATA 7th ed. compiled 
by •'WW." 7/4. Postage I/-, 
COMPLETE CATALOGUE I/-. 

THE MODERN BOOK GO. 
19-21 PR A ED STREET 
- LONDON, W.2 

Phone; PADdington 4185 
Open 6 days 9-6 p.m. 

ThTMNCH .. 
you nZMO i 

HOLE PUNCHES 
Instant Type 
i' diameter   
Screw-up Type 

" diameter Toggle switch    
V   t" B7G   

„ B8A, B9A   

t* !!; ;;; 
li" diameter Int. Octal   
ir      
ir   [r .. B9G   
2 A" 

6/(0 ea. 
8/4 8/4 ,. 
»/- .. 9/6 „ 

10/2 „ 10/8 „ 
' '/8 „ 
13/4 L '4/2 ,, >8/10 „ 
21/8 „ 
24/4 
33/2 Meter   

Complete Set £9.3.6. 
No extra charge for postage and backing in the U 

Now supplied by: 

TOMPKINS & LONGMAN LTD 
237 GIPSY ROAD ^ 

WEST NORWOOD, S.E,27 
Tel.; Gipsy Hill 5000 

\K. 

BBC2 (625 LINE) TV AERIALS 

MAST MOUNTING ARRAYS, 9 element 45/-I wide spaced high gain, II element 55/-; 14 element 42/6. WALL MOUNTING WITH CRANKED ARM, 9 element 60!'; wide spaced high gain, 11 element 67/6; 14 element 75/-. CHIMNEY ARRAYS COM- RLGTE, 9 element 72/-; wide spaced high gain, 11 element 80/-; 14 element87/6. LOFT ARRAYS, 7 element 32/6; wide spaced high gain, II element, WITH TILTING ARM 62/6; 14 element 70/-. ALL HIGH GAIN UNITS HAVE SPECIAL MULTI-ROD REFLECTOR. LOW LOSS CO-AXIAL CABLE 1/6 yd. VHF transistor pre-atnps from 75/-. 
BBC * ITV ♦ F.M. AERIALS 

B.B.C. (BAND I}. Tele- scopic loft 21/-. External S/O 30/-. 
I.T.V. (BAND 3). 3 Ele- ment loft array 25/-. S element 35/-, Wall mount- ing, 3 element 35/-. 5 element 45/-. 
COMBINED B.B.C./r.T.V. Loft 1+3. 41/3; 1+5, 43/9. Wall mounting 1+3, 56/3; I+5. 63/9. Chimney 1+3, 63/9:1+5.71/3, • 

VHF transistor pre-amps from 7S/-» 
F.M. (BAND 2). Loft S/D, 12/6. "H", 30/-. 3 element, 52/6. External units available. Co-ax. cable 8d. yd- Co-ax. plugs, 1/3. Outlet boxes. 4/6. Dipiexep Crossover Boxes 12/6, C.W.O. or C.O.D. P. & P. 3/4. Send 6d. stamps for illustrated lists. 
K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept. 2). 
3b. Codsfone Road. Kenley, Surrey. 

CRO 2527 
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A Commentary on Sound Reproducing Equipment ny Clement Brown 

A large proportion of new products seen in the last 
two months—^particularly those introduced to the 

trade during summer and autumn exhibitions—has 
been of foreign manufacture. This has emphasised 
yet again how, from the U.K. viewpoint, the radio and 
electronics market takes on an increasingly inter- 
national look. The variety now otfered, not least in 
the audio sector, is truly remarkable. 

Some of the new items axe of special interest to the 
constructor and experimenter. Many more will appeal 
to those who seek to obtain the best value for money 
by assembling audio outfits from units and who demand 
hardware that is well "packaged"—to use the word in 
the design and layout sense. Even if the amateur 
decides in the end to solve his own mechanical design 
problems, he can at least benefit from a close look at 
professional methods. 

NEW DISC EQUIPMENT 
It can be said, with every justification, that Thorens 

turntables are the "Rolls-Royces" of the disc equip- 
ment world, and that the Bentleys of the breed follow 
respectfully behind. But not every enthusiast can 
afford the best that Thorens make, and it is therefore 
especially interesting to note a new model which this 
firm has added to the competitive £20-£25 range. 

Designed for 33 and 45 r.p.m., this transcription 
model—a nice-looking product—has the type number 
TD150. Its eight-pound, non-magnetic turntable 
platter is belt-driven by a synchronous motor, and an 
accuracy of plus or minus 0-2 per cent is claimed for 
the speeds. .Priced at £20 13s 2d, the turntable is 
supplied with a separate pick-up mounting board and 
is ready for building into a cabinet. For a few pounds 
extra it can be obtained fitted on a plinth. The U.K. 
distributors are Metro-Sound of London. 

Special attention to bearing design, and to methods 
of decoupling the driving motor so as to minimise 
rumble, must be well up the list of requirements of any 
design engineer interested in "transcription" standards. 

Transistor f.m. tuner by Telefunken compared In size with 
a matchbox 

Evidently this has been so with Transcriptors Ltd., 
whose pick-up arms and accessories were noted in the 
September Audio Trends. 

This firm has now provided details of its new turn- 
table, which is due during November at a price of about 
£28. It incorporates some unusual features. For 
instance, there is a built-in bubble indicator for levelling; 
adjustable legs are fitted and the bearings are of 
p.t.f.e. (a plastics material noted for its "slippery" 
quality). Again, the drive is transmitted by an adjust- 
able belt and pulley arrangement which gives a speed 
range of 10-80 r.p.m. Other practical points are a 
stroboscope and neon indicator. 

JAPANESE DESIGN 
Another new product in this field is the LSM pick-up, 

of Japanese design. It incorporates such technical 
refinements as a bias compensator (to correct side- 
thrust), miniature ball-bearing pivots and separate 
lateral and vertical balance weights. The well- 
finished arm, of satin chromed brass, is to be supplied 
at about £26 complete with a dynamic stereo cartridge. 
This has a hi fi specification and H gm playing weight. 
The agents, new to audio enthusiasts, are Living 
Sound, 11, Essex House, George Street, Croydon, 
Surrey. 

Constructors should look out for the wide—and 
recently increased—range of components and equip- 
ment imported from Japan by Adler and Sons, the 
London firm. There are speakers, microphones, 
crossover filters, and a variety of small components to 
interest the amateur enthusiast. All are sold by radio 
and hi fi specialists in the usual way, mostly under the 
trade name. Eagle. Prices are moderate. 

Uher Model 22 tape unit 
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"Scotch" tope pock in book form 

Elac products, from Western Germany, now include 
a new and improved moving-magnet stereo cartridge, 
the STS240D, which is to sell at a little over £15. It 
supersedes the familiar STS222D. Cartridges from 
this maker are of high quality and are particularly 
noted for good channel separation and consistent 
performance. 

FOR THE TAPE ENTHUSIAST . 
Still on the subject of Continental designs, recent 

additions to tape equipment should be noted. Braun's 
TG60 is a very desirable piece of machinery with 
engineering features which will repay study by the 
amateur enthusiast. New Uher models include tape 
units which, lacking output stages and speakers, are 
intended to be associated permanently with hi fi 
equipment. They are transistorised, equipped for 
stereo, and are made in twin-track and four-track 
versions (models 22 and 24 respectively). Speeds are 
7-J- and 3im/sec and there are separate heads and 
amplifiers for recording and playback. Prices, still to 
be announced, will be in the medium range. 

A new pack has been introduced for Scotch recording 
tape. It looks like a bound book with simulated 
leather finish and gold lettering. There are three 
sizes, for 5in, 5|in and 7in spools; each has two 
pockets and indexing spaces. Adhesive labels are 
provided. The aim is, of course, to reduce the space 
required for tape stage as well as to improve decor. 

TUNER AMPLIFIERS 
Now to the electronics of audio. Tuner-amplifiers 

are very much in vogue, particularly on the Continent. 
At least that is what one concludes after surveying the 
variety of models now reaching us via the U.K. agents 
for Telefunken, Saba, Korting and other prominent 
manufacturers. In this type of equipment, equal em- 
phasis is placed on radio and amplifier sections, which 
are integrated in a wood or metal housing for shelf 
mounting. In this way hi fi becomes accepted as a 
normal domestic appliance, as unremarkable as 
television. 

In the German products, technical ingenuity abounds: 
it is fair to say that they are most impressive on the 
electronic side and that U.K. experts excel when it 
comes to the mechanics of disc reproduction. Transis- 
tors are used liberally to secure desired performance 
characteristics and the radio sections, usually mono 
and stereo f.m. plus one or more a.m. bands, are 
especially imposing. 

Telefunken, for example, offer outputs of up to 
15 watts per channel in their Opus tuner-amplifier and 
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Sabo Electronics System III loudspeakers on a baffle 

other models, and a great deal of work has gone into 
miniaturising the complex transistor circuits. Elaborate 
electronic designs, which may involve 30 transistors 
and nearly as many diodes, lead to a new preoccupation 
with space-saving techniques. 

Another compact unit of this type, supplying 15 watts 
per channel from class B transformerless stages, is the 
Korting 26-452 (79 gns). Like most of the more 
advanced equipment, it has switched automatic fre- 
quency control and is equipped for stereo reception. 
There are such refinements as a moving-coil tuning 
indicator, and the tuner covers, f.m. plus long, medium 
and short waves. 

The Braun Audio 2 is also a must for those wishing 
to survey the international scene. This very advanced 
product is a stereo radiogram unit, for use with separate 
speakers. It includes the Braun PS400 transcription 
turntable and pick-up and a no-compromise tuner- 
amplifier. Only 6im high, the Audio 2 is a remarkable 
example of compact design. 

THREE-UNIT SPEAKER SYSTEM 
One high-quality item for the constructor is the 

System HI baffle speaker introduced by Saba Elec- 
tronics. This three-unit system, ready to build into an 
enclosure, is rated at 30 watts and covers the range 
40-18,000c/s (3dB limits are quoted). Since the 12jn 
bass unit resonates at 20c/s, there is evidently a prospect 
of securing still deeper bass, but this of course depends 
on enclosure design. 

The mid-range is reproduced by a 7^ by 41m unit 
and the treble by a 44-in tweeter. As the illustration 
shows, a crossover filter is fitted to the baffle. Cross- 
over frequencies are 300c/s and 7,000c/s. Saba 
suggest a sealed enclosure of three cubic feet, loosely 
filled with wadding. The System III costs £38 17s and 
the bass unit is available separately at 17 gns. 

UNCONVENTIONAL SPEAKERS 
Loudspeakers have the final word this month. 

LWL Distributors Ltd. not only offer conventional 
speakers of their own but also intend to market some 
distinctly unconventional American reproducers. These 
look like table lamps: in fact they do illuminate but 
at the same time produce an aura of hi fi sound! Part 
of the secret is in the lampshade, which conceals an 
electrostatic speaker handling the range above 3,000c/s. 
Bass comes from a moving-coil unit in the lamp pedestal. 
This is an ingenious solution to what may be called the 
audio furniture problem; it also represents a serious if 
unusual attempt to achieve good reproduction and, 
assuming it wins acceptance, prices are likely to be 
fairly high. 



A PRACTICAL TOOL 

FOR A PRACTICAL MAN 
The Weller Instant Heat Soldering Gun is not just for 
soldering, it's a universal tool. Easily interchangeable 
tips turn it from a soldering gun into a plastics working 
tool enabling you to cut and repair almost anything 
plastic. It reaches working heat in 3-4 seconds of 
pressing the trigger—yet the tip is cool within 10 
seconds of release (for" real safety). The pistol grip 
design makes work easy and accurate. 
A useful booklet, 'Soldering Tips', supplied free with 
every gun, tells you all you need to know to get the 
maximum benefit from this tool. 

J 120 wait gun is available in kit form, as shown, 
with supply of resin-cored solder, cleaning brush, 
soldering aid too/, spanner and two spare soldering 

^ bits in fully fitted polypropylene carrying case as 
1 used by service engineers in leading organisations. 

Recommended price—72/6d. 
Gun alone—57/6d. Heavy duty gun (275 watt)—89/- 

T ★ Guaranteed for 12 months by the wor/d's"""? 
largest maker of quality soldering tools J Im mm mm mm ^ ^ mm wm mm wmi mm mm m ^ ml 

In case of difficulty write to:— 
U.K. SALES & SERVICE 

ELECTRIC CORPORATION 
HORSHAM ■ SUSSEX " Tel. 60807 

vero 

board 

■WM- 

-m 

#.4 

gives 

construciors 

the 

simplest... 

most 

efficient... 

WIRING BASE 

for any electronic assembly work — whether 
experimental or quantity production. Patented 
Veroboard Is an advance on tag board wiring 
techniques and printed circuits, and because 
of its absolute stability under all-conditions it is 
in fact now extensively used by manufacturers 
alf over the world instead of printed circuits. 

Veroboard is obtainable in many sizes of which 
4 are available through the retail trade. For VERO ELECTRONICS LTD. (dept. phi 
the name and address of your nearest Retailer south mill road, regents park, Southampton 

I , ' TEL. 71061 TELEX 47593 
please write to:— enquiries from retailers and manufacturers welcomed 
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MARTIN AUDIOKITS comprise an in- Semousiy designed series of fullr-trao- 
_ _ . siseorised units by means of which you can 
20 WATT INTEGRATED build up a hi-fi assembly staftirrg with a 
CTCRtA Simple mono amplifier system and adding ^■enev to it to make a fufly intcgraEed 20-wact stereo 

• mstafjaaon, for well under £30. This can be used 
ADD-ON UNIT ^YQTPM w,th'ow output as well as crystal pick-ups, radio, Ml/U Un UWII ^TiltM tape-heads, microphones, etc. Building is 

0 pleasantly easy. Quality is outstanding. Now 
F.M. TUNER umtsfor making an FM Tuner arc availabfe for adding to Audiokit assemblies or using separately. 
THE EASY WAY TO BUILD AND SAVE 
Leaflet on request. electb"oNICS ^o. | 
c_ , _ , . , '54-155 HIGH ST.. BRENTFORD. MIDDxf from £00(1 itocfcuti J Martin Leaflet on Audiokits □ everywhere. ' FM Tuner Q, please. ] 
Martin Electronics Ltd 1 NAME  
154-155 High St., Brentfonf, . address  I Middlesex. ISLewonh 116112 J PreJI.....  

FOR VALVES - SEMI CONDUCTORS - METAL RECTIFIERS 

NEW 1965/6 CATALOGUE 

NOW AVAILABLE 

56 PAGES SEND I/- in stamps 
FOR YOUR COPY 

\ 
V 
ALPHA 

SEMI CONDUCTORS 
AC 154 5/6 
AC 155 4/- ACI56 5/6 
AC 157 71. 
ADTI40 IS/- 
ASY28 6/8 BY [00 7/6 
BY 114 S/- 
MATI00 7/9 
MATIOl 8/6 

DK96 
DF96 
DAF96 DL9$ 
ECC8I 
ECC82 
ECC83 

MATI20 
MATI2I 
NKT404 
(OCBS) 

OAS 
OA 10 
OA70 
OA79 
OAS I 
OA200 

7/9 8/6 
10/- 
6/- 

6/6 
21- 
t 3/6 

OA202 4/- 
OAZ2Q3 7/6 
OAZ204 7/6 
OAZ207 7/6 OAZ208 S/6 
OC42 6/- 
OC43 OC44 
OC4S 
OC70 

5/- 
S/- 
4/6 

OC7I 
OC72 
OC75 
OC8I 
OC83 
OCI39 
OC170 
OCI70 
OC200 
OCP7I 

1/3 
S/6 
5/6 
S/6 
41- 
«/- 6/- 
6/- 
7/6 

251- 

VALVES 
S/6 
7/3 
7/6 
«/- 
S/6 6/- 

EF80 EF86 
EY5t EY86 
PCC84 
PCF80 
PCL82 

5/9 8/- 
8,'- 
8/6 
7/9 
7/9 
9/3 

PCL83 
PL8i 
U25 
U26 
UCL82 

10/- 
8/6 

10/- 
12/6 
9/6 

UCL83 11/6 

ALPHA RADIO SUPPLY CO. 

103 LEEDS TERBflCE, W1NT0UN STREET 

LEEDS 7 

pa5 di 
elf P* 

pfi 

95" 

0 

mm 

The New'Picture-Book'wayof learning 

QACI^ ELECTRICITY(5VOLS) 
D#%01W ELECTRON ICS (6VOLS) 

You'll find it easy to learn with this outstand- 
ingly successful new pictorial method—the 
esscnilal facts are explained in the simplest 
language, one at a time; and each is Illustrated 
by an accurate, cartoon-type drawing. 

The books are based on the latest research Into 
simplified learning techniques. This has proved 
that the Pictorial Approach to learning is the 
quickest and soundest way of gaining mastery 
over these subjects. 

^pi ■■■■■■■■■ 

The series will be of 
exceptional value in 
training mechanics and 

technicians in Electricity, 
Radio and Electronics. 

WHAT THIS MONTH'S 
ENTHUSIASTIC READERS SAY 

... your Series make a diffieuU tuijcrl really enfoyabte. I will OelinUela recamnieni lltem In my/riemir ... B.D., NEW!) URV ....J would reeommemt Mis scries to anyone uUhing to punue this tubleel either us a tarter or at a hobby VVVP., EPPINO 
"•'f* "ley should be very utcjul u> give ma a qualtlalive outline af the subjcci u/mh can later be eonsolidalcd with a etudy oj the maiMmaliaU aipecl,. 

'1"*," Tj"".1 « faIr'
n B elemenu tcnlcA I could not underslandjrom nvtgaxinett and other booke. M 

,  - . . P.H.W., NEW GROSS A TECH-PRESS PUBLICATION . j 

To Selray Book Co. 
, 60 Hayes Hill, Hayes, Bromley, Kent 

Please send me Without Oblleation to Purchase, Basic Efectricity/'Basic 
Electronics on 7 Days' Free Trial, I will either return set, carriage'paid, 
in good condition within 8 days or send down payment of 15/- (Basic 
Electricity) followed by 6 fortnightly payments of 10'-. Down payment 
of 15/- (Basic Electronics) followed by 6 fortnightly payments of 12/6. 
Alternatively, I will send 68/- (Basic Electricity—5 parts). 81/- (Basic Electronics—6 parts) post free. This offer applies to United KiDgdotn only. 
Tick against set required (only one set allowed on free trial). 
BASIC ELECTRICITY □ BASIC ELECTRONICS O 

[ Signature,. 
(If. under 21, sis'taiure of parent or guardian) 

Name       
BLOCK LETTERS BELOW 
FULL POSTAL 
Address     
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Harmonic Distortion Meter 

Daystrom Ltd., Gloucester, England. 

m 
m j 

* 

The Heathkit model IM-12U is a harmonic dis- 
tortion measuring instrument of high accuracy and 
stability. When used with an audio generator this 
instrument will accurately measure harmonic dis- 
tortion at any frequency between 20-20,OOOc/s, 

The IM-12U indicates the residual signal in an 
amplifier under test, after the fundamental fre- 
quency is eliminated, to give an accurate reading of 

  

hum, noise and harmonic distortion. Distortion is 
indicated directly on the meter in ranges of 0-1, 3, 
10, 30 and 100 per cent full, scale and noise level 
measurements, down to — 60dBm, are read on a 
separate decibel scale. The 4^in meter has a 200ft A 
movement with scales of 0-3, 0-10 volts, and —10 
to + 2dB. 

The input resistance is 300 kilohm and minimum 
input voltage for distortion measurements is 
0-3 volt. The output voltage for monitoring is 
2-5 volts at full scale meter reading. 

The valve voltmeter (ranges 0-1, 3, 10, 30 volts 
full scale) section of the IM-12U uses a twin triode 
amplifier with negative feedback. The output of 
this amplifier is available, at the output terminals so 
that the waveforms of the voltages measured may 
be visually monitored with an oscilloscope. 

The accuracy of the meter when used as a volt- 
meter is ± 5 per cent of full scale, and ± 5 per cent 
of full scale + 0T per cent when distortion readings 
are taken. 

The Heathkit IM-12U is available in kit form for 
£24 15s Od or £34 assembled. 

Hew Battery Chargers 

Vane Electrical lostnunenfs Ltd., 
Craddock Road, Reading, Berks. 

A new cange of battery chargers has been intro- 
duced to the market by Vane Electrical Instruments. 
All units in the range use silicon rectifiers at only one 
third of their rating for maximum safety. Cooling 
is effected by using modem convection techniques 
which eliminate the need for fan motors. Ammeters 
of moving coil type are used to give "at-a-glance" 
readings of charging current. 

All operating instructions are engraved on a panel 
on each charger. Most models are fitted with an 
automatic thermal overload switch which prevents 
damage to the charger or the battery in the event 
of a reverse connection or a short circuit. 

Two models are depicted in our photograph. 
The model 2600 "Power Boost", housed in the 
console trolley cabinet, costs £48 and charges at 
30 amps on 6 or 12 volts and 15 amps on 24 volts. 

The model 2400, 30/30 "Booster" model, has 
similar features to the "Power Boost", except that 
the polarity protector is not included but can be 
obtained as an optional extra. The "Booster" is 
housed in a portable cabinet and is priced at £36. 

Both these chargers make excellent car engine 
starters. 
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DJMILDK^OTrClllID 0 
IN THIS feature we hope, from time to time, to be able to 

publish suggestions submitted by some of our readers on the 
possible improvement of projects previously described in 
PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS; short contributions on other subjects 
may be induded. The aim is not to find fault or undermine the 
abilities or knowledge of our contributors. It may welt be that the 
original article is par exe//ence but it could be improved or adapted 
to suit individual requirements. The views expressed by readers 
are not necessarily those of the Editor. 

SIMPLE ENLARGER TIMING 

One of your readers B. J. Solloway ("Readout" 
April), asked for a circuit to indicate exposure times 
for a photographic enlarger. I designed and am now 
using the following simple circuit with a 2in Wray 
enlarger. 

I removed the click stops from the lens making 
the aperture infinitely variable. Then using a good 
negative I made a print which needed 15 seconds 
exposure; others may need more or less time. With- 
out changing the aperture or other conditions I slid 
the probe containing the ORPI2 cell under a "middle 
tone" and adjusted the potentiometer until the meter 
indicated half-scale deflection. 

From this initial setting up any negative in the 
enlarger can be printed by adjusting the aperture 

08P 12 CADMIUM 
SULPHIDE CELL 

ON PROBE 

250V 
AC. 

L— 

25UA 
F.S.D. 

SELF DISCHARGING 

BELL Vl}, TRANSFORMER ^ 

until the meter reads half scale; then expose for 15 
seconds; After setting VR1 it should be locked in 
position. 

J. Livingstone, 
Luton, 

Bedfordshire. 

A fter the flash gun has been used the capacitors C4 
and C5 are left fully or partially charged, and remain 

so for some considerable time as the only leak is their 
own resistance and the reverse resistance of diode D5. 
If the power pack has been switched from full to half 
power, C5 is left charged and isolated (see July issue). 

A permanent leak could be used, but a more efficient 
method is to use a standard jack with changeover 
contacts in place of SK2 as shown. Switch S2 is now 
made a changeover switch. 

SLACK BLACK 

This circuit automatically discharges C4 and C5 
when the jack plug is removed; the oscillator is 
switched off simultaneously. Switch SI is no longer 
necessary, but is convenient when the flash gun is in 
frequent use, and isolates the accumulator when it is 
out of use. 

R. A. Porter, 
Chipstead, 

Surrey. 
C4 and C5 are 400 100 + 16 each. 

BLACK PURPLE RED 

GREY GREY 
II 

D1 
OAS 

O 3 D5 SX634 

IkA 30 WHITE W.W. 
BY 

T: 
R1 
27ka 

TRt 
OC35 V 

OAS 

GREEN 52% 
o—> 

OAS OAS 
C3 
O-OOOBLF 0-047IJF SK2 BROWN 

YELLOW YELLOW 

BLACK 
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(MANCHESTER) LTD. 

13111 

i-lliliilllHililiM 

MAIL ORDERS TO: 
DEPT. P 
54 WELLINGTON 
ST. LEEDS I. 

Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. No C.O.D. under 
£1. Postage 2/9 extra under £2.4/6 extra 
under £5. Trade Supplied. S.A.E. with all 
enquiries please. Perdona! shoppers 
welcome at any ot the branches below. 

All branches open all day Saturday. 
10 North P«r«de. (Hair-da/ WednewJir) • Td: IS349 
14 Lower Cajtl* Slmt. (HaK-d'y Wcdneiday) T«l: 22904 
30/31 Gt. Wntern Arcade, opp. Snow Htll Station. CEHtral 1279 Ho (ulMay 
26 Oamaston Hd. The Spot. (Half-day Wed.) Tel: 41361 
13 Post House, Wynd. (HilMay Wed.) Tel: 60043 
(33 Letth Street. (Half-day Wednesday) 
326 Argyle St. (Ho Half-day) T«J: CITy 4IS0 
SI Savlle Street. (Half-day Thursday) Tel: 2050$ 
32 High Street. (Half-day Thursday) Tel: 56420 
5-7 County (Mecca) Arcade (No Half-day) Tel; 20252 
73 Dale St. (No Half-day) Tel:CEHtral 3573 
238 Edgware Road, W.2- (Half-day Thursday) 
Tel: PADdington 1629 
60A-60B Oldham St. Tel: CEHtral 2778. (No Half-day) Hew large store 

7\R.S.O. -E.S.O, -E.S.O. -R.S.O. ~B.S.O. -R.SrO, -^R.S.C. -R.S.O. -R 
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13 Exchange Street. Castle Market Bldgs. (Half-day Thursday) Tel: 20716 ^ 
SCOOP PURCHASE OF HIGH QUALITY 
RECORD CHANGERS If) _uc Brand new Garrard 3000LM. Very ■ UrlOa latest model. Normal retail price __ „ appro*. £1X15.0 C»rr. 5/6 Heavy Turntable and lightweight pick-up arm. High fidelity Stereo/Mono cartridge. Fully guaranteed. 

Interleaved and Impregnated. Primaries lOO-XJO-lSOv. 50 c/«. Screened. 
TOP SHROUDED DROP THROUGH 250-0-250V. TOmA. 6-3y. 2a. 0-5-6-3v. 2a 17/9 25O-0-3S0v. 80mA. 6 3v. 2a, 0-5-6-3Y. 2a 21/9 ISO-O-iSOv. 100mA, 6-3v. 23. 6-3v. la 21/9 25(3-0—2S0v. tOOmA. 6-3v. 3-5a. C.T. I?,? 250-0-2S0v. 100mA. 6.3v. da. 0-5-6.3v. 3a 28/9 300-0-300v. 130mA, 6.3v. 4a, 6.3v. la for Muilard 510 Amplifier 35(9 300-0-300v. 100mA. 5.3v. 4a. 0-5-6,3v. 3a 28/9 3S0-0—350v. 100mA. 6.3v. 4a, 0-5-6.3v. 3a 28/9 3SO-O-3S0v, 150mA. 6.3v. 4a, 0-5-6.3v. 3a 37/9 
FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT 250-0—250v. 60mA. 6.3v, 2a. 0-S-6.3v. 2i Midget type 2i * 3 x 3in. IS;'* 250-0-25Ov, 100mA. 6.3v. da, 0-5-6.3*. 3a 19(9 300-0-300*, 100mA. 6.3v. 4a, 5v. 3a . 39/9 300-0-300v. 13QmA. 6.3v, 4a. C.T. 6.3v. la for Muilard Amplifier 36(9 350-0-350*. 100mA, 6.3v, 4a, 0-S-6.3v. 3a 29/9 350-0-350*. ISOmA. 6.3*. 4a, 0-5-6.3*. 3a 38,'9 425-0-425*. 200mA, 6.3*. 4*. C.T. 5*. 3a 57/9 425-0—425*. 200mA, (6.3*. 4a Twice), Sv. 3a 59,9 4SO-O-450v. 2S0mA. 6.3*. 4a, C.T. 5*. 3a 69/9 

MIDGET MAINS. Primaries 200-250*. 50 c/s. 250*. 60mA. 6.3*. 2a '3/9 250-0-250*. 60mA. 6,3*. 2a " 14/9 Beth above site 2f * 2f :< 2iin. FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS 200-250*. 50 c/s primaries 6.3*. I ,Sa, 5/9; 6.3*. 2a. 7/6: 12*. la. 7/11; 6.3*. 3a, 8/11; 6.3*. '6a, 17/6! 12*. 1.5a. twice 17/6 

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS Standard Pentode 5,000 n to 3 fl 5/9 Standard Pentode 7,000 O to 3 fl 5/9 Push-Pull 3 watts, £L84 or 6V6 to 3 Q or matched to 15 11 9/9 Push-Pull (0-12 watts to match 6V6 or EL84 to 3-5-8 to 15 fj 19/9 Following types for 3 and 15fl speakers— Push-Pull 10-12 watts. 6V6 or EL84 18,9 Push-Pull 15-18 watts, 6L6, KT66 22/9 Push-Pull Multard 5)0 Ultra Linear 29/9 Push-Pull 20 watts, sectionally wound 6L, KT66, EL34, etc. 49/9 
SMOOTHING CHOKES ISOmA. 7-10 H. 250 ohms K/9 100mA. 10 H. 200 ohms 8/9 80mA. 10 H, 350 ohms 5/9 60mA. 10 H- 400 ohms 4/11 
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS All with 200-230-250*. 50 c/s. Primaries,- 0-9-15*. lia. 12/9: 0-9-15*. 2a, (4/9} O-9-IS*. 3a, 16/9; 0-9-15*. 5a, 19/9; 0-9-15*. 6a 23/9; 0-9-1S*. Ba, 29/9 
AUTO (Step up/Step down) TRANS. 0-110/120-230/250*. 50-80 watts. 13/9; ISO watts 27/9; 250 watts, 49/9; 500 watts. 99/9 
MICROPHONE TRANSFORMERS 120 : I high grade, clamped, 8/9 

EX GOVT. SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 
12*. IS AMP. (BRIDGE) F.W. 

ONL* 

19*1 

R.S.C. BATTERY CHARGER and KITS 
n 

4 amps,, 6/12*. Fitted Am- meter and variablecharge rate selector. Also selector plug for 6v. or 
12*. charging. Louvred steel case with stoved grey hammer finish- Fused and ready for use with mains and output leads and battery clips. Carr. 4/6. Terms: Deposit c t%f l2/-an<l 5 monthly payments 31*9 of 12/- (Total £3.12.0) « « 

for A.C. Mains 200/250*,, 50 </». Assembled 
HEAVY DUTY 
CHARGER KIT 
6/12*. 6 amps,, variable output. Mains trans- former 0-200-230- 250*. F.W. (Bridge) Selenium Rectifier, Ammeter, Variable Charge Rate Selector panels. Plugs. Fuses, Fuse-holder and cir- 

594 Carriage 4/6 

BATTERY CHARGER KITS f 
Consisting of Mains Trans- I former F.W. Bridge, Metal i Rectifier well ventilated steel I case. Fuses, Fuse-holders. : Grommets, panels, Heavy Duty I clips, circuit, Carr. 3/6 extra, 8 
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22/9 28/9 25/9 
35/9 

OC45 3/ii. OC44 3/11, OC72 2/11. OCSE 2/11. COI7I 8/9, Ediswan XAI0I 3/9, XA112 3/9, XCI0IA 3/9. Postage <d. for up to 3 transistors 

COMMUNICATION 
RX 60 DELUXE 4 BAND 
220/240*. 50/60 c.p.s. 'I . Isii A.C. mains opera- cion. Frequeneie* * ' covered 1600 Kc/s to 30 Mc/s continuous, fncorporates 5 in. speaker. Slide rule 
tuning dial "S" meter. 

RECEIVERS 

m 

at (errite aerial for medium wave. Telescopic whip aerial 58 in. 10 section tor short waves. Fitted sockets for optional outdoor aerial. Headphones, external speaker socket. Other features are electrical bandspread tuning. Noise limiter. A.V.C., B.F.O., stand by switch. Site approx. I2-J- x 5i x 8)in. Handsome crackle finished metal cabinet. Brand new with full instructions manual. Usual guarantee. Carr, and pkg. 10/- 

nanc 

19 8NS. 

R. 
S 
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I 

R- 
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R.S.C* 4 Watt Gram. Amplifier Kit C 

6*. or 12*. I amp. As above with Ammeter 6*. or 12*. 2 amps. 6*. or 12*. 2 amps, in- cluding Ammeter 6v, or )2v. 4 amps, with Ammeter and variable charge rate selector 52/9 i 

Complete set of parts to build a good quality com- pact unit suitable for use with any record playing unit. Mains, isolated chassis. Separate Bft#« Bass and Treble controls. Output for Otl/H 2-3 ohm speaker. For 200-250*. A.C. ^ " 
R S C Ba,,#ry *a Ma',>s Conversion Units Type BMI, An all-dry battery eliminator. Siie 5i '< 4-i- x 2in. approx. Completely replaces batteries supply l.4w, and 90*. where A.C, mains 200-250*. 50 c/s is available. Suitable for all battery portable receivers .requiring 1.4*. and 90*. Com- plete kit with diagram 39/9 or ready for use 46/9 

AUDI0TRINE HI-FI TAPE RECORDER KIT 25^!'! 
REALISM AT INCREDIBLY LOW COST, CAN BE ASSEMBLED IN AN HOUR- ^ 17/6 Incorporating the-latest Collaro Studio Tape Transcriptor. The Audiocrinc High Quality Tape Amplifier with negative feedback equalisation for each of 3 speeds. High Flux P.M. Speaker, empty Tape Spool, a Reel of Best Quality Tape and a Handsome Portable Carrying Cabinet tastefully covered in two contrasting shades of Rexine and Vynair. Sixe 144 x 15 X 84 in. high and circuit. Total cost If purchased individually approximately £40. Performance equal to units in the £60-680 class, S.A.E. lor leaflets. TERMS—4 gns. deposit and 12 monthly payments of 42/- (Total 28 gns.) 

ONLY 3 
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 
F.W. (BRIDGED) TYPES 6/l2v. la 3/H 6/12*. 3a 9/9 6/12*. 2a 6/11 6/12*, 4a 12/3 6/12*. 6a l$/3 6/12*. tOa 36/9 6/12*. 15a 35/9 
COMPLETE POWER PACK KIT 
Consisting of Mains, Trans., Metal Rectifier, Double electrolytic, smooth- ing choko chassis and circuit. For 200/250*. A.C, maiqs. Output 2S0v., 60mA, 6.3*., 2a. mi 

HI-FI 10 WATT AMPLIFIERS 
BRAND NEW Q nl,n Carr. 
EX-GUITAR AMPLIFIERS O GNS. 6/6 
Manufacturers' discontinued Model, Push-pull out- put. Latest high efficiency valves. Dual separately controlled Inputs for "Mike" and gram. Separate Bass and Treble Controls. High Sensitivity. Output for 3 or 15 ohms speaker. Guaranteed tested and In perfect working order. 

AUDI0TRINE HI-FI SPEAKER SYSTEMS 
Consisting of matched I2in. 12.000 line. 15 ohm high quality speaker; crossover unit (consist- ing of choke, condenser, etc.) and Tweeter- The smooth response and ex- tended frequency range ensure surprisingly realistic reproduction. Standard 10 watt, rating, £4,19,9. Carr. SI-. Or Senior 20 watt. £6,19.6, Carr. 7/6 
W.B."STENTORIAN" HIGH FIDELITY P.M. SPEAKERS HFI0I2. 10 watts rating. Where a really good quality speaker at a low price is required, we highly recommend this unit with an amaaing per- formance.- £4.(9.9. Please state whether 3 ohm or IS ohm required. 

FANE 122/10 20 WATT. HEAVY DUTY LOUDSPEAKER. J2m. IS ohm. With exceptionally robust 2 In. diameter voice coil assembly. 5 GNS. 
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R.S.C. GRAM AMPLIFIER K!" C' 3 watts, output, Negative feed- "R. back. _ Controls Vol.. Tone and Switch. Mains T-?* operation 200-250*. A.C. Fully Only 7fib. :»o!«ted chassis. Circuit, «c.. _ ... oara o. supplied. Carr, 3/9 
GL3A MINIATURE 2-1 WATT GRAM. _L AMPLIFIER. For use with any single or auto- Xu# jhangc unit. Output for 2/3 ohm speaker. For <3 200-250*. A.C. mains. Size «• Hi X 2t x 2iin. Controls: 0n,y Qo'S C. 

I Vol. and Tone with Switch. 
R S C BABY ALARM Of INTER-COMM "» * * * KIT. Complete set of parts with r-, * diagrams, etc. Housed in two polished walnut finished cabinets of pleasing design. High sensitivity. C\ For 200-250*. A.C. mains. Fully isolated. Con. crollable at both units. An intercomm. of this class I would normally cost £20-00. Only 89/6, carr. 5/-, Ready for use, 6 gns. 
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Practical Electronics Classified Advertisements 

The .pre-paid rate for classified advertisements is 1/- per word (minimum 
order 12/-), box number 1/6 extra. Semi-displayed setting £3.5.0 per 
single column inch. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable 
to PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS and crossed "Lloyds Bank Ltd." 
Treasury notes should always be sent registered post. Advertisements, 
together with remittance, should be sent to the Advertisement Manager, 
PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS, George Newnes Ltd., Tower House, 
Southampton Street, London, WC2, for insertion in the next available 
issue. 

EDUCATIONAL 

B.8c.(ENG.), A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.R.E. Gitv 
& Guilds, etc., on "Satisfaction or Itefund of 
Pee" terms. Wide range of expert Home 
Study Courses in Hlectronies, Computers, 
Eadio, X.V., etc, 156-page Guide —FJiEE. 
Please state subject of interest. BRITISH 
INSTITUTE OP ENGINEERING TECH- 
NOLOGY, J5Ia College House, Wright's Xane, 
London, W.8. 

HOME STUDV COURSES In Practical Elec- 
tronics. Free Brochure without obligation from: BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO 
SCHOOL, Reading, Berlts. 

STUDY RADIO, TELEVISION AND ELEC- 
TRONICS wifli the world's largest home 
study organisation. I.E.R.E., City & Guilds, R.T.E.B., etc. Also Practical Courses with 
equipment. All hooks supplied. Write for 1'REE Prospectus stating subject to I.C.S. 
(Dept. 577), lutertcxt House, Parkgate Road. 
London, S.W.ll. 

THE INCORPORATED PRACTITIONERS ill 
Radio & Electronics (I.P.R.E.) Ltd., Slember- 
sliip Conditions booklet 1/-. Sample copy of 
l.P.ll.B. Official Journal 2/-, post free. 
Secretary, Dept E, 32 KMsnore Road. CiiTer- 
sham, Reading,' Berks. 

A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.R.E. City A Guilds, 
G.O.E,, etc. Become a Technician or Techno- 
logist for high pay and security. Thousands 
of passes, For details of Exams, and Courses 
in all branches of Engineering, Building, 
Electronics, etc., write for 156-puge handbook 
—FREE. B.I.E.T. (Dept. 152), London, W.S. 

BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS 

VI8ATECHNICA. The up-to-date TECHNICAL 
language course French—German—English on 
records or tape, 'i'htee-lancuage illustrated 
book covering 260 technical subjects. Send 4d. 
stamp for descriptive leaflet to VISAI'HONK 
CO. LTD., 17 hliddletou lid., London, N.W.I 1. 

TAPE RECORDERS, TAPES, ETC. 

TAPE TO DISC. New High-level Cutters 
45 r.p.in. 21/- S.B.A. Leaflet. DEROY, 
62 West Bank Lane, Lancaster. 

SPEAK — LISTEN to the world by joining Britain's largest tape exchange—WOKLD- 
WIDH TAPETALH, 35 The Gardens, Harrow. 
S.A.E. forpnitxculaM. 
962 

SERVICE SHEETS 

SERVICE SHEETS for all makes of Radio and 
TV 1925-1065. Prices from, 1/- with free 
fault-llndiiig guide. S.A.E. inquiries. Cata- logue of 6,000 models, 1/6, Valves, modern and 
obsolete. Radio/TV Books. S.A.E. lists, 
HAMILTON RADIO, Western Road, St. 
Leonards, Sussex. 

TRADE SERVICE SHEETS. Radio, TV, etc. 
Mixed dozen ® 4/-, 100—22/6(1. p.p. TELRAY, 
Maudland Bank, Preston. 

STATE MODEL NO. Radio 2/-. TV 2/6. S.A.E. DARWIN, 19 George Street, St. 
Helens, Lanes. 

SERVICE SHEETS 
4/« each, plus postage. 

We have the largest supply of Ser- 
vice Sheets for ail makes and types 
of Radios, Televisions, Tape Recor- 
ders, etc. in the country. Speedy 
Service. 
To obtain the Service Sheet you 
require, please complete the at- 
tached coupon; 
From: 
Name:     

Address;        

To: S.P. DISTRIBUTORS • 
44 Old Bond St., London, W.t 
Please supply Service Sheets for the 
following: 
Make:         

Model No.:  Radio/TV 
Make:     

Model No.:  Radio/TV 
Make;      

Model No.:       
New 1965 List now available. 

I also require list of Service Sheets 
at 1/6. 
{please delete items not applicable) 

I enclose remittance of   
MAIL ORDERS ONLY nov.PE 

FOR SALE 

COCKROBIN'S MA3TERBOX for that special enclosure, for switchboards, Indicator panels 
and control boxes. Sizes 2" x 8" x 3" and 
2" x 6" x 6" and eau be bolted together in any combination. Please write for full details, 
COCKKOBIN CONTROLS, 36 ViUiers Avc.; 
Surbiton, Surrey. 

DID YOU KNOW that Suffolk Tubes, still the 
largest independent tube xebiiildcrs, give a 
free delivery service by van or passenger 
train to all parts of the U.K. Each tube is 
guaranteed 12 months and all types are always 
available off the shelf at keenest prices. 
1-3 Upper Richmond Road, Putney, London, 
S.W.I5. Telephone Vandyke 4304/5267. 

VENNER TIME SWITCHES. Reconditioned, 
14 day clock, once on once off every 24 hrs. 
jewelled movement, fully guaranteed. I amp 25/-, 5 amp 32/6(1., 15 amp 39/6(1. Post etc. 
2/6tl. Cast Aluminium Cases 7/66. A. R. 
BATCHELOR, P.E. Dept. 4 Park "Road, 
Bromley, Kent. 

A.C. STANDARD. Mains Motors Fractional 
H.P. 3)ia dia x 4iu long with Jin spindle. 
Many uses. Brand new, 25/- each. P. ifcP. 2/Gd. 
Small Battery Motors lj!n dlax2ia long— 
ih to 9 volts. Heavy construction; only 7/'6d. each. P. A P. 1/-. WALTON a WIRELESS 
STORES, 15 Church Street, Wolvcrhampton. 

CRACKLE PAINT. Black or Grey, J pint tins 
HI-, post 6d. from the component specialists. 
SEllVlO RADIO, 156-3 Mertou Road, Wimbledon, London, S.W.I9. 

TRANSISTORS UNMARKED UNTESTED. 40 for 10/-, F. & P. 1/-. 4 packets post free. 
Relays, thousands of types, special catalogue free. Geueral Catalogue of Mechanical & 
Electrical Gear, Tools, etc., 5,000 items, free. 
K, 11. WHISTON (Dept. PET), New Mills, - 
Stockport. 

TRANSISTOR TESTERS. METERS, GADGETS. 
Coloured home telephones. Lists 3d. stamp. 
V. & C. SYSTEMS, 30 Baker St., London, W.l. 

SPECIAL OFFER 
MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPES 

7- 1200* 8/6 ISOff 13/0 tVXf 22/0 
Sjr 900' 6/9 1200' J0/0 1800' 17/6 
5" 600' 6/0 900' 8/0 120O' 13/0 
Post and packing 1/- per reel. Money refunded if not satisfied. 

A. Marshall A son. Dept. 9 88 Crlcklcwooct Broadway, N.W<2 GLAdstone 0161 



FOR SALE 
(continued) 

ELECTRIC 
SOLDERING IRON 

FANTASTIC 
BARGAIN OFFER 

Lightweight Piitol ONLY Grip handle. 40 t\ f t* watt. 240 - 2S0v. H/n A.C, Solid copper "f bit, detachable „ . . .. handle forms cover r-eir-i/* for Iron when not in uja. With 4Jft. Safety 3-to re fle*. Indis- pensable for every home handy- man. A boon to model makers end a necessity for eycry efectronics enthusiast. Offered to you ot this new omozinE price, 
C. H. SERVICE (Dept. P. Lusted Hall Lane, Tatsfleld 

WANTED 

WILL ANY reader offer for sale the Nov. 1004 
and Jan. 1005 issues of P.E.?—Box 18. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

TRANSFORMERS REWOUND. Oatpat or 
Mains. Specials made to order. Reasonable 
prices. RATCLIPRB, 27 Station Road, 
Holmflrth, Yorks. 

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS Electtieal and Radio 
Equipment. Our new catalogue Ko. IS now ready, 2/6 Post Eree, cost refunded on purchase 
of goods over £2. ARTHUR RALLIS RADIO 
CORTROL LTD., 93 North Road, Brighton. 

HAMMER FINISH PAINT. The modern 
finish for electronics. Can be BRUSHED or 
sprayed. Blue or silver. 2ioz tins 3/6, 
post 8d.t i pint 7/6, post-1/9,1 pint 15/-, post 2/9. Retailers supplied, write for details. 
Amazing results 1 Return of post service. 
Orders over 30/- post free. EXXlflOAR 
SPECIALITY PAINTS, (PE), Mickley Square, 
Stocksfleid, Northumberland. 

CONVERT ANY TV SET into an Oscilloscope. Diagrams and Instructions, 12/6. REDMOND, 
42 Dean Close, Portslade, Sussex. 

FREE! YOUR NAME EMBOSSED OK 
VINYL TAPE 

(live your equipment that professional look 
with colourful embossed self-adhesive labels. 
Write for details and your free label to: 

CAPITOL ADYERTISINO SERVICE 
15 Newman Street, London, IV. 1, 

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS 

A.I POST FREE BARGAINS. 25k Or 60k Swatt 
w/wound pots with S.P. switch new and boxed 
SI- ea. Guaranteed reclaimed valves. S.A.E. 
for list. A.l RADIO COMPONENTS. 14 The 
Borough, Canterbury, Kent. 

L.5.T. COMPONENTS 
We have moved to larger premiies at:— 

23 NEW ROAD, BREHTWOOD, ESSEX 
Some bargains from our September stock list;.—• OC76 2/4d; OC71. OC8I, OC82,OC42.OC4S 3/-; ACY1B 7/6; ACI28 5/6: PHOTOTRANSISTOR OCP7I 9/6d. TEXAS POWER TRANSISTORS FROM 10/-. STC.THERMISTORS CIS S/-. STILL AVAILABLE : OUR FAMOUS 2S for 10/- TRANSISTOR PACKS and 100 DIODES FOR 12/-. REDSPOT NPN 1/-.POST PAID OVER 5/-ORDER. SEND 6d STAMP FOR SEPTEMBER STOCK LIST, 

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS 
fconiinuec/^ 

SURPLUS 

AIRCRAFT 

NAVIGATION 

EQUIPMENT 

Originally part of an aircrafc direction finding 
equipment and containing A.R.B. approved 
components. 

Power Units, 12 Volt D.C, Input, 
25 Watts 

Outputs 2 at 3S0V D.C. smoothed, and 1 at 6.3 V. 
Contains 3 - OC36. 2 - OC72. 9 — Diodes; 
transformer relay, etc. In mottle grey alum- 
inium case Si' x 5* X 6". Could bo adapted 
for shaver operation. 

With circuit diagram — 45/- -{- P. & P. 6/Sd. 
Diagram only 2/6 + 9d. P. & P. 

Power Units as above but 24V 
Input. 
A0h + P. & P- 6/6d. 

M.F. Receiver. 200-400 and 500-900 
KC/s. 

Contains tuning and two I.F, stages, diodes and 
2- OCt70, 3-0045, 2-OC702 and 2-OC3I8. 
In mottle grey afuminlum case 9' x Si' x Si". 

With circuit diagram — 5§/— -1- P. & P. 6/6d, 
Diagram only 2/6<l. + 9d. P. S. P. 

Indicator Unit. 
Contains 2*' C.R.T. Type DG7-S (CV.2I7S), 
2-ECCB3, I-ECC8I. E.H.T. rectifiers and 
numerous condensers and resistors. In mottle 
grey aluminium case 9^ x 6* x 3f and would 
form the basis of.a miniature Oscilloscope. 

With circuit diagram —• 55/- + P. & P. 6/6d. 
Diagram only 2/6 + 9d. P. & P. 

The above items are brand new and complete 
but have not been tested and cannot be 
guaranteed. 
A small number of incomplete units of each 
version are available at 15/ ] each + P. & P. 4/-. 

Components — all first grade. 
Transistors OC36—Matched pair 25/-' 

Valves 

OC36 — Single 
00170 OC4S 
AFZI2 
I2AT7(ECC8I) 
I2AX7(ECC83) 

10/- 

12/6 
5/"j 

P. & P. 
9d. 

E.K.T. Rectifiers K3.4S 
Vinkors LA2409 

LA2103 
Crystals 10*7 mc/s 
C.R. Tubes DG7~5 

I5/-1 P.&P 
Isf-J l/' 
25h P3?6dp: 

Also many other items including capacitors, 
resistors, relays, diodes, slow motion drives, transformers, group wiring boards. Please send 
S.A.E. for list. 

Enquiries and orders by post only to:— 

N. J. GAWLER 

40 Madina Road 

G0WES 

Isle of Wight 

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS 
fconJinuecfj 

SILICON PLANAR NPN Transistors. 200M:c/s. 
High gain, minimum beta 100 S/-. Extra 
high gain, minimum beta 250 @7/-. Genuine 
brand new, Quantity discounts. PNP types 
from 9(1. By-return service. LONGLAND'S, 
6 Mansfield Place, Ascot, Berkshire. 

CHASSIS ARE OLD HAT! Get with It! Eadio- 
matlcs printed circuit kits. Approx, 50 sq. In*, 
of top quality P.O. board plua all chemicals to 
process it and many more, complete with com- 
prehensive Instructions. All parts available 
separately. 8/6 plus 2/6 post and packing from 
RADIOMATICS, 140 Oak Street, Norwich, 
Norfolk. 

20% OFF!! 
P!CK-UPS, TRANSCRIPTION-UNITS, 
AMPLIFIERS, SPEAKERS 
AU, MAKES 20% BELOW LIST PRICES 
TcrmsC.O.D. only—Poilage extra Mail OrdarOnly 
Send S-A.E. with enquiries please 
HIGH FIDELITY CENTRE 
61 West Street, Dorking, Surrey Tel. 4229 

TRANSISTORS'— "Bed Spot" and "White 
Spot"—28/-perX00. GJ/MRectlflers—80P1V. 
1 amp. £3 per 60. (Minimum quantities of any 
types.) G3LMB., 112 Groby Boad, Glenfleid, 
Leicester. 

50 TRANSISTORS all tested, marked and guar- 
anteed. AB.RF. Silicon, and P.N.P. Unob- 
tainable elsewhere at this low price of 35/- plus 
P. & P. 1/-. D & W LTD., 224 West Road, 
Westdiff-on-Sea, Essex. 

TRANSISTORS AND COMPONENTS 
OCTI, OC44, OC4S, OC72, OC8I, OCBID— 3/- each. OC81—S/- each. OC26. ORPI2— 7/6 each. AF1IS, API 16, AFI17, OCI70, OCI7i—3/6d each, BY 100 Silicon Rsecifiar 2S0V at 550 M/A — 5/- each. BYZ 13 Silicon Rectifier 200V P.I.V, 6 Amps.— SI- each. AC 126—8/- each. ACYI9 7/$d, each. ASY28 —8/6d each. A$Y29—11/-each. ASY67—II/- eaen. AFI86 cue of FREQ 800 Mc/s—27/6. 
M.A.T. TRANSISTORS MAT 100 7/9. MAT 101 8/6. MAT 120 7/9. MAT 121 8/6. AOT 140 IS/-. 
Branded Mazda ECC6S valves—4/6d. each. 10 watt Transistor driver arid output trans- formers—'22/6d. each. Acos Record Player cartridge, suits Collaro, Garrard, B.S.R., etc.—l2/6d. each. 
2ENHR DIODES 
VOLTAGE ZENER CURRENT POWER ^ , DISSIPATION (Max) (Max) (Max) 4-lv " 50 M/A 300MW 4-Sv 50 H/A 300MW 9-5y 45 M/A 300MW 6-4y 45 M/A 300MW 4-9y . 250 M/A l-SW 5-4v 2S0M/A l-SW 6-6v 225 M/A - 1 -SW 

ALL 3J£d. EACH 
Il-6v I2SM/A l-SW 25-Sv 55 M/A l-SW 31-6* 45 M/A l-SW 3r-8v •" 30 M/A l-SW 4S-2v 30 M/A l-SVY 

SPECIAL Off EES Mullard matched sets of transistors. I0C62D & 20082—10/6d. set. I0C44 & 20C4S—9/6d, set. 
S.A.E. all enquiries. 
All Above Post Paid 

Mail Order Only; 
J. ROBINSON 

(Radio ft T.V.) 
4 Highcliffe Road, Blackley, Manchester 9 

CONriNUED OVERLEAF 



RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS 
(continued) 

TESTED TRANSISTORS 

I/- each, Red or White Spots. 

2/- each, XA101, XAI02. XB103, 
OA90, XA III, XAII2. OC430, 
VIO/iS. 

3/- each. OC44, OC45, OC70, 
OC7I, OC8I, OC8ID, XA15I. 
XBI04, XCTOI, XCJOIA, OCI69, 
OC200. 

41- each, AFIH, AFII5, AFI16, 
AF1I7. OCt70, OCI71, XAI03. 
XAII6. XBI02, XB105, XCI2I, 
XU61J. 

51- each. OCI39, OC140, OC204. 
ORP60, XA70I, XA703, GET7, 
GETS, GET9, XCI41, BY 100, 
OA2I I. 

10/- each, OCI9, OC22, OC25, 
OC26, OC28. OC3S, 2SOI3. 

ZENEfC DIODES 4.7 v. to 30 v. 
•i-watt, 3/6, 1.5 watt, 5/-, 7 watt, 
6/- each. 

Plus many more,send 6d. in stamps 
Tor Full List and Equivalent Chart: 

B. W, CURSONS 
78 BROAD STREET 

CANTERBURY, KENT 

R. &R. RADIO & TV SERVICE 
Dept. P.H. 

44 Market Street, BACUP. Tel. 465 

Salvage Valves 
6FI3 
6FI5 
6LI8 
6K2S 
eo-tcr 
68 WS 
6/301.2 EB9I 
6FI 
EBF80 
efso 
EF9I 
EFSS 
ECC82 
EY86 
ECLSO 
20P3 
20P-4 
30F5 
30PLI 
PL3B 
PL3fi 
PY33 
pcce4 

Postage on valves —>3 or more post free, 
'Pole 8-way switch, complete with 8 resistors 2 
foL* ? .P. 'SK, one each of 22K, 15K, 18K, o,oK. 3/6 incl. post. 
Fireball Tuners as removed 14/9. Selected Tuners 18/9. Speakers ex T-V. 6x4 inch 3/6. 
8 inch rnd 6/-. Resistors New: i watt 3id., 
1 watt Sd., 2 watt 9d. all 10%. 
S.A.E, with all enquiries, All goods subject to 
satisfaction or money refunded. 

4 6 pcfso 4/- 5/- PCL83 51- 4/6 PL8I 5/- 
10/- Pl.82 41- V— PUB 3 4/- 
5/- pyai 3/6 
51- PZ30 51- 
11- U80I 7/6 216 U30! 61- 5/- U329 51- 
1/6 10FI I/- 2/6 I0LDI1 51- si- I0PI3 5/6 41- I0PI4 5/- 4/- 20LI 5/- 4J- 20F2 5/6 51- 2001 21- 7/6 20PI 6/6 51- 20P5 6/6 51- 30FLt 6/6 61- 30PI2 5/- 7/6 30P4 7/6 7/6 PY32 61- 4/- PY82 51- 

SITUATIONS VACANT 

A FULL TIME TECHNICAL EXPERIENCED 
SALESMAN miuired for Retail sales. Write Riving full details of ago, previous experience, 
and salary retniired to: The Mamecr, 
HBXHY'S RADIO DTD., 303 Kdgware lioad, 
London, W.2. 

RADIO TECHNICIAN 
A number of suitably qualified 
candidates will be required for Iraining, 
leading to permanent and pensionable 
employment. (Normally at Chellenham but 
with opportunities for service abroad or 
appotnlmenl to other U.K. establishments 
including London). 
Applicants must be 19 or over and be 
familiar with the use of Test Gear and 
have ^ had Radio/Electronic workshop 
experience. They must offer at least "O" 
level GCE passes in English Language, 
Maths and/or Physics/or hold the City 
and Guilds Telecommunications Technician 
Intermediate Certificate or equivalent 
technical qualifications. 
Pay according to jige, e.g. at 19 £722, 
at 25 £929 (highest pay on entry) rising 
by four increments to £1,067. 
Prospects of promotion to grades in 
salary range £997-£1,634. 
Annual Leave allowance of 3 weeks 
3 days, rising to 4 weeks 2 days. 
Normal Civil Service sick leave regulations 
apply. 

Apply 
Recruilment Officer (RT/54) 
Government Communications Headquarters 
Oakley 
Priors Road 
CHELTENHAM,. Glos. 

DIGITAL COMPUTER A simple digital Adder/Sobo-actoi- using switches and lamps only. "A fascinating demonstration of Binary arithmetic.. Full circuit, wiring diagram and notes on the Binary system, 3,;6d. 
NOUGHTS AND CROSSES MACHINE 
Uses standard miniature switches and lamps 
only-. This machine cannot be beaten. Full circuit, wiring diagram and instructions, 3.'6d. 

l*io High Stability Resistors J watt 1%, 21- each. Full range 10 ohms to 10 Meg. Many special values for meter multipliers, etc. in stock. 
1% Wirewound Resistors lli I watt. I ohm to 5K, J/-: to 20K. 4/3, 1% add 3d. Your value wound to order. Shunts down to 0.1 ohm. 

High Resistance Phones 10/-, post I/-. 
100 Resistors 1, 2 and 5% assorted 9,*dd. 
Signal Injector Kit 10/-, post I/-. 

PLANET INSTRUMENT CO, 
25 (E). DOMINION AVE., LEEDS 7 
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  "PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS"   
CONSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNS 

All specified 1st grade Components, complete Metaiwork, full range of Materials, engraved Panel Plates, Ancillary Equipment and Assem- bled Units. Comprehensive iists ovailobh for each " P.E." Constructional Article. Please send 6d. in stamps for each design 
MALVYN ENGINEERING WORKS i'ngimers la Ike Radio and Electroaic /nduslritt 

7 GURRIE STREET, HERTFORD. HERTS 
— TEZEP/JO.VE ; jisnrroRD 2264   

RADIO AND 

ELECTRONICS BOOKS 

ON FREE TRIAL 
Then only 5/- weekly for those you keep! 

No. fiC. m-POINT TRANSISTOR TROUBLES IN 12 MINUTES. By Louis E. Gamer, Jor. 485 pagea. Companion manual to the well-knov-n "Pin-Point T.T. Trouhiea In ID Minuies' using the famous Coyne Check Chart Trouble Shooting Method. Covera all kinds of eqtdpment including hadios. T.V's., audio ompliScrs, pre- amplifiers ond Just about everything. There are hundreds of photos. Illustrations, diagrams and check charts; valuable referenco sections. Supplies ate limited so order your copy now ami avoid disappointment. Price, 46,"6 Including postage. 
No. I2N. RADIO SEHVICINO. 351 pages (hard covets), with hundreds of iilusLmtions. cirouUa and diagrams, lly C. B. Futebett ami IS. Kogard, Prlca 28;8d. including postage. A very thorough approach, to learning radio servicing, etarta with simple csplanations and goes on to more advanced radio theory. Doesn't miss .a single point. One of the moat complete radio manuals ever published. A book you will use for yearn to come. This is the first time this book has ever been offered on a free trial basis. Order your copy now, ecu coupon below. 
So. 15N. TELEVISION SERVICINC. 320 page*, hard covers.'dfifi tllagranis. Price. 28;-inclading poslngc. As described above, but leachca television repair- 
So. 39. RADIO & ELECTRONICS COURSE. 21« pages, quarto size, 35 eornplf-te lessons- You -wiU find this course easy to understand. The lessons arc CRY- STAL CLEAR, PRACTICAL. EASY TO MASTER AND USE. Early lessons make lutulameutala clear even to the beginner white other leaeone will give you the practical knowledge of an expert! This is a modem course, that teaches without resorting to conito atrip methods . . . Thousands :■( PsacriCAi. Epkctrokics and IKacTiCAt, VViRkutsa readers have taken this coarse and enjoyed every minute of it .... Why not you? Prlca lor tho complete course. 411- Including postage. 
No. 22. PIN-POINT COLOUR T.V. TROUBLES W 15 MINUTES. Ky Kebert O. Mlddletmi. 548 pages. 862 cheek charts, dust ohnut the higgest and most useful innnnal ou Colour T.V. available anywhere. Now is tho time to get the eoniplete Information on this ioiportnnt new subject. Price, 40/6 including postage. 
No. 8. PIN-POINT T.V. TROUBLES IN 10 HIKOTES. Over 34fl cross Indexed pages, covers TO syniptoma, 700 trouble ftjiots, has 50 time saving check charte, 290 dlagrams. Over 80,01)0 copies now used la tho U.K. alouel 
NOW REPRINTING. Orders accepted for delivery la four weeks' time. One of the best manuals we have ever bandied, well worth waiting fort Price, 41/- Includlng posta e. Send coupon today for earliest delivery. 

IRONCLAD GUARANTEE Any book not satisfactory may bo returned within 10 days posd-jmid for full refund of the purchase price. 
FREE BOOK OFFEBt Send cash with order and quailfy far any free book listed on the coupon as follows. Minimum 40.'- One book. 80/- or more Two books. 120,'- Three books. 

NOTE. These books are aulhoritntlvo and loaded with useful Intoraint ion, cost from 4/6 to S/- each in book stores. 

FREE TRIAL OFFER! 

To Sim-Tpch Tc.ohnionl Boolts, Dept. E3, 
(Jatec's Mill, West End, Sotitliamplon, Hants. 
I I Please send the following books I liavo 

circled, 
9C t2X 13X 30 

If not didiglited I may rctiirn any book post- 
paid without further obligation on my part, 
otherwise 1 will pay cash price or fi/- weekly 
(10/- fortnightly) commeiicing not Inter than 30 days after delivery. I am over 21 years of 
age. (If under 21 parents should place order). 
f~| 1 enclose cash to the sum of S 

t understand you will refund this money 
if 1 nuiiiot 100% satlsliert (provided I return 
the book iagood condition within 10 days). 

Please send me the free book($) I have ticked, 
I 1 Oscilloscope Book. 
D Electronics Gadgets Book. 
f~l Transistor Book. 
PI Radio Instruments Book. 

Xamo 
Address 



Z & I AERO SERVICES LTD. 
Itfinil Shop: 85 TOTTEKHAH COURT ROAD. tOKDOK. W.l Te!.: LANgham 8403 Open all day SxtotOsy 

Head Office and Warehouse: 44A WESTBOURNE GROVE, LONDON, W.2. Tel.: PARK 56^//2/J 

0;- OA2 OB2 oea oca ■s.'- OD8 B,'- XH50T 7/- 1S50T 8,'- 11(4 1R5 384 1S5 1X4 3T6UX HJ4 ICS 1X2A. 1X233 2A3 91)21 2X2 3A4 SAO 3Q4 SQBOT/eSjS 394 6'- 3V4 8-'- 6R4GT 9.'- 5X4 8,'- 5040 5'- 6V4GB 6 0 5V4G 9/- 6Y3GT 6;- BX4G 523 6Z4GT . 0/3i»»,2 13.'- 6AP4 10/- 0AF6G 11/- 6Afi7 6/- BAJ3 9/- GAK5 58 

7/6 

0AK6 7,'- 6AK7 6/- 6 A 3.5 S/- 6AM5 20 6 AMR 4.'- 6AN4 16/- GAK5 15/- SAN8 10,'- GAQ4 61- BAQS 61- BAQ5A 7/8 6AB5 8,'- BAltS 8/- 6ARS 17/8 BASS S/- 8 A SB 6/- BAS7G 80/- BAT6 4,8 6AU4CT 8/- BAI/O 8/- GAt!8 9/- 6 A3* 6 6/- 1 BAW8A 14'- ! 0AX5OT me finr s;- 088 7/- 6R8G 2/6 BBSOT 6/. OBAB 61- BUBO B.'B I SftGBG 16/- BBHO 7/6 613K4 86/- . fiBK7A 9:- 6BMGT 9'- 6BX6 7 8 I GBQB 11/- SBQ7 8.'- 0IIR7 120 ! BUItS 5/- 

BBW8 9/6 • 0BW7 10/- BCB 8/- BCBS 61- EC.mG&ni- f.CUB 

BSl.fGT S/- 12-SK B3N 70T 4.0 128070X8/8 68Q7GT SI- J2SB7 Tfl 12S 3 BUiCT 10-e 1437 20/- 3!>AQ RVfi 6010 9/- 6CW4 12/- BVOCll 1963 7.8 26,'- 3906 15.'- BCYD 10/- GXr.G aopa 4/6 CCV7 II/- 20L1 6Y6C 14/- GDK0 BF1 6F6 GF7 spsg BPI1 BF13 GP14 GPIS RF17 

20P1 12AC6 14/. SOPS 14,'- ISADii 8/- 12/- 32AH7GT 20P4 14/- 5/- 30 PS 12/- 
61- 12AH8 111- 20 AGO 6,'- 2SC5 12At.S 10 ■- 6.0 12A05 25L6GT R/- 15/- 3 2 ATT, 2SZ4G Bh 11/- 2520 I2AT7 10'- 32ATT8 C5ZSCT 11/. GP2,t 11/6 12AU7 27M1 60/- fiP24 I /- 12AV6 381) BP25 3 2 AY? 2«(:i 20/- "2. 12AW6 20/- SOAS V/- GP28 10/6 6F32 3/- 12AX7 3001 12AY7 10/- 30015 11/- 6066 034 6JS CJG r.J7 fiKCG 

12B4A 30C17 12/- 193SA6 30018 11/. S: 3 2 BEG SOFfl 11/- 20'- 90 19BH7A 7/ SOFLl 12/8 806 A 14/- 12By7A10,- 30PJA2 12/. 054 B/- 30PU4 12/- 1 :l 20.'- t: lOJSGX S'. 30 LI 8 6 050 JOJTGX 76 SOUS 12/8 MSA 32QTGX 5/8 30L17 14,'- 8/-; no'j 12S A7 SOP! 2 10/- 12807 so Pi a 14;- 6703 10'- 128PSGT9/- 30PU 19/- 6136 12667 SOI'LtS 12/- 27/8 ni46 323H7 Sol'1,14 12 0 i i l-U 32/- 123JT SOl'UB 12/- G350 

35A5 111- • - SBCS 6 8 35DS 12/- . S0r6GT 7/- . 364V4 6/- 367.3 10/- 35X46 4,'- 3524GT 8,8 33Z6GT 8,'- 43 6/- 50 AG 12/- 0085 7/- 6003 6/8 50CDflG25/- OOL6GX 8/8 85Aa 8/8 1 1601)2 101- laoa 7/8 185BTA15/- 807- 9/- 

BKfGT S/- 6KS 81- 01.6OA 8/- 6N70T/07/- fil-OB 12 6 6Q7G 61- BR7 6/- BSJ7 8/- BSK7 61- 

EBCBl F.lhis KBF80 76 Em «/- EUF83 «/- EF66 5/6 EBF89 71- EF07 310 ERLJ 141- EFM n/- 81- KB 3,21 IV- EF183 BBLSl 1K'- EF184 81- F.CC84 7'- RF804 81/- ECCS3 8/8 EFP60 10/- ECC86 7/- KL34 11/- ECC88 10/- BL37 170 ECClSg 12/- EMS 17/6 ECF80 «/- EL41 KCF83 7,0 EI.42 9/- ECF86 ni- EL50 ECF804 18/- EL8I KCH21 10'- ELS3 E<!H33 18'- ELS* 6/- EGH42 96 KL83 81- Ecuai 6/6 EI06 KOHS3 70 EI'00 150300 70 EL91 80 KGL82 7/6 EI.9S E0LS3 9/8 EL360 ECL84 18,'- ELS31 ECL83 9/6 EMM 19'- EF-Se 6/- SM83 EF37A 61- EM71 EF39 50 EMSO EP40 10'- EM81 716 Er4I 80 EMS 4 EP42 61- EM87 71- EF30 a- EXSl EF54 B(. BS92 EPS5 8/- BYol EP80 50 EV81 8/- EF83 80 EY83 »/« EF85 81- EY84 7/8 KF89 50 EY86 EF91 41- F.Z4t EF02 91- EZSfl 

BZ81 5 8 EZ90 4;. GZ30 61- OZ32 101- oza4 101- 
KTG6 16/- KT88 KTW6C 71- N78 161- NSld 861- XSF2 28,'- PABCSO 7,0 me 18/- PC8R 18/- peso 81- 
PCt>7 9/8 PC805 12'- 3'0C84 80 FCCSS «/- PCC8S 18/- PCC89 180 PCC180 12/- 
roFso 7,0 FCF82 FCF84 FCFSS PCF87 13/- 
PCFSOO 11/- PCP8GI 11/- FCP8Q2 11/- PCPSO" nt- FCP806 13/- PCL80 ii/- PCI01 61- l'CL82 3X3103 818 FCL84 816 
PCL85 FCL8G 90 FCt^Ol 18/. 

PFL20017/6 PL36 10/- 
PI-38 PLSI PI,82 PI03 PT04 PL302 14/- PI0OO 161- 
PY33 9/8 

18/- 8/- 7/8 7/8 

71- 8/6 

PY80 FY81 PY82 PY83 PY8B ... PYSOO 8/6 3/Y801 8/6 QQVO2-0 I 45.'- 
(IQVOS-IO 85/- Q(1Y08'40 70/- 
QV04-7 10/- TT3 5 35/- TT21 U35 U26 

36/- 11/- 111- 37191 11/6 11251 32/8 I 31281 13/- IJ282 14/- 12/8 71- 161- 
USOl 1 U40S I 3/801 ... ITABCSO 5/8 UAP42 9/-' t UB41 111- 1 UBC4L 81- UBC81 8/- 

UBP80 71- UBF89 7/6 3JBL23 11/- UCC84 10/- UCC85 7/- IJGFflO 10/- 3IOH21 8/6 UCH42 9,0 UCH43 8/- 1ICH81 7/- 3JCL82 8/6 UCL83 10/- XICL84 10/- UP41 9'- UP42 9/- UF43 81- 3TPS0 8/- UFS5 ID'M 11/- XJFS'J 7/6 UUl 8/- irr.84 TJM4 XBTSfl 3707 UU9 TIYIN 3IY21 3JY4t UY82 3JY85 W21 WSUt 61- X6S 6/8 X66 X78 8/- 20/- X79' 20/- Z319 17/- Z700U 4/- Z729 7/- Z759 S3/- 
TRANSXSTORS 

AFI14 6/- 71- OC28 17/6 OG"2 61- OCIS9 0029 17/8 0073 A VI16 1U0 OC35 15/- OC75 81- Ol- OC3G 16/- OC77 hKiia ive OC42 7.0 OC78 0023 17/8 OC44 6/- OC78D OC24 880 OC4S 6/- OC81M 71- OC23 12/- OCTO 5,'- OG8IDM 7/- OC83 6;- OC252 8/- 61- OC203 

12,'- 10/- 25/- 26/- 8/- 9/8 20/- isr. 12/- 

00204 17/8 ' G13X114 5'5 OC205 80/- GSTllS 8/8 OC206 82/8 C1ETH612/- 2N4J0 8/8 GET875 91- 2X412 8/8 GBTSSOIO/- 2S697 17/6 | MAT101 8,0 23002 20/-1 MATI21 8/6 2S004 15/- THOU 0/- 2S00G 20/-1 
PLEASE 8EHD SAE (FOOLSCAP) FOE POLL PRICE LIST 

CATHODE RAY TDBES 36P1 As need In P.E. Oectlloacope described 
in Jlarch and April isaaei. £2.10.0. Base 3/8. P. & P. 5/-. 

NtJVISTOES TSIODES 2C3Vr4,6CW4—(2Y or 6.3T Beaters) for X.V. and F.5X, Tnner Application 12/- 6DS4—as above, but Bultabis for weak signal nteaa is/. Bases tor the above 2/9. 
2/ Pleaae add 2/6 in £ tor postage.    Please address ali oorreapondence to the Head Office 

PHOTOCELLS 0818 * Caesium Anlimonv, Sidc-on Window. HT ICOV. Scneitivity 160ijA/L 5/- 
ZEKMBR DIODES 

OAZ207 10.'- OAZ200 10/- OAZ20X 9,.6 OAZ202 OAZ204 OA 2205 OAZ20S 

6/- OA2208 6/- O AZ210 8/- OAZ21X 6/6 OAZ212 7/6 OAZ21S. 6/8 

VR42d VR475 VRS73 VR7B VKIOA VE11A 
Minimum charge 2;-. Ho O.O.D, OtderTToceptedT 

B£S 
SEND 

TODAY 
OR CALL 
Portable r n d i o s , 
beantimily mode, fa- 
mous speci- 
fication — 7 
"Sony" 
transistors 
— world famous for quality performance, and finest compou* 
ents. Fuli long and medium wave bands—STATrONSf 
GALORE—perfectly selected! Jtuilt-ln aerial andl 
speaker! Control volume from whisper to roar!/JO OfiC SiCnl 
Hi-Fi lone and high sensitivity! Originally *nMa,0 v/L ml* UCrA 
Now 79/6, post 2/6. Or 20/- dep., 18 flnly. pyts. 4/5 plus 
Leather carry case, standard battery and personal earpiece—THE 
for 7/6 if required. Written guarantee. 
FRACTI0N 

drtAZtNG 
PURCHASE 

FROM . 

SROUFOF 
COMPAMIES 

n ORIGINALLY 
GtMUINt TRAW >WAV 

m 

■ r' 
0 

vt-nvnti. 
O WAVE 
A FAN I 
miwTc 

c7,S0H 
#TRAW«T0W 

OF THEIR 
worth: 

Brand new. 
superb 

porbAbie 
Trftnsisl or 
1 ape lie- 
e o r d e r 
Jt e c o r d 
m « s i 
everythin 

MLTRANSiSTOR TAPE RECORD 

WITH VOLUME COX- TKOU Ultra sensitive " built-in" 
speaker I More compact! More 
aowerfull Super tone! Superb per- :ormanoe. Try matching it for 15 gns! Records 
plays, meetings, etc. Permituent recordings or tape 
again and again. Ideal reporters, dictating, etc. Simple to operate. Fully g teed. With microphone and standard Batteries (Cheap to run) 
replaceable anywhere. Standard model 79/0. P. 5/-. Or Credit Service, 
simply send 5/- P. A P., ba!. 18 ftnly, pyts, 5/0. Carrier top 20/- extra. 
Super tape 12/6 extra, slate if required. Refund guarantee. Lists. 

G'TEED 

ENGLISH 

MADE! 

&V££4MNOW/Jwm!>i9-6? 

4ampBAJTERy 

CHARGER! 
y »ti 

2v'o Wk 
NO MOl rO Pay: 

Splendid 4-amp battery chamer, 200/250v. So simple to use 
—plug In and clip to battery—-leave overnight—battery 
well charged by morning—-full power for starter, lights and horn. £5.19 fiV Our nricp <IiJP e.<\ltv=«ial rinol 40/1! n^af. A/R WUh all laoA 

J 

Why pay £5.19.6? _ Our price, due colossal deal, 39/6, post 4/6. With all leads and clips. 
Fitted with amp. meter for both 6 AND 12-volt batteries. Refund guarantee. 
ALSO Motor Cycle-Scooter model 1-amp. 26/6. carr. 3/6. Both guaranteed for 
years of service. SEND QUICKLY OR CALL AT OUR STORES 

PORTABLEIHTERCQM/ELECTROHimBYSITTEK' 
DE LUXE 4€H»M0DEL 

MODEL! 

575 
Transistor Intercom, 
system, originally 
listed at £6/6/0—now 
only S7/6, post 2/6, POST ETC 2'fi 
or 10/- dep. Credit ' I 11 r C O 
Service Terms balance IS ftntly. pyts. of 
3/3 plus post. With appros. 66ft. con- 
necting flex, also usable for longer dis- 
tances. 9-volt battery 2/6 ex. (replaceable). Every sound relayed! Hear 
what goes on—every sound, every movement. Two-way buzzer call and 
speaker system. Also usable on wall or desk in conjunction with radio, 
office to office, house to garage and many other uses. Only transistor 
model with new seal off Infallible insulation! Refund If not delighted with 
this superb bargain. Send today or call, LISTS RADIOS. 

OR 10-DEPOSIT 

QeAPQUARTER & (r)ENERAL SUPPLIES LTD. (DEPT. PE/2) 196-200 COLDHARBOUR LANE 
  L0UGHB0R0U6H JUHCT., LONDON, S.E.S (Wed. I p.m.) 

West End 37/39 High Holborn, and 267/269 Oxford Street (Thursday 1 p.m.). Also X66 North End, Croydon, and 149 High Street, Guildford 
(Wednesday 1 p.m.). h>.W S1QRE AT 121 High Street, Colcliester jThuraday 1 p.m.), ALL STORES 6 p.m. SATURDAY, 7 p.m. FRIDAY. 
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4-SWION INTERCO 
^>'1 

£7 19/0 
folvcyourcomnmntciiion problems wlih this latest- ^-Station Iranlistot Xnistcom system (1 master and SSabs), In "de-luxe jitselic cabinets for desk or wa U 

niountinB- t-'nll.'latk/IUicn from Master to Sab* and Sabs to Master. Operates on one TiY battery, On/off ea-ltch. Volnuie control. Ideally suisnbje tomodcrojze Office, Factory. Workshop. Warehouse, Uoapita), Shop, etc, lor instant inter-Jcpnrtmental contacts. Complete with S connecting wires, each 60 It. and ether accessories. Xoihinq else tnhny, P. i I', j/-. 3-StRtlon Intercom same as 4-Sl. Int. £5-19 0. J'. ,t J*. 4/- 

UsuoiSy 
ChvPrfct ONIY 

57 
Modernize your Office. Bhop, Warehouse. "Workshop, Surgery, Nursery, and home with this la lest two-way Transistor Inteicom, consiatiDg of two units. Master and Sob, in strong plastic cabinets with chromium stands. KiegHntly designed to use aa two-way instant comntimlcatioo system—Call/la Hc/Hilen—between two persona anywhere indoora or outdoora.Both units operate on one UV battery. Complete wilh ao- eessorlcs. Kendy to operate. P. <k P. 2;6. 
BATTERY ELIMINATOR AND CHARGER 27/6 
Use your Transistor Radio or Jolercom from domestlo .A.C. mains aod charge dry battery PP3 9V to boost battery's We many times. "Unbeatable ratuo. Save your pounds on batteries. P. S P. 3/S. Complete with Plug, I/ead and Snnp cord. Fall price refunded it not talisfled in seyen day*. 
WEST LONDON DIRECT SUPPLIES (PE/l) B Chignell Place, We»t Rating. London, W.Id 

SERVICING 

ELECTRONIC ORGANS 
by Pittman & Oliver 30/-, P, & P. |/3 
Detailed discussions cover the 
operation and servicing of tone 
generators, pedal generators, 
sustain, vibrato, and tremolo oscil- 
lators, key switches, percussion, 
voicing, amplifier and power 

circuits, etc. 
HAM ANTENNA CONSTRUCTION 
PROJECTS, by Stanley 24/-. P. & P. I/- 
PRINCIPLES OF TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS, 
New Edition by Amos 25/-. P. & P. I /- 
PRACTICAL OSCILLOSCOPE HAND- 
BOOK, by R. Turner, 25/-. P. & P. I/- 
ELEMENTS OF TRANSISTOR PULSE 
CIRCUITS, by Towers 35/-. P. & P. I/3 
TRANSISTOR SPECIFICATIONS 
MANUAL, by Sams—data on all types 
American, Jap. etc. 24/-. P. & P. I/- 
HOW TO LISTEN TO THE WORLD, 
New Edition by Johansen 20/-. 
P. & P. I/- 
PICK UPS, THE KEY TO HI-FI, by 
Walton 10/6. P. & P. 8d. 
Where possible 24-hour service guaranteed 

UNIVERSAL BOOK GO. 
12 LITTLE NEWPORT STREET 

LONDON, W.C.2 
(Leicester Square Tube Stoticn) 

AMPLIFIERS AND SPEAKERS 
NORTHCOURT "FIVE" AMPLIFIER 

-g- Suitable for guf- 
tars, grams and 

1; radios. The 5 
t; watt output am- 

plifier ineorper- 
f; ates separate p volume, treble 
|i and bass controls. 
If Two jack 
|; socket inputs 
f are fitted. Twin 
f speakers give g exceptionally 

realistic repro- duction and are built into an attractive 
cabinet, Siae: Ltngth IJ|in, Height USin, 
Depth Sjin. Finished in mottle grey with the 
front covered in VYNAIR. Mains Voltage 
200/250, 50 K/c. (deal for home use with 
any guitar. Retail £>.17.6. 

P.A. EXTENSION SPEAKER 
Suitable for radio 
and Record Play- 
ers, Sixe: Length 
fOin. Height 7m. 
Depth Sin, Fitted 
in durable indus- 
trial finished 
wood cabinet, 
attractively fin- 
ished in mottled _v ^ 
grey. Speaker ""    
front covered in VYNAIR. Price 29/9 Retail. 
As above fitted with vofume control, 
3S/9, Retail. 
P.A. TWIN EXTENSION SPEAKER 
Suitable for all radio and record players 
(incorporating two speakers 6x4in.), Sire; 
Length I2in. Height 7Jin. Depth Siin, 
Fitted in durable industrial finished wood 
cabinet, attractively .finished in mottled 
grey, Speaker front covered in Vynatr, 
Price 39/6 Retail. As above fitted with 
volume control, 43/6 Retail. 
FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT TRANSFORMERS 
350-0-350 lOOmA 6,3v. 4A C.T. O-Sv. at 3 
amp. 29/6 Retail. 300-0-300 100mA 6.3v. 4A C.T. 0-Sv. at 3 
amp. 29/6 Retail. 
2S0-0-250 100mA 6.3v. 4A C.T. 0-5v. at 3 
amp, 29/6 Retail. 
AH products guaranteed 12 months. Trade 
supplied. For name of nearest stockist and 
full accessory brochure, write to: 

NORTHCOURT (Electrical Bfd.) 

LIMITED 

Transformer and Coil Manufacturers 
Dept. P.E. SOOTH PARK MILLS 

PUDSEY, Yorks. 

Gee 

Sin. Std. 
7iti. Std. 
Sin. L.P. 
5 fin. L.P. 
7in. L.P. 
4in. D.P. 
Sin. D.P. 
SJin, D.P. 
7in. D,P. 

600ft, 8/6 1.200ft. 12/6 900ft. 10/0 
i.zoort. 12/6 1,800ft. 15/0 600ft. 9/0 
1.200ft. 15/0 

226 1,800ft. 
2,400fl. 2S/0 

P.&P.2/- per 
order (Over £3 

Post Free) 
AuractU'efy boxed, guaranteed. Brand New, 
Obtainable at these low prices ONLY fromi 
GEE BROS. (RADIO) Ltd. (Dept. P.E.), 
15 Little Newport St, W.C.2. Ger. 6794 
Adjoining' Leicester Square Tube Station 

COMMUNICATIONS 

RECEIVERS 

NATIONAL NC190 
INTERNATIONALLY FAMOUS 

NATIONAL RECEIVERS 
HRO-5M—campletely solid state pro- 
fessional receiver. 5 kc/s to 30 Mc/s in 
sixty 500 kc/s bands. £705. 
NC190-10 valves, 540 kc/s to 30 Mc/s, 
S-meter, noise limiters, product detector, 
bandspread, double conversion. £97.4.2. 
NC77X—beginner's receiver, 5 valves, 540 kc/s, to 30 Mc/s, built-in speaker, £32,8 ,9. 

Write /or Illustrated leaflets 

WE HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF 
NEW AND SECONDHAND RECEIVERS 
- MANY SECONDHAND BAR- 
GAINS IN MINT CONDITION 
Just write or phone for full details 

BRIAN J. AYRE5 & CO. 
Dept. DX, 21 Victoria Road 

Surbiton, Surrey 
Telephone: Elmbridge 3833 

BATTERY ELIMINATORS The ideal way of running your TRANSISTOR RADIO, RECORD PLAYER.TAPE RECORDER, AMPLIFIER, etc. Types available: 9v; fivs 4fv (single output) 39/6 each. P. & P.2/9. 9v -f 9v! 6v + 6vi or 4Sv -f- 4iv (two separate outputs) 42/6 each, P. & P. 3/9. Please state output required. All the above units are completely isolated from mains by double wound transformer ensuring 100% safety. 
R.C.S. PRODUCTS (RADIO) LTD. (Dept. P.E.). II Oliver Road, London, E>I7 

P R I N T F1) Available for GULTOH ultrasonits remote 
CIDflllT control system. I K V II I I Mullard 10 Walls 
DA ABAC Transistor Amplifier. DUARD5 Wrile for details to;- 
TATIS ELECTRONIC SERVICES LTD. 
3 WATERLOO ROAD, STOCKPORT, CHESHIRE 

PJease mention 

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS 

when replying to 

Advertisements 
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TRANSISTOR BARGAINS! 
II- each £1 for 25 <3 for 100 11 - each IO/~ for 6 
116 10/- 10/- 10/- 

£1 complete 

OC 71 equivatene ... 

NKT 104/5 Switching type 
2G 371 OC 25   OC 35 ...    NKT 405  
Packet containing: 
3 2GHI7    2 2G37I   I 2G39I    I 2G339   I Diode ... ... ... 
(For making superhee with comptemencary' symmetry traniformerlets output stage) 
Diodes ,,,     ... ii Zener Diodes, ZE12, ZB4,3   ... .' 5(„ BY 100 Rectifiers     
Colvern )Q ohm predicts    216 50K ohm pro-sets    (14 IK ohm Skeleton pre-sets   "" i/_ 
Resistors. l/6th and l/10th watt. Your choice of value. Minimum 10 of any value   ... ,,, 10/-per 100 Mixed values and wattages ... ...   i0/-per 1,000 
Condensers, 2-2uuf., SOOuuf., 0 DOOI, 0-001, 0-002, 0-005, 0-02. 0-04 of 

7/6 per 100 
RELAYS "per ,*000 

700 ohm or 2,500 ohm coil. Transparent dust cover. 2 pairs of change- over contacts. PLUG-IN TYPE. Base included in price 25/- each 

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS TUBULAR 
ISuf, 32uf, 64uf. 2uf, 4uf. 8uf, 

2uf 25uf 50uf 64uf tOOuf lOOuf lOOuf lOOuf I.OOOuf I.OOOuf I.OOOuf 1,000of 
Special offer 

30 Volt 30Volt ISVolt 25VoJt 3Volc OVoit levoit 30Volc CVolt lavoit ISVolt USVotc 

. 15V. Special price «. ... 1/2 e 
aooui SOVolt *1 

Al 1 asour 6VoU 250uf ISVolt i1 it 320uf 2-5Volc 1- 1/ « 4Q0uf 6-4 Volt 1 each SOOuf ISVolt 1 SOOuf SOVolt J 
All at f.OOOuf SOVolt Can-type 
2/6 

All at 
V- each 

3/- 

•^levision smoothing condensers 200/lOOuf or 200/200uf . 275Volt;. WhJist stocks 6/6 each 

FLUORESCENT FITTINGS. Bargain 
S Slim-line with choke and starter „. • ...    39/4 4 Siim-Iine with choke and starter    3116 

Carriage extra on above 10/- per fitting 
Special circuit and components to make transistorised: 

SIGNAUNJEITOR R .C.AR   VERY HIGH IMPEDANCE (I MEG. OHM/VOLT)  MULTIRANGE VOLTMETER (excluding meter) '  20 MEG. OHM OHM^HETER (excluding mecer) ... Brand-new Meters suitable for above applications ... 
New 4in. LOUDSPEAKERS ... Midget Ear-phones with plug and lead   Magnetic Lapel Microphone with plug and lead ... ,, 

price! 
(less tube) (less tube) 

30/- 30/- 10/- 10/- 
30/- 15/- 30/- each 10/- 5/- 10/- 

14/- 15/6 17/- 

VERNIER DIALS 
I Jin, S : I ratio J B0° Calibration 2in. 8:1 ratio 180" Calibration 3in. 8:1 ratio 180° Calibration 

Very useful pocket-site 1,000 o.p.v. Multimeter £3 
Extra special Bargain! 

ACOS PICK-UP HEADS. Complete with needles 
Monaural ... ... |4/_ Stereo    ... 111- Stereo with Diamond Needles 28/9 

kll0/" 0.rle" add 6d. toward postage. Regret that no 
count accepted under 5/-. Orders over £5 deduct 5% Cash Dis- 

G. F. MILWARD 

17 PEEL CLOSE 

DRAYTON BASSETT 

Near TAMWORTH, STAFFS. 

TAMWORTH 2321 

POST ONLY 

0 

m 

/ 

Through this ICS 

3-way Training Method: 

H 

MASTER THE THEORETICAL SIDE 
From basic principles to advanced applications, 
you'll learn the theory of .electronic engineering, 
quickly and' easily through ICS. That's because 
each course is set out in easy-to-understand terms. 
MASTER THE PRACTICAL SIDE 
ICS show you how to develop your practical 
abilities in electronic engineering—o/ongside your 
theoretical studies. It's the only sure way to 
success. All training manuals are packed with 
easy-to-follow i! lustrations. 
MASTER THE MATHEMATICAL SIDE 
To many this aspect is a bitter problem. Even 
moreso because no eiectronicengineerls complete 
without a sound working knowledge of maths. 
But new ICS teaching makes mathematics easier 
to learn. 

Wide range of courses available include: 
Radio/T.V. Engineering and Servicing, Colour Television, 
Electronics, Hectronics Maintenance, Instrumentation and 
Servomechanisms. Telemetry, Computers, etc. 
NEW! Programmed Course on Electronic Fundamentals 
EXPERT COACHING FOR; 

INSTITUTION OF ELECTRONIC AND RADIO ENGINEERS 
CITY AND GUILDS TELECOMMUNICATION TECHNICIANS 
CITY AND GUILDS SUPPLEMENTARY STUDIES 
R.T.E.B, RADIO/T.V. SERVICING CERTIFICATE 
RADIO AMATEURS' EXAMINATION 
P.M.G. CERTIFICATES IN RADIOTELE GRAPHY 

And there are practical "learn as you bvild" radio 
courses as well. 
Member of the Association of British Correspondence Colleges. 

FOR FREE handbook post this coupon today 
I.C.S., Dept. 151, INTERTEXT HOUSE, 
PARKGATE ROAD, LONDON, S-W.ll 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

OCCUPATION^ -ACE- 
"YERNflTIOHfll CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 
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QUALITY RECORD PLAYER AMPLIFIER A top-qualit/ record olaycr amplifier. This amplifier (which is used in a 29 gn, record player) employs ^"^le wound mains transfornner, ^^90 valves. Separate Bass. Treble and Volume controls. Qompkce with output trans- former matched For 3 ohm speaker. Size 7in. w. 
^i,n'S" 15ii'1* tl- Ready built and tested. PRICE £9}6. P. & P. 4 9. ALSO AVAILABLE mounted on board with out- put transformer and 6in, speaker ready to fit into cabinet below. PRICE S9/6. P. & P. 5/9. 
QUALITY PORTABLE R/P CABINET 

.ClJJ motor board. Will take above amplifier and B.S.R. or GARRARO Autochanger or Single Record Player Unit. Size 10 x 14 x 8? in. PRICE £3/9/6, Carr. 7/S. 
4-SPEED PLAYER UNIT BARGAINS All brand new in maker's original packing. 

SINGLE PLAYERS B.S.R, TU/12   £J/9/6, Carr. 5/6. GARRARDSPJS De Luxe... £12/10/6. Carr.S/6, B.S.R, GU7 with unit mounted pickup arm, 
£4/18/8. Carr. 5/6. 

AUTO. CHANGERS B.S.R. UAt5 £6/19/6. B.S.R. UAI6  £6)9 6. Latest B.S.R. UA25 Super siim    £6 2 6 Latest GARRARD ATS    £8 9 0 GARRARD ATS     £}0 |0 0 GARRARD Auco-Sfim £6.10.0. Carr, 6/6 on each. All the above units are complete with t'o mono head and sapphire styli orcan be supplied with compatible stereo head lor 12/6 extra, 
BRAND NEW CARTRIDGE BARGAINS I GARRARD GC2 MONO complete. List price 24/11. Our price 12/6. P. & P. I/.. RONETTE STEREO 105 CARTRIDGE Stereo/LP/7e complete with two sapphires. Original list price 67/9. Our price 24/-. P. & P. I/-. 

MAINS TRANSFORMERS Fully shrouded, can be mounted upright or drop through. Tapped pri. 110, 200, 220,240v. Sec. 2S0v. f wave at SSmA and 6'3v. 2 amps. c/t. Stack size 3' X 2}* X U*. PRICE 12/6. P. & P.3/6. ALSOSemi shrouded drop thro' type. Pri. 200. 220. 240y. See. 250v, 1 wave at 70mA andS'Sv. at 2 amp.-c/t. Stack size 3' X 21' X If. PRICE II/-, P. & P. 3/-. 
BRAND NEW 3 OHM LOUDSPEAKERS 

Sin,. 12/6:61 in.". 15/-; 9 in., ll/.j 10 in.. 25/-: 12 in.. 
27/6: (12 in. 15 ohm, 30/-)- 10 in. * 6 in.. 26/-. E.M.I. 131 x 8 in. with high flux ceramic magnet, 42/-.(lSohm.4S/-). 4in HIGH FLU X TWEETER. 3 ohm and 15 ohm imp. Famous British make, pew only 12/-, P. & P. 4- & 5' 2/-. 6j' «. B' 2/6. 10'& 12- 3/6 per speaker. 
ACOS CRYSTAL MIKES. High imp. Fordesk or hand use. High sensitivity, 18/6. p. & P. |/6, 
TSL CRYSTAL STICK HIKE. Listed at 45/-. Our price. 18/6. P.&P. 1/6. 
BRAND NEW. 12" (Sw. H/O Speakers. 3 or 15 ohm. Current production by well-known British maker. Offered below list price at 89/6. P. & P, 5/-. {25w. guitar model £5.5.0). (35w. guitar model £8.8.0), 
MATCHED PAIR OF 2! WATT TRANSISTOR DRIVER AND OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. Stack size 11 x 11 x i in. Output trans, tapped for 3 ohm and 15 ohm output. 10/- pair plus 2/- P. & P. 
BRAND HEW PLESSEY 12 v. 4 pin non-sync, vibrators. Type 12 I.4SD. ONLY 8/6. P. a p. 1/6 
4-WAY NON-TANGLETELEPHONE CABLE Latest spring-back coil type, extends 12 in, to 5ft. Complete with rubber bushes. 4/6 each. P. & P, 1/6. 
VYNAiR AND REXINE SPEAKER AND CABI- NET FABRICS app.54 in. Wide, Usually 35/- yd., our price 13/6 per yd. length (min.lyd.)P.& P.2/6.S.A.E. for samples. 

STEREO AMPLIFIER Incorporating 2 ECL82s and I EZ80. heavy duty, double wound mains transformer. Output 4 watts per channel. Full tonp and volume controls. Abso. 
lutcly complete, 

ONLY 
£4.19.6 
P. & P. 6/6 

o uper De* luxe version with EGL8S valves, scp. bass & treble controls, full feed back. 8 ghs. P. & p,6/6 

HIGH CAIN 4 TRANSISTOR PRINTED CIRCUIT AMPLIFIER KIT Typo TA1 
• Peak output in .excess of li watts. • All stan- dard British components. • ^ Built on _ printed circuit panel, size 6 x Sin. • Generous size Driver and Output Transformers. • Output transformer tapped for 3 ohm and 15 ohm speakers. • Transistors (GET 114 or Si Mullard OCBID and'matched pair of OC8I o/p). • 9 vole operation. ■ • Everything supplied, wire, battery clips, solder, etc, • Comprehen- sive easy to foliow instructions and circuit diagram 1/6 (Free with Kit). AH parts sold separately. SPECIAL PRICE 45/-. P. & P. 31: Also ready built and tested. 52/6. P. & P. 3/.. A pair of TAEs are ideal for stereo* 

&*• 

TAPE DECKS 
B.S.R. MONARDECK (Single speed) 3}io. per sec., simple control, uses Sitn. spools, £6/15/- plus 7/6 carr. and ins. COLLARO STUDIO DECK 3 motors. 3 speeds push button control. Up to 7in. spools £10/10/- r. & P. 7/6. (Tapes extra on both.) 

10/14 WATT HI-FI AMPLIFIER KIT 
A stylishly fin- ished monaural amplifier with an output of 14 watts' from 2 EL84s in push-pull. Super reproduction of both music and speech, with neg- ligible hum. Sep. arate inputs for mike and gram allow records and announcements to follow each bther. Futly shrouded section wound output transformer to match 3-i5Q speaker and 2 independent volume controls, and separate bass and treble controls arc provided giving good lift and cut. Valve line-up 2 EL84s. ECC63, EF86, and EZ8Q rcctifter. Simple instruction booklet 1/6. (Free with parts.) All parts sold separately. ONLY £6/19/6. P. & P. 8/6. Also available ready built and tested complete with std. input sockets, £8/15/-. P. & P. 8/6. 

HARYERS0N SURPLUS CO. LTD. 
170 HIGH ST., MERT0N, S.W.I9. CHErrywood 3985 

Open all day Saturday Early dosing Wed., I p.m. 
A few minutes from South Wimbledon Tube Station. (Please write clearly) 
OVERSEAS P, & P. CHARGED EXTRA. S.A.E. with alt enquiries. 

3-VALVE AUDIO AMPLIFIER MODEL HA34 Designed for Hfc-Fi repro. duction of records. A.C. Mains operation. Ready built on piated heavy gauge metal chassis, size 7iin. w. x 4m. d. x 4iin. h. Incor- porates ECC83. EL84. EZ80 valves. Heavy duty, double wound mains transformer and output transformer matched for 3 ohm speaker, separate Bass, Treble and volume controls. Negative feedback line. Output 4(- watts. Front panel can be _ detached and leads extended for remote mounting of controls. The HA34 has been specially designed for us and our quantity order enables us to offer -Pd. K ft them eompleto with knobs, valves, A.1*..*.!/ etc., wired and tested for only P. & P. 6/-. 
HSL'FOUR' AMPLIFIER KIT. A.C. Mains 200/250*,, 4 watt, using ECC83, EL84, EZ80 valves. ★ Heavy duty double* wound mains transformer with electrostatic screen. ★ Separate Bass, Treble and Volume contrels.giving fully variable boost and cue with minimum insertion loss, -dr Heavy negative feedback loop over2 stages       —- ensures high output at excellent qua!.ty w.th very low distortion factor, 

r suitable tor use with guitar, microphone or record player -fr Provision for remote mounting of controls or direct on chassis. dr Chassis size onlyj^m wide x 4in. deep. Overalt height 
. .. components and valves arc brand new. -*• Very clear and concise instructions enable even the inexperienced amateur to construct with 100 A success, dc Supplied complete with valves, output transformer (3 ohms only), screened lead, wire. nuts, bolts, solder, etc. (No extras to buy.) PRICE 79/6. P. & p. 6/-. 

Comprehensive circuit diagram, practical lay otic and parts list 2/6 (free with kit). 
HARVERSON'S F.M^TUNER Mk. I 

• F.M. tuning head by fam- ous maker. • Guaranteed 'I non-drift. _ • Permeability toning • Fre- quency COY' age.68-!00Mc/$ I • Balanced diode output • Two I.F. stages and    discriminator. • Attractive maroon and"gold dial (7 x 3m, glass), •Self powered, using a good quality mains transformer and valve rectifier. • Valves used ECC85. two EFSOs. and EZBO (rec- tifier) • Fully drilled chassis, • Size of completed tuner 8 x 6 x 5iin. • All parts sold separately. Set ol parts if purchased at one time £5/19/6. plus B/6 P.P. and. ins. Circuit diagram and instructions 1/6 post free. Mark II Version as above but complete with magic eye, front panel and brackets, £6/12/6. P. & P. 8/6. Mark 111 Version as Mark I but with output stage <ECL82) and tone control, £7/7/-. P. & P. 8/6, Handsome Metal Cabinets. Choice ofBlack.or Green. To fit Mark 1.25/-. P. & P. 3/-. To fit Mark II. J7/6. P. & P. 3/-. 

■Gi 

SPECIAL PURCHASE! 
from LEADING HI Fl MANUFACTURER 7-10 watt OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS to match pair of ECL 86's In push-pull to 3 ohm out- put. ONLY |l/.. P.&p. 2/6. 7-10 watt ULTRA LINEAR OUTPUT 
TRANSFORMERS to match pair of ECL 82's in push-pull to 3 ohm output. ONLY 15/-. P. & P. 2/6. SPECIAL MAINS TRANSFORMERS to match either of the above. Tapped primary. Secondary 250v. 80mA. half wave and 6.3v. 2 amps. ONLY 12,6. P. & P. 3/6. 

Get this Air Drying Grey 
HAMMER FINISH 

Now — 

KC/KAW 

IT'S SUPERB . . . THE PUSHBUTTON WAY! 
YUKAN Aerosol spra/kit contains (6 ozs. fine 
quality durable easy Instant spray. No stove 
baking required. Available in Grey Hammer at 
14/11 at our counter or 15/11, Carr. paid, per 
pushbutton sclf-spray can. SPECIAL OFFER: J 
can plus optional transferable snap-on trigger 
handle (value 5.'-) for 18/11. 
Please enclose cheque or P.O. for total amount to: 

YUKAN 
Dept. PE/II, 307a EDGWARE ROAD, LONDO N, W.2 

(Closed Thursdoy afternoons, open oil day Saturday) 
Choice of 13 self-spray plain colours and primer (Motor car quality) also 

SILICON PLANAR 
EPITAXIAL 200 MC/S 
SI- SI- SI- 51- 
At fast! Truly general-purpose silicon transistors at germanium prices. These tiny epoxy-encapsulated NPN devices are suitable for practically every low-power application — low-noise audio, r.f. amplifiers and mixers up to the edge of the v.h.f. band, d,c. amplifiers, low-power output stages .... 

+ Selected 2N2926 
it Current gain (Iife) 55-300 at 2 mA 
it Collector dissipation 200 mW 
it Cut-off frequency (fj) 200 Mc/s 
★ A.f, noise figure 2.8 dB at iO kc/s 
it Collector voltage 18 V max. 

Price includes U.K. postage. Cash with order. Mai! order only. 
AMATRONIX LTD., 396 SELSD0N RD., CRQYD0N, SURREY 
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VALUABLE NEW HANDBOOK 

ID AMBHIOUS 

ENGINEERS 

Have you had your copy of " Engineering Opportunities " ? 

The new edition of "ENGINEERING OPPOR- 
TUNITIES" is now available—without charge—- 
to all who arc anxious for a worthwhile post in 
Engineering, frank, informative and completely 
up to date, the new "ENGINEERING OPPOR- 
TUNITIES" should be in the hands of every 
person engaged in any branch of the Engineering 
industry, irrespective of age,experienccor training. 

On * SATISFACTION OR 
REFUND OF FEE' terms 

This remarkable book gives dctailsofcxaminations 
and courses in every branch of Engineering, 
Building, etc., outlines the openings available and 
describes our Special Appointments Department. 

WHICH OF THESE IS 
YOUR PET SUBJECT? 

MKCII. KNGINKERING 
Civil. Mvtii. Fng.—Mninlcn- 
mice Eng. — Diesel Eng. — Press Too! Design — Sheet 
Metal Work — IVvh/ing — 
Eng. Pnltern Making —• 
Inspection • Draughtsnumship 
— Metallurgy — I'rothiction 
Eng. 
RADIO KNGINKERING General Radio — Radio A 
TV Servicing — TV Eng. —• 
Teleconwiunicalions — Elec- tronics—Sound Recording— 
Automation—Practical Radio ■—Radio Anialeiirs' Exii/n. 

KLEC KNGINKERING 
Genera! Electrical Eng. — 
In.stiillations— Druug/iisiiian- ship — Illuniinaling Eng. — 
Re/rigeriition ■— Elcm. Elec. 
Science — Elec. Supply — 
Mining Elec. Eng. 

AUTO ENGINEERING 
General Auto Eng. •— Auto. 
Maiiitciiniicc — Repair — 
Auto. Diesel Maintenance — 
Auto. Electrical Equipment— 
Garage Management. 

THIS BOOK TELLS YOU 
•je HOW to jel a better paid, more interest- 

ing job. 
•je HOW to qualify for rapid promotion, •fa HOW to put some letters after your name 

and become a key man • . , quickly and 
easily. ★ HOW to benefit from our free Advisory 
and Appointments Deptt. 

•fc HOW you can take advantage of the 
chances you are now milting. ★ HOW, irrespective of your age, education or experience, YOU can succeed in any 
branch of Engineering. 

IS6 PAGES OF EXPERT 
CAREER - GUIDANCE 

PRACTICAL 
EQUIPMENT 

Bail! Ptatlkal and Tfieoic- 
lit Counei fot bejinnei! in 
Radio. I.V.. Eletlramcs.Elt.. 
i.M.I.E.R.t. City S Guildi 

Radio Amateun' Exam. R.I.E.B. Certiliiale 
P.M.G. Ceililiialc 

Rratlital Radio 
Radio Sleleviiion Suviting 

Pradical tletlroniis Cledronits Engineering 
Automation 

INCLUDING 
TOOLS 

The specialist Elec- 
tronics Division of 
fiJ.E.T. 
(VOW offers you a 
real laboratory train- 
ing at home with 
practical ci/i/ipment. 
Ask for del nils. 

B.I.E.T. 

You are bound to benefit from reading 
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNI- 
TIES", and if you are earning less than 
£30 a week you should send for your 
copy now—FREE and without 
obligation. 

POST NOW! 

BUILDING „ General Building — Healing CIVIL ENCINKKR1NG <? Ventilation — Plumbing 
General Civil Eng. — Muni- •— Architecture — Carpentry 
tlpal Eng.—Sinictural Eng. ■—Painting—Decorating— ■to rict IS*; rni t crc uaikc i 
Sanitary Eng. — Road Eng. Specifications & Quantities - one.!., 133 cULitut nUUit, 3d. stomp if posted In 
Hydraulics—Mining—Water ~ Surveying —Architectural I 29-31 WRIGHT'S LANE, W.8. an unsealed envelope, t 
Supply—Petrol Tech. Draughtsmanship. _ , r-nr-r- . ..      I I Please send me a FREE copy of "ENGINEERING. 
WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF COURSES IN OTHER SUBJECTS IN- ' OPPORTUNITIES. 1 am inlercsled in (stale subject, I 
CLUDING CHEMICAL ENG., AERO ENG., MANAGEMENT, INSTRU- I eXa'n'' 0I' career)- 
MENT TECHNOLOGY, WORKS STUDY, MATHEMATICS, ETC. |  | 
Which qualification would increase your earninr power? | ■ 
A.M.t.liech.E., A.M.S.E.. A.H.I.C.E.. A.M.I E.R-E., B.Sc., I NAME   | 
A.M.I.P.E.. A-H.I.M.I.. A.R.I.B.A.. A-I-O.B., A.M.I.Chem.E.. A.R.I.C.S. ■  I 

.EDUCAflONM'ETC?'' A'MXMun-E- C,TY & GUILDS. GEN. CERT. OF | ADDRESS  J 
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY | J 

155 COLLEGE HOUSE, 29-31 WRIGHT'S LANE, W.8 ■ | 
WRITE IF YOU PREFER NOT TO CUT THIS PAGE 

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEAPING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD 

THE l'rIVER^PRESST?MITFtPANEW
t
N£S LIMITEO Tower House, Southampton Street. London. W.C.2. Printed in England by ittc Kiy fcK PKbb^ LIMITED, Anao\er, Hants. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand: GORDON & GOTCH f id - ^nnth 

and Rhodesia: CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY LTD,: East Africa: STATIONERY & OFFICE SUPPLIES LTD. Su^cri^oTrate includinS postage for one year; To any part of the World £1 i6i 0. 
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FUUY DETAILED AND ILLUSTRATED 
CATALOG U E 

Now 96 big pages. The largest PRICE 
range available in the countr)i, 2/6 
All types of components and (post paid) 
equipment at competitive prices. 

PROVED and TESTED DESIGNS 

FULL AFTER SALES SERVICE AND GUARANTEE 
* CALL IN FOR DEMONSTRATIONS ^ 

DETAILED LEAFLETS FREE ON REQUEST 

FREE.'New 6 page 
book with detail! of over 80 project!, 
available from 
stock. Uses tran- 
sistors, light cells, sen, etc., etc. Ask 
foryour FREEcopy 

MW/LW POCKET SUPERHET RADIO 

85/- 

TOTAL COST 
TO BUILD 

P.P. 
21- 

(Battery 2/6 
Phone SI-) 

•ft All parts sold, 
separately. 

E-Transistor design. Push-pull output. 
■jc 2iio. Cleartone speaker. Printed circuit. 
•fa Attractive moulded cabinet, 
Ykr Slow motion tuning. 
★ Full med. and long waves, 
■jlf Size: 5 X 3 ;< liin. 
#AMAZING SENSITIV IT Y&SELECTIVITY 9 

•fr 6-Transistor push-pull Superhet design. 
•fa Uses factory built panels. 
Tlj- Permeability geared tuning. 
ir Full med./long wave tuning with push- button wave change. ■A" Double tuned IFT's. 

Chromed front panel plate, •fa Size: 7 x 4 X 21 n. Fits any car. 
•jc Pre-built units sold separately. 

^TA L , — /, i.i     i.". COST TO hi-. _ 
BUILD 

£8.19.6"' 
(7in. x 4in, speaker with car fixing kit and 
baffle board 20/- extra). 
TWO WAVEBAND ALL TRANSISTOR 

CAR RADIO TO ASSEMBLE 
• HIGH PERFORMANCE SUPERHET# 

2- AND 4-TRACK TAPE RECORDERS 
TO ASSEMBLE 

Pro-built Equipment—6 
Valves—Collaro 
Studio Decks— 

Portable Cabinets 
with Speakers. 

Complete record 
and playback. 

Th 2-track deck jO gns. P.P. 5/-. Amplifier 
11 gns. Cabinet with speaker S gns. 
OR SPECIAL PRICE rnp Y.P. TWO tbO 8/6 TRACK 

-jlr 4-track deck £13. 19.6. P.'K 5/-. Amplifier 
12 gns. Cabinet with speaker S gns. 
OR SPECIAL PRICE fOn P.P. FOUR LOU 8j6 TRACK 

10 Watt & 20 Watt HI-FI AMPLIFIERS Low distor- 
ow 

m 

UN TS 

S) 
■-.c = 

UNITS 

lTg*je3gTDaw 

—2:veiuM! -il  

• POWER AMPLIFIERS. 10 
watts R.H.S. music power. 20 

watts peak. 6-TransistOP- design. 
Panel size 4 X 2^ X iin. Response 

20 kc/s. lOOmV into 
Kohm input. 

UNIT !• For (2/15-ohm speakers. PR'CE£5.]9.( 40 volt 
supply 
UNIT 2. 
24/28 volt buSS.IU. supply "'-'ii-' 

BUILT' 
For 3 to 5 

P.P. 
2/b 

P.P. 2/6 
To 

UNIT 3 
THE FINEST QUALITY HI-FI 

AT UNBEATABLE PRICES 

-K MAINS UNITS. S9/6. 
power one amplifier or 69/6 to power 
two amplifiers (State 24 or 40 volt) 
PREAMPLIFIERS. Mono and stereo 
versions, 8 Inputs, Ij to 300mV at Ik 
to 500k. Response 30 c/s to 20 kc/s. 
Complete range of controls. Mains 
unit or battery operated. For pickups, 
tuners, tape, microphones, etc. 
UNIT 5. Mono foil-function pre- 
amplifier. Size;- Sj- X 2i X 2in. 
PRICE re in np-P- (Brown/Gold front BUlLTtD.lLl.ih/- panel plate 8/6) 
UNIT4. Si mplified version of Unit 3. 
Price 65/-. P.P. 1/6. Panel plate 6/6. 
UNIT S. Stereo preamplifier for use with two units I or 2. Size 
9 X 3i X I fin. 

BUIlf £10.19.6 P.P. 3/6 
(Front panel plate 12/6) 

We stock; 
TRANSISTORS 

RECTIFIERS 
VALVES 

CRYSTALS 
MICROPHONES 

TEST GEAR 
TAPE DECKS 

SPEAKERS 
MULTI-METERS 

RADIO 
CONTROL 

AMPLIFIERS 
RECORDERS 

TUNERS 
RECORD DECKS 

TWEETERS 
RECEIVERS 

GENERATORS 
COMPONENTS • 

AND 
ACCESSORIES 

Let us quote for 
parts for your 

circuit. Send a list 
for quick reply. 

Quality 
components at 
realistic prices 

SINCLAIR DESIGNS 
•fc New Pocket FM Radio Kit 

£5.19.6 
•k Micro-6 MW/ radio 59/6 
*• TR7S0 "Addon" 

power amp. 39/6 
•if Micro injector ' 

27/6 
ih Micro amp. 28/6 XIO Amp. kit 

£5.19.6 
BUILT £6.19.6 

X20 kit £7.19.6 BUILT £9.i9L6 
5 WATT AND H WATT 
PACKAGED AMPLIFIERS 

if 6-Transistor push- pull printed cir- 
cuit designs 

★ Size only 21 X 2 X Iiin. 
if S watt 13 

volt, 14 watt 
12 volt if For 3 to 5 ohm 
speakers if 7mV into I 
Kohm. 30 c/s 
to 16 kc/s 

PRICES 
(New Version) 

BU'IL" |jw. 65,'- fis'Sw. 79/6 lis P.P. 

4-CHANNEL MICROPHONE MIXER 
T ransistorised, 4 
inputs up to 100 
Kohm.Full mixing. 
PRICE 49/6 

& 

TRANSISTOR 
PORTABLE 

TEST 
EQUIPMENT All units size 
6| X 4| X 2Jin. 
if RF generator, 
150 kc/s to 350 
mc/s in 8 ranges. 
RF. Mod. RF, 
AF outputs. 

PRICE £9.10.0 
if Resistance/capacitance bridge. £8.5.0. 
★ Audio generator 10 c/s—100 kc/s. 4 ranges. £16.15.0. 

0 

VHF FM TUNER 
TO 

ASSEMBLE ★ Two p pre- 
built units 
plus metal 

work and front panel ■ Size: 9i x 3^ x 4in. Total Cost 
• 88 to 103 mc/s tuning £12.17.6 t 

■ lOOmV to tOOKohm output P.P. 2/6 ■ 6-Transiscor printed cct. superhet design 
(All units available separately) 

NEW 3-WAVEBANO PUSH-BUTTON 
PORTABLE SUPERHET TO BUILD 

★ SHORT WAVES 
l7-50m 

★ ME0. WAVES 
10HG WAVES 
TOTAL 
COST 

TO BU LD 
£8,19.6 3/6 
6 Transistors. 
I watt push- 
pull output. 
Special circuit 
for car aerial. Car and tape sockets. Tele- 
scopic and ferrite aerials. Full tuning on all 
wavebands. Push-button coil pack. Cabinet 
size 11 xTjx SJin. Black fabric with chromed 
handle and fittings. THE ONLY FULLY 
TUNABLE MW/LW/SW RADIO AVAILABLE 
FOR HOME CONSTRUCTION. 
(2-wiveband version as previously advertised 
still available at £7.19.6 p.p. 3/6. Batteries 6/-) 

VHF/FM TRANSISTOR TUNER TO BUILD 
TOTAL 
COST 
£6.13,1: 

P.P. 2/6 (com- ' 
piece with 

frontplate) 
(Gold sprayed 
cabinet 20/- 
extra). 
★ 5-Transl$tor 4 diodes ★ Printed circuit superhet ★ Geared tuning 87 to 105 mc/s FM ★ RF stage and double tuned IFT's ★ Output up to I volt peak up to 100 Kohm ★ 9 volt 9mA supply ★ Size in cabinet 4 x 3i x 2iin. ★ All parts sold separately 

HENRY'S RADIO LTD.I 
303 EDGWARE RD., LONDON W2 

PADdington 1008/9 
Open Mpn. to Sac. 9-6. Thurs. I p.m. 

Open all day Saturday 
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